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A B S T RAe T 
This thesis proposes that there is a narrative stance 
distinguishable from other· narrative stances, and to which 
the term persona can be correctly applied. This stance is 
determined by recourse to the perceiver's view of the 
author (called herein the reader's author), ra ther than by 
recourse to the biographical author. In order to determine 
to what the term persona should apply a number of prior 
investigations are carried out. Firstly, the relationship 
of the author to his text, and in particular to his 
narrators, is examined, including a summary of the problems 
raised by attempts at self-expression. The sociological 
view of the term, and sociological attitudes to the 
question of identi ty, its expression and perception, are 
also discussed. Secondly, contemporary uses of the term 
persona in literature are investigated, and three different 
applications are found to exist: 
(i) The Inevitable Persona. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
The Persona of Decorum. 
The Persona of Impersonation. 
From these applications, proceeds a survey of how these 
concepts were mani fested before persona was coined in the 
criticism of poetry and prose. 
This thesis then turns to consider narrative in terms 
of its truth condi tions, and details the truth condi tions 
of a distinct narrative stance to which the term persona 
could be properly applied. Before testing the truth 
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conditions of the three concepts to which the term has been 
applied, the reader who is to perceive the texts is 
defined. The three applications of the term persona are 
then examined for their truth condi tions, and only one is 
found to refer to a distinct narrative stance 
dis tinguishable from other stances. It is therefore 
concluded that the term persona has been too widely 
applied, and that by the use of a truth conditional account 
of narrative a more restricted and useful application can 
be achieved. The textual and contextual markers which lead 
the reader to postulate the existence of a persona are then 
detailed. 
Finally three illustrative examples are presented, ana 
the theory is found to have explanatory value. 
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PRE F ACE 
In wr i ting about the concept 0 f "persona" , it is 
necessary to discuss 
before establishing 
the contemporary view of the concept 
just how it manifested itself in 
earlier eras. This inversion is necessary, since the term 
was applied to literature other than drama (with its use in 
the phrase "dramatis persona") only comparatively recently 
in literary history. For this reason, I have laio out this 
thesis in order to answer the following questions: 
What is a persona and how is it related to the 
author? How is the term applied outside Ii terature 
and how do these applications help us understand the 
term's literary applications? (Chapter 1) 
When and why was the term coined? To wha t does the 
term now apply? (Chapter 2) 
How, if at all, did the concept of "persona" exist 
before the "invention" of the term? (Chapter 3) 
I then go on to examine the problems that arise from these 
questions namely: 
How do we distinguish a persona from other types of 
narrators? How do we define the perceiver of the 
persona? What is the relationship between irony ana 
the use of persona? (Chapter 4) 
What are the indications that the reader 
which lead 
(Chapter 5) 
him to postulate a persona in 
perceives 
a text? 
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Having established what these markers are, the 
narratives of selected texts are examined to demonstrate 
how the theory developed in the earlier chapters can be 
applied in practical criticism. (Chapters 6, 7 and 8) 
In attempting a work such as this, it is inevitable 
that some prior assumptions will be made. 
that these should be declared at the outset. 
It is proper 
I have attempted to isolate the types of narrators to 
which the term persona is applied, and to establish just 
how we recognise these types of narrators when we read. As 
a result it has been necessary to adopt an essentially 
synchronic rather than diachronic approach to the material; 
tha t is, once the area of applicabili ty has been 
ascertained, it is true in all texts at all times in 
history. This may seem excessively doctrinaire, but I see 
no alternative short of a definition for each era which 
will then require a further breakdown and so on, until 
ultimately each text (or part of a text) will have its own 
unique criteria for establishing what kind of narrator 
exists. Then, what is seen as an ironical persona in one 
work would be, with identical evidence, the author speaking 
in his own voice in another, or in another time. 
By the same token, if my schema is reliant on a 
universal application of the concept based on markers that 
are ev ident in a text, it is assumed tha t in the main, 
details of the author's Ii fe will be inadmissible 
evidence. As such I am proposing a corollary to the 
"biographical fallacy", for it seems to me that if critics 
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have mistakenly used biographical details in establishing 
meaning in Ii terature, they have erred just as much in 
using such details to prove or disprove the existence of a 
persona in a work. 
I would not, however, insist that an author is not in 
a text, but would hope to define just how he is in it. A 
text is an artistic expression and shoula be described and 
evaluated according to its own formal qualities. I believe 
that such a formalist approach can establish the nature of 
an author in a text without becoming an exercise in 
sociological, historical, psychological or biographical 
investigation. Like the French critic Genette "I ao not 
mean to suggest that the narrative content of the Recherche 
has no connection with the Ii fe of its author, but simply 
that this connection is not such that the latter can be 
used for a rigorous analysis of the former (any more than 
the reverse)." (Narrative Discourse, 1980, p. 28.) 
In selecting illustrative examples, one is always open 
to the criticism that the selections were made only from 
those texts which support the view proposed. The only 
defence I can make to this criticism is to point to the 
theoretical chapters in the hope that they argue in a 
sufficiently objective and convincing way to mitigate 
against this charge. Selection was made pr incipally from 
the most contentious cases in order to best test and 
illustrate the preceding theoretical discussion. No case 
is made for a gOOd or bad persona or a gOOd or baa work. 
There has been much discussion (Ehrenpreis in "Personae" 
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be ing one signal ins tance) about. whe ther the use 0 f a 
persona qualifies a work as better or worse, more or less 
sophisticated. No such attempt will be made here. For the 
purposes of this thesis a persona either exists or does not 
exist; no qualitative judgement will be attempted. Neither 
will the question posed by Wimsatt ("Genesis: a Fallacy 
Revisited", in On Literary Intention, p. 127) and mentioned 
by Cruttwell ("Makers and Persons", Hudson Rev iew, 1959 -
60, pp. 487 - 507.) as to whether a poem is or says what 
the poet himself was or thought and is hence good or bad, 
be addressed. Hence, the artist's sincerity will not be a 
central concern. Although the ability of the poet to 
express himsel f will be considered no evaluation will be 
attempted. 
While not going as far as Susan Sontag (Against 
Interpretation, New York, 1967) in limiting the function of 
criticism to the descriptive, I would propose that the 
"how" and the "what" a piece of writing is, should precede 
the "wha tit means". As such, the act 0 f descr ipti ve 
criticism stands before the acts of interpretation and 
evaluation within the time scale of the critical act. The 
aim of this thesis is to consider only the "how" and the 
"what" of the concept of "persona". 
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PAR T I 
THE 0 R Y AND HIS TOR Y 
C HAP T E R ONE 
WHAT IS A PERSONA? 
"I am only doing my job as a spokesman. 
what I am given to say that matters, not me." 
14 
It is 
Mr Ian McDonald, British Ministry of Defence spokesman, 
commenting on his overnight rise to the status of 
television celebrity following his issuing of statements on 
the Falkland Islands war. "The Press", Christchurch, 18 
May, 1982, p. 11. 
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Introduction 
The question which forms the title of this chapter is 
clearly the most fundamental in the area of persona 
theory. Yet it is also the most difficult to answer. For 
one commentator it is simple: "By an explicit definition it 
is a clear fictitious character who is represented as the 
supposed author of a work."l 
If we accept this definition, then we accept that the 
only prerequisites we require to fulfil before we are 
certain that we are dealing with a persona are 
(i) The speaker is clearly fictitious. 
(ii) The speaker presents himself as author. 
Under such a definition, all narrators who seem, 
either overtly or by implication, to be in the role of 
author of their tale (not necessarily the author of a 
ficti tious tale) are, willy-nilly, classi fied as personae. 
Later it will be demonstrated that such a definition is 
insufficient; that of the prerequisites set out above, (i) 
is often impossible to establish in any but a subjective 
way, while (ii) is necessary but not sufficient. It could 
be argued that Ewald's definition does not exclude the 
possibili ty that a persona can be other than the first 
person speaker, but for the sake of clarity I have assumed 
that that is not the case. What is indubitable is that the 
definition we have been examining does not excluae any 
first person narrators from the ambit of the term persona, 
since the existence of such a narrator must tacitly assert 
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the role of author for that narrator. 
Clearly a more restrictive definition is needed. This 
definition will need to distinguish a type of narrator who 
is identifiably different from the larger set of 
first-person narrators but who will be a subset of that 
larger set. The intention is to establish a clearly 
delineated type of narration (or rather narrator) to which 
the term persona can be applied. "Anyone", as Robert 
Elliot correctly notes, "looking seriously at the 
controversies over the persona quickly sees that much 
argument is terminological rather than sUbstantive. 
Opponents are not agreed on what their central term 
means.,,2 The first task then is to determine just what a 
persona is. 
In order to move towards some kind of definition of 
the term, I began by making the assumption (valid I think 
in retrospect) that a persona would be limited to first 
person narrators. However this in turn raised the prior 
q ues tion: are there any s tor ies wh ich do not have a fir s t 
person narrator? In M. Sternberg I s opinion, "the myth of 
I first-person I as opposed to I third-person I narrators, is 
invalid on any conceivable ground.,,3 Despite the 
widespreaa use of the terms first, and third person 
narration, it is clear that whenever we read we assume an 
"I" who is speaking to us even when no first person pronoun 
is used. The term third person narrative only refers to 
the predominance of the third person pronoun in the 
narration, and the term first person narration to a similar 
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predominance of first person pronouns. The only possible 
type of narration is that delivered by an "I" (or "us"). 
If we have no evidence of the narrator except the 
minimal properties required for narration, that is, that he 
can speak or write in the language of the text, has a 
particular style etc., then even if we call this narrator a 
third person narrator we are in fact dealing with a first 
person narrator who never uses the first person pronoun. 
Georges Poulet recognises this when arguing that we 
i denti fy with the "I" we assume to be there. "Whenever I 
read I mentally pronounce an I I I and yet the I I I which I 
pronounce is not mysel f. This is true even when the hero 
a f a novel is presented in the third person and even when 
there is no hero and nothing but reflections or 
propositions; for as soon as something is presented as 
thought, there has to be a thinking subject". 4 It will 
be seen that the establishment of this principle of the 
universality of an "I" behind all communication is crucial 
in the later discussion of authors and their personae. The 
opposing view is illustrated by Tillyard and Lewis who in 
the intrOduction to The Personal Heresy hold that when 
poetry is read as it should be, the reader has before him 
no representation which claims to be the poet, and 
frequently no representa tion "of a man, a character, or a 
personality at all."S 
Accepting that there is an "I" behind every narrative, 
the degree of identification between this "I" and the 
artist must be considered. At the most fundamental level 
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there-must be a link between the art and the artist, since 
writing is impossible if we deny that the artist can draw 
upon the accumulated experiences of his life, including his 
own imaginative experiences. An artistic creation can 
never, then, be wholly separate from the artist, if only 
because the creative process i tsel f becomes part 0 f his 
exper ience. Hav ing recognised this link it is a decision 
of a different order as to whether this connection is 
pursued in terms of the link between the artist and an "1" 
which appears in a text. 
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The Author In His Text 
In searching for an example where the narrator is 
identified indistinguishably with the author who created 
him, the following assertion by Walt Whitman must be 
compelling, however strongly the reaaer holds the view that 
authorial intentions are inadmissable aids to criticism. 
In writing Leaves of Grass, Whitman aimed to 
articulate and faithfully express 
poetic form, and uncompromisingly, 
emotional, moral, intellectual 
Personality and to exploit 
identi fiea wi th place and date, in 
and comprehensive sense than any 
book. 6 
in literary or 
my own physical, 
ana aesthetic 
that personality, 
a far more candid 
hitherto poem or 
Despite such an unequivocal statement, very persuasive 
arguments can be advanced for not accepting Whi tman' sown 
objective as either attained or attainable. In writing on 
Whi tman himsel f, the cri tic James Miller opined that "no 
man's life was ever captured and placed between the covers 
of a book. The real SUbstance of life, the spiritual 
involvements and the emotional undercurrents, the inner 
vision and the intimate prophecies - these deepest elements 
of a man's life must of necessity by their very nature 
escape recording.,,7 Of course, what Whitman in fact did 
in his autobiographical Leaves Of Grass was to fashion a 
picture of himself which was larger than life, containing 
incidents which were ei ther fictional or were imagina ti ve 
transformations of the truth, or rather of actuality. 
Then, having worked this figure in words he attempted to 
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live the fiction: a case perhaps of the persona defining 
the artist. Not that Whitman was unaware of the problem of 
transcribing the self. At the beginning of Leaves of Grass 
he muses: 
(And as if any man really knew aught of my life, 
Why even I myself I often think has little or nothing 
of my real life, 
Only a few hints, a few diffused faint clews and 
indirections 
I seek for myself to trace out here.) 
"When I Read The Book," Lines 4 - 8 
In brief, what Miller is saying, is that the artist 
cannot be transported in his actuality into a work of 
fiction, because the true personality is per se 
inexpressible. 
But an attack on the possiblity of an artist 
inhabi ting his work in his actual form can be maae from 
another angle. The basis for this second attack is that 
every speaker in a work of fiction must, as a consequence 
of inhabiting a fictive world, be fictive himsel f. We may 
want to see the work we read as springing from the "I" we 
read in that work, but by his single existence in the 
fiction the "I" assumes all the fictiveness of the work he 
purports to write, and we are forcea to conclude along with 
Wright, that the speaker must always be "wholly a product, 
and only apparently a source," 0 f his tale. 8 A poet's 
name "may be simply 'I'; but that again is a part of poetic 
creation.,,9 
The Russian formalist M.M. Bakhtin supports Wright's 
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view. He maintains tha t al though the "author-crea tor" can 
represent the world from many points of view, when he 
attempts to speak in direct authorial discourse he can only 
represent events as if he had seen them, as if he were an 
omnipresent witness to them. He goes on to say: 
Even had he created an autobiography or a confession 
of the most astonishing truthfulness, all the same he, 
as its Creator, remains outside the world he has 
represented in the work The represented world, 
however realistic and truthful, can never be 
chronotopically identical with the real world it 
represents, where the author and creator of the 
literary works is to be found. lO 
Parallels can be found in the sociological concept of 
role-playing. The assumption that a persona exists 
presupposes that there is a quintessential author, 
particularly if we attempt to define that persona by some 
criterion of isolation or distinction from the author. 
That such a quintessential author does exist, or in 
sociological terms that the essential sel f does exist, is 
open to debate. Equally the sociologist can argue that any 
a ttempt by "real Ii fe" people to communicate involves a 
level of fictionalisation as soon as a medium 0 f 
communication is employed. 
A third attack on the possibility of an author 
expressing his actuali ty in a work of Ii terature has been 
launched based on aesthetic rather than philosophical 
considerations. This thira attack contends that it is 
artistically preferable to create a mask or persona, rather 
than to recreate the self. Oscar Wilde, while believing in 
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the existence 0 f . a "real I II. found people's masks more 
interesting, and in a less mannered way, J. Kirchner, in an 
analysis of the Byronic persona, maintains that the voice 
of the speaker i s alway s s epara te from the poet's whe ther 
identified or not. She does allow the poet discretion to 
determine the extent to which a persona can resemble him, 
while insisting that "[t]o remain true to his artistic 
s elf, the poe t can not t ran s c rib e his soc i 0 - reI i g i 0 u sse 1 f' 
wi th minute accuracy. Even when he may think he has done 
precisely that, he has actually done both more and 
less." 11 George Parfitt sees a similar aim in Ben 
Jonson's poetry, in that "the poetic drive is to fashion a 
public poet-figure rather than to reveal the quiddities of 
self.,,12 This view is supported by Douglas Duncan, who 
holds that, "[ f] or Jonson the idea tha t the poet should 
express the man in his naked human essence had no meaning 
at all, since in his view the mere act of writing a poem, 
however slight, was a claim to the superhuman status of 
being a 'maker,.,,13 Al though Duncan re fer s to the 
idiosyncratic historical figure Jonson for his authority, 
C. S. Lewis is more general in his contention that the 
poet's "own personality is his starting-point, and his 
limitation and while he remains there and is merely a 
personality all is still to do.,,14 "No artist produces 
great art by a de 1 ibera te attempt to express his 
personality" is T.S. 
topic. 15 
Eliot's clear statement on the 
To summar ise, three reasons have been advanced as to 
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why an author-cannot puthims el fin h is text in propria 
persona: 
(i) The essential self is inexpressible. 
(ii) Fiction is fictive so per se everything 
within it must be too. 
(iii) Accurately transcribing the "sel fIt would 
compromise the art. 
If any of these reasons is accepted, then as a 
consequence there will be a need to define a persona by 
means other than by recourse to the author's "real sel f". 
(In the case of (iii) this will be an aesthetic rather than 
a philosophical need.) This creates what at first seems to 
be an irreconcilable paradox, since the very essence of a 
persona lies in its relationship to the author, an author 
who cannot ever be in his work in his "true" guise. 
The solution this thesis will advocate is that the 
author can exist in his works other than as his actual 
sel f; tha t the words on the page can imply the author, or 
as G. T. W rig h t put it, thea u tho r m us t create a formal 
structure whose import is the author .16 The only wayan 
author can penetrate the work and express his viewpoint is 
to imply rather than state outright; the same is true of 
the author's presentation of himself. 
Such views of the author's place in his text do have 
their opponents. Montaigne for instance held to the view 
that a book should be "consubstantial" with the author and 
that the hand of the writer is always evident in the shape 
of the letters .17 Such a claim readS as a truism, and 
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indeed I would not take issue with it. But there is little 
compelling reason for not limiting the applicability of the 
consubstantiality to that inevitable art-artist link I have 
men t ion e d b e for e , wit h 0 u tn e c e s s a r i 1 Y also applying it in 
an effort to deny the possibility of distancing, or 
impersonality in writing, or any of the literary methods of 
indirection which achieve any kind of separation between 
the author and his fiction. As Wayne C. Booth points out, 
Montaigne rejects "any simple distinction between fiction 
and biography or essay," and indeed t.1ontaigne himself said 
he intended to "present me to your Memory, such as I 
naturally am" .18 Yet Montaigne (or is it his persona?) 
admits that "In moulding this figure upon my self, I have 
been so oft constrain'd to temper and compose my self in a 
right posture, that the Copy is truly taken, and has in 
some sort form'd it self. But painting for others, I 
represent my self in a better colouring than my own natural 
Complexion. ,,19 What we will later see the Born discover 
about storytelling in A Soldier's Tale and we are to 
discover of the Born, Montaigne realises in his 
unwillingness to reflect his own "natural Complexion". 
If we embrace Montaigne's view of the complete 
identification of the author and his work unreservedly, 
then however much an author may try to disguise it, the 
persona will become a fascinating veil, through which we 
readers can test the acuteness of our critical vision by 
the success we have in glimpsing the true author: the flesh 
and blood creator. G.T. Wright is particularly critical of 
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those critics who attempt to get "behind the mask" to the 
"man" in order to establish the historical figure whose 
true nature will then belie the masks and throw light on 
the real meaning of the woik. This he sees as a aistortion 
of the literary purpose of the mask. 20 
On the other hand, if we are willing to treat the work 
in isolation from its creator then the persona assumes a 
more concrete existence all its own, where the morals, 
beliefs and opinions of the author (or more precisely an 
author: the reader's author) will be of interest only as 
they are implied through the persona and then perhaps only 
as contradictions or contra-distinctions of the persona's 
view. 
Narrators and authors, ei ther real, or constructed by 
a reader, have di ffering relationships wi th the text and 
the reader. All we know about a narrator we learn from the 
story he tells us. We can know only those things about him 
which he tells us explici tly, or which we in fer that he 
believes on the basis 0 fthe things he has told us. It 
follows then that when we turn to those things we know 
about authors, either real, or constructed by a reader, we 
can only know them by first removing what we know about the 
narrator. 2l Al though there may be things we know which 
the author and narrator have in common, we can only be sure 
that the residue (after the removal of those things that we 
know of the narrator) can be definitely attributed to the 
author. Some consideration must be given to what we do 
with those pieces of information we obtain from outside the 
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text both about the author and about his text. I do not, 
however, propose to discuss that question here, noting only 
that di fferent readers will construct di fferent views of 
the author and his text based on their varying knowledge. 
The problem 0 f how "the reader" can be standardized 
will be considered in a later chapter. 
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The Reader's Author 
In order to remove the real author and his belie fs, I 
have sugggested that, particularly when dealing with the 
indirection inherent in the use of fictional narrators, 
personae, irony, etc., we as readers must construct an 
author, rather than the author. This author, cons tructed 
by the reader from the various evidences he finos in the 
text (and some evidence supplied by the reader's own 
context - a point discussed fully in Chapter Four) will, in 
this thesis be called the inferred, or reader's, author. 
Such an author will be close in all respects to the implieo 
author which Booth identi fies, the author wi th which we 
travel "observ ing as from a rear sea t the humo.rous or 
disgrace ful or ridiculous or vicious dr i v in g behaviour 0 f 
the narrator seated in front. The author may wink and 
nudge, but he may not speak." In this 
communion can be achieved between reader 
way a secret 
and author. 22 
But since I believe that the reader infers the author from 
the text rather than a text implying an author to the 
reader then I will use the nomenclature outlined above. It 
will follow that the reader's author will be inferred 
differently by different readers. 
The reader's author will contain many of the 
properties often attributed to real authors by commentators 
who do not invoke the concept as such. Consider the 
fallowing. In discussing a passage in Wordsworth's Prelude 
(xi, pp. 302 - 318) Edward Bostetter writes: 
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Perhaps Wordsworth intended to suggest that this was 
the moment at which he became aware of his own 
identity, just as under similar circumstances, in his 
meeting with the convict in the graveyard at the 
opening of Great Expectations, Pip tells us he became 
aware of the "identity of things" including his own. 
When Wordsworth incorporated the incident into 
The Prelude in 1804 he added two signi ficant 
passages. 23 
Clearly Bostetter is using his "perhaps Wordsworth" to 
postulate either a narrator or more likely a sort of 
reader's author who can be said to intend his text without 
the spectre of the intentional fallacy rising up before the 
critic. Or to put ita di fferent way it is a means by 
which the critic can refer to an author's purposive, rather 
than purposeful, intent. Whatever the case it is clear 
that his first reference is of a di fferent order to the 
Worasworth who quite definitely addea two passages in 
1804. Of course the number of commentators who see no such 
distinction are legion. Take for example the following 
statement. 
Michael is the high point of Wordsworth's 
narratives. . .. Wordsworth dispenses with the fictive 
narrator, beginning with a direct address to the 
reader; "If from the public way ~ turn your steps." 
Then gradually ••. he unfolds the story as significant 
to his life. 24 
Bertil Romberg, in what is perhaps the most exhaustive 
study of the first person novel yet attempted, clearly has 
no doubt that the author can speak directly to the reader. 
He sees the "I" 0 f Thackeray's Vani ty Fair, as being qui te 
separate from the fiction, standing "to one side of it, or 
rather above it,,25 and believes that the discussions on 
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the theory of the novel delivered in the novels of Fielding 
and Diderot, as well as Thackeray, are delivered by the 
author unmediated by any fictional stance. In a note he 
does mention the possibility that the authorial "I" should 
be considered part of the fiction, but concludes that "[iJn 
a first-person novel, the author's 'I' must be 
characterised as non-fictitious vis-a-vis the fictitious 
, I' 0 f the narra tor! ,,26 Th e dis tinction seems a lit tIe 
forced to me, since the "author's I", to use Romberg's 
terminology, is still potentially fictitious and stands 
inside the story to the extent that the story he tells in 
which he tells of himself can be fiction to us but 
delivered as fact by that speaker. 
Certainly Romberg is right in seeinG the different 
levels narrated by the "author's I" on the one hana and the 
"narra tor's I" on the other as being in the same 
relationship as fact to fiction, but his unwillingness to 
see the author in the text as another "chinese box" in the 
fiction is disappointing. The simple explanation, and one 
that applies to many commentators, is that he sees any 
interference by the "author's I" in the "I" of the narrator 
as being to the detr iment 0 f the sought-a fter illusion of 
reality. But when it leads him to the belief that the 
speaker in both Dante's Divine Comedy and Chaucer's 
Canterbury Tales is an author assuming the function of 
narrator without putting on the latter's mask, then he has 
gone astray.27 
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In Dante's case, Francis Fergusson underlines 
Romberg's error when he says "the distinction between Dante 
speaking as the author, and Dante the Pilgrim, is 
fundamental to the whole· structure." Elliott adds "The 
Pilgrim is the protagonist of a drama; whereas the author 
knows the whole story in advance ... the two perspectives 
providing a kind of stereoptical effect.,,28 Later we 
will see that this effect is crucial to the perception of a 
persona. 
A major error of perception occurs if a reader assumes 
that the "I" of any narration is the autobiographical 
author. Literary history is thick with examples and I 
shall confine myself here to two which also cast some 
illumination on persona theory. 
Frank Ell is, as ear ly as 1951, pointe d au t th e error 
of one John Hill who, writing in the London Daily 
Advertiser and Li terary Gazette of 5 March 1751, assumeo 
that the author of Gray's "Elegy'" and the speaker of the 
poem were identical. Ellis went on to refute this 
assumption by listing what we know of the speaker from the 
poem. He concludes that we know only a minimal number of 
things: 
(i) He is from a different social class and 
milieu from the peasants who he describes as 
"rude". 
(ii) He is learned enough to make allusions to 
Dante and Petrarch. 
(iii) He is disenchanted with gentility. 
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(iv) He is scornful of bourgeois art. 29 
Clearly with such a minimal set of properties we 
cannot say that the speaker is the autobiographical author, 
or a fully developed character. He is merely a device with 
the properties we have isolated - nothing more. We assume 
that these properties have been established by an author 
and that that author has chosen to give him those 
properties because he is then sui table or appropriate to 
the poem's form and content. He is what I will later 
define as a Persona of Decorum. 
The second example I will examine is that of the 
speaker in Smollett' s On Travels through France and Italy 
(1766). Before the mid-1960s commentators had treated the 
ill-heal th, general depression and xenophobia of the 
speaker as autobiographical, but a number of recent essays 
have challenged this view. First John F. Sena suggested 
that the speaker, "al though closely resembling the author, 
has an existence separate from and independent of its 
creator.,,30 This view, though employing a comparison 
wi th the actual author, does allow that the author can be 
defined by recourse to the qualities of the speaker. These 
qualities are seen by R.D. Spector,3l as being so limited 
as to define the speaker less as a character and more as a 
rhetorical device with a number of characteristics, chief 
among them patriotism. Scott Rice picked up on the notion 
of the rhetorical function of the speaker and emphasised 
both his "appropriateness" and how we are meant to see 
through him to the author beyond. This is to be achieved 
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through an. awareness of the metaphoric design which has 
"the satirist as physician to an ailing body politic whose 
detailed anatomization of luxury in a specimen case is 
diagnostic and whose recommendations of the opposing 
virtues is curative.,,32 
This dichotomy which must be perceived between the 
author who created the text and the "I" inferred by the 
reader is also seen by Tzvetan Todorov who uses the phrase 
"poetic personality" to refer to the narrator whom we 
apprehend through the discourse. This "I" he in turn 
distinguishes from the "I" who speaks in the work, who is 
only a character. As a consequence he sees "a dialectic of 
personal i ty and impersonal it Y , betwe en the I 0 f the 
narrator (implicit) and the he of the character (which can 
be an explici t 1), between discourse and story. ,,33 
Todorov's concept of the Ilpoetic personality" coincides 
with the first notion of "Wordsworth" we saw adopted by 
Bostetter above. 
To return to our discussion, it can be seen that, once 
generated, this reader's author can be considered 
omniscient in a way that no other author or narrator can 
be. A reader crea tes for himsel f an author so he can, if 
he wishes, ascribe to that construct omniscience both of 
his text and of the world in which his story is told as 
known fact. This knowledge can be as particular as the 
number and nature of repetitions of a phrase, or the number 
of lines or letters in a text, or as general as facts and 
opinions not revealed in a text. It is surely this kind of 
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genera ted author. who cr i tics invoke when they consider the 
significance of, say, the number of stanzas in Pearl or the 
central line in Paradise Lost or the function of the Golden 
Mean in the structure of The Faerie Queene. Hence it is 
possible to not only talk of the "author" of an anonymous 
work, but also of the persona that an anonymous text can 
generate. And it is this, reader's, author who can escape, 
"deft and refined", leaving any unsavoury aspects of the 
form or content of a work in the hands of some other, be it 
speaker or persona. 34 By constructing this author, we 
avoid that absurdi ty which makes many commentators uneasy 
and which Ricoeur labels "the fallacy of hypostasizing the 
text as an authorless enti ty, ,,35 while acknowledging that 
this reader-created being is the closest any reader can get 
to avoiding the fallacy. An attendant advantage of the 
postulation of the reader's author is the removal of any 
need to discuss accidental or coincidental meanings, since 
all meaning is "intended" under this hypothesis. 
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The Persona And The Author 
A persona is, I would argue, an invention in the same 
way that any dramatis persona is. If we can legitimately 
sense the Bard's true stance behind the words of Falstaff, 
or any of his other characters, surely we WOUld not in this 
era of post-biographical fallacy, construct a vision of the 
man and then criticise the dramatic character in the light 
of it. Such cr i ticism is circular, functioning as it does 
by discussing the text in terms of the author which has 
already been "created" from the text. 
While criticism quite willingly allows a character in 
a piece of drama to suggest the positives or realities in a 
text, and, wi th less enthusiasm a character in fiction to 
do the same, let a persona be suspected, and criticism has 
tended to beckon the author and reach for the biographies, 
in an a t tempt to ver i fy the persona's v iews by compar ison 
wi th some imagined truth resident in the Ii fe and belief's 
of the author. 36 But if, as I advocate, we treat the 
persona as a verbal construct, then a persona's v iews can 
no more be verified by applications to the author's 
biography than any other construct, be it a character in a 
novel or sentiments in a poem. When we perceive a persona 
we infer an author because our concept of the term 
presupposes a quintessential author who "adopts" the 
persona mask. That is only natural. This would be true 
even if we had not already assumed an author in our reading 
of a text. What must be avoided is the desire to contrast 
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the construct with the actual writer. Our emphasis shaul a 
be on the surface of the mask, and inferences can be drawn 
from that towards the views of the author since a persona 
i spa r t a f a b oak, a f i c t ion a I pro a u c t , and not par t a f a 
writer. 
Having said that, it is important to stress that a 
persona's ability to imply an author is not a totally 
posi ti ve implication. The similar i ties between irony and 
persona will be discussed more fully later, but the point I 
would underline here is the necessary negativity of the 
relationship between the persona's views and those of the 
author's, which parallels what Kierkegaard, using Hegel's 
terminology, refers to as the "infinite absolute 
negativity" of irony.37 The indirection inherent in both 
irony and persona-use, means that something other than a 
"truth" must be stated, and then not directly, but only by 
showing something that is not the truth. Although a 
per son a may not a chi eve the in fin i ten ega t i v i t Y a fir any , 
certainly even the use of a persona who di ffers from the 
author only in some minor locatable detail is employing a 
negative (what is not part of the author), to imply a 
positive. What is essential is that we see the persona in 
relation to an inferred reader's author, rather than in 
relation to a possible real Ii fe author. In this way, as I 
have already pointed out, it is possible to derive a 
persona from an anonymous work in a way that would be 
impossible if a real author were part of the necessary 
prerequisites of persona recognition. 
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Having divorced the necessity of defining the persona 
from known facts of the author's life and times, I will now 
look a t the uses to which the term has been put, both in 
and out of literature and' criticism to assess whether in 
fact there is any consistency in the use of the terminology 
and hence whether a number of different concepts are 
collected under the umbrella term persona and if so, 
whether the term would be better applied more narrowly. 
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The Persona In Sociology 
Since no-one is someone without a disguise, 
And the truths of the parlour in the bedroom are lies 
And my everyday self is a shoddy disgrace 
I have put on these masks to show you my face. 
Maurice English, Midnight of the century 
The term persona is widely applied in sociology to 
describe the roles adopted by individuals in different 
circumstances. The politician, the lover, the parent, are 
all di fferent roles played and available to one "sel f". 
The New Zealand poet and critic James K. Baxter sees these 
"selves" which a man adopts in a given situation as a sort 
of tribal mask. 38 
Although Ii fe is intrinsically non-fiction by 
definition, social intercourse involves the use of a medium 
of communication which fictionalises the message. In its 
simplest form, this concept is illustrated by the inability 
of the word "love" to be completely consubstantial with the 
emotion "love" irrespective of any role-playing, irony, 
circumstance or audience related distortions which could 
come into play. 
In contrast with fiction, the communication of "real 
events" does presumably remove one of the levels of 
fictionalisation. All fiction, conveyed to a reader 
through the medium of language involves a fictionalisation 
per se that occurs before the fictionalisation involved in 
the creation of fiction in the form of fictional 
occurrences ; fictional isa tion which spr ings from both the 
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inability of a mode or medium of communication to be 
consubstantial wi th the idea communicated, in combination 
with the arbitrariness of the choice of that segment of the 
communicated medium to represent that communicated idea. 39 
The first of these levels of fictionalisation is the 
equivalent of the medium of communication in a social 
setting and involves the universal discrepancy between, in 
A.C. Howell's terminology, "verba and res.,,40 If we 
accept the inevitable fictiveness of communication then it 
becomes a truism to say that whenever we have a speaker he 
is never the flesh and blood person, but some sort 0 f 
fictional narrator. So, whenever we deal wi th the word 
"I" we deal with a persona both in life and in literature. 
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This view is held, not just by Saussurian linguists, but by 
sociologists as well. For example, Daniel Albright tells 
us that "all verbal analogies will necessarily fail to be 
congruent with the personality depicted, even if we imagine 
the perfect verbal act of sel f-expression, in which a mind 
capable of knowing its operations exactly discovered a 
pattern of words the form of which was identical to the 
form of the mind's operation ,,41 Elsewhere he makes 
a similar claim. "No verbal analogue 0 f personali ty, even 
if it reaches for a thousand pages, can claim without 
presumptuousness to be faithful to any real 
personality." 42 Unfortunately this first order, or 
"Inevitable Persona" as I will call it, is of limited use 
to the literary critic once its existence is 
philosophically established. 
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What I will call, for the moment, second oroer 
personae 
critic. 
are much more interesting for the literary 
These are the role adoptions that we all employ 
every day. Whether we are aware of it or not, we all use a 
di fferent role or sel f-image when talking to an intimate 
than we do when talking to a stranger, to a crowd than to a 
single person and so on. These second order personae of 
sociology are 0 f relevance to the Ii terary cri tic when it 
comes to the contention as to whether these adopted roles 
are fictional and therefore separate from our "true", 
quintessential sel ves, or, as a group, represent the 
totality of the self. For as we have seen, the term 
persona presupposes a quintessential author, in the same 
way that a sociological role presupposes a quintessential 
sel f. If a "sel f" that is the author were denied by a 
study of the social human, then the power of the persona to 
refer to a quintessential author would be severely reduced. 
The use of the term "role adoption," seems to suggest 
that these roles are somehow derivations from our real 
selves, but is it possible to separate out such a self, or 
are all these roles integral parts of the personality? Are 
we, in other words, just a bag of personae, or is there an 
essential "I" within us, which can act the role of 
academic, politician, lover and. so on? Is our essential 
personali ty to be de fined only as "the integration 0 fall 
the traits which determine the role and status of the 
person in society?,,43 In which case is "[t]he I," as 
Paul Valery speculates, "no more than a conventional notion 
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empty as the verb to be",?44 Or is there a " fiery 
particle" which exists outside the totality of our 
, . ?45 Th t experIence. a some literary critics have assumed 
the existence of a real self seems unwisely presumptuous in 
the light of these, as yet, unanswered questions. 46 
Geiwitz believes that there is a personality which he 
sees as the "dynamic organisation within the individual of 
those psychophysical systems that determine his unique 
adj us tments to his environment. ,,4 7 The key word here is 
"unique" and Geiwi tz in no way proves that the sel f is 
capable of such "unique adjustments" - only that if it did 
it would have personality. A definition of role is 
provided by Ralph Linton who sees it as the "dynamic aspect 
of a status", or in other words some position that we 
recognise carr ied into action through a person. 48 (This 
emphasis on the observer as role definer has parallels in 
Ii terary cri ticism wi th the upsurge in interest in recent 
years of the position of the reader in textual 
, in terpreta tion, and parallels the emphas is placed above on 
the position as the reader as the definer of the author). 
The sociologist E. Goffman further divides roles into the 
static role, and the role-performance. 49 The static role 
is the activity the individual would engage in were he "to 
act solely in terms of the normative demands of [someone 
in] his position", while a role-performance is the "actual 
conduct of a particular individual while on duty in his 
position." 
Although the application of sociological jargon to 
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literary concerns will be resisted, Goffman's analysis does 
at least shed some light on an approach to persona 
criticism. The sociological role is seen by Goffman as 
observer-defined, just as I advocate the persona should be, 
rather than creator defined. However in real life we know 
for certain that there is a person behind the role who at 
least resembles the voice or role in some way, and is 
inseparably linked to the exercise of that role. Such is 
not the case in literature where we can establish to our 
own satisfaction the existence of a persona with no 
certainty of the existence of an author. The closest a 
"real life" role can come to a literary creation is in the 
speech and actions of a confidence trickster and of course 
this is as much fiction as is an actor's role on the stage; 
both are "fictively adopted role performances" in Goffman's 
terminology. 
The examples of Walt Whitman and Ernest Hemingway, who 
both to some extent lived their creations, lead us to 
conjecture whether there can be seen such a relationship 
between the social roles we adopt and the "real sel f . " 
Helen Perlman, in establishing a relationship between the 
"person" (someone who is aware of sel f) and the "personae" 
(that is the roles and functions by which he makes himself 
known to others), does concede that while some of the masks 
are readily detachable, others become "fused with the skin 
and bone. ,,50 Talcott Parsons reinforces this view from a 
behavioural psychologist's standpoint. He observes that 
patterns learned in interaction with others become part of 
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the personality. The child, by internal ising the 
reciprocal role-interaction pa t tern wi th a mother, becomes 
able to assume the mother (al ter) role. First the child 
adopts the role in play and later in reality; the role 
b th l ot 51 ecomes e rea l y. It would appear that in an 
unconscious way, writers. corroborate Philip Hobsbaum's 
contention that "psychologists and writers are first 
cousins. What the clinical psychiatrist diagnoses and the 
social psychologist observes, the writer recreates and sets 
down on paper. ,,52 In fact it has even been suggested 
that the increased use of masking and persona use (however 
that can be measured) is tiea to the breakdown of 
Judeo-Christian values and ethics and the genuine 
uncertainty and fragmentation of personality.53 
Ultimately the literary critic is on firmer ground 
than the social scientist, since the latter does not have 
the right to treat the persona as a purely artistic 
creation, but must always relate it to a real self despite 
Jung's assertion that "the persona is nothing real" but 
merely "a compromise between an inaividual and society as 
to what a man should appear to be. ,,54 
So we are faced with two problems, both of which are 
crucial to literary theory as well. 
(i) Is the self identifiable and unique? 
(ii) Is the self expressible, or can it express itself? 
While the first of these problems will underpin the 
ability of a reader to see an author behind his words, it 
will be· the second which will be of more interest to the 
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reader of fiction, since, as we have seen, to some critics 
at least it is answered by the first of the three reasons 
previously advanced (page 9), as to why the author cannot 
be in his text in propria persona; viz., the essential self 
is inexpressible. 55 
A contrary view has been expressed by certain 
psycho-analytic critics, who see all modes of 
self-expression, including those employing a persona, as 
conscious or unconscious revelations of the self. C.J. 
Rawson, in his provocative essay "Order and Cruelty,,56 
moves in this direction when he says that al though Swi ft 
and Johnson "had no consciously formulated sense that 
traditional values cannot any longer apply" this only 
"partly explains the tendency of Swift's 'gratuitous' 
effects to dovetail into a moral argument. ,,57 He argues 
that Swi ft' s power comes from his abili ty to mimic the 
excesses in style and thought in a satire which ultimately 
embraces human nature and himsel f. Rawson concludes, "we 
would do worse than entertain the thought that Swi ft, 
was and sensed that he was, in all rebellious 
recalcitrance, himself a Yahoo.,,58 It is, then, the 
tincture of evil, of the satiric butt in Swi ft himsel f, 
that breaks through the surface of the Dean of st. 
Patrick's and gives such power to Grub street writers, 
Proposers, Projectors, or whoever Swi ft creates to speak. 
The broom does get dirty in the sweeping. Louis D. Rubin 
suggests that it is understanding of, rather than 
identi fication wi th; the subject which is necessary, but 
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also mentions a need for sympathy: 
To dissect something well, one must understand it, and 
in order to understand something one must have a 
certain amount of sympathy with it; but ooes this 
argument make, say, William Faulkner into a racist, or 
Stendhal into an ultra-royalist?59 
Or Swift into a Grub-street hack? The answer must be no. 
It remains for the psychologists to determine to what 
extent psycho-analysis can fino motives for writing in all 
its manifestations of style and word choice in the 
psychology of the writer. Taken to the extreme the 
application of such techniques to criticism would free the 
world of persona criticism, since any speaker, however 
fictitious he may be at first glance, may be seen to spring 
directly from the psyche of his creator. Literature 
becomes at this point another social role, obscuring but at 
the same time revealing the true nature of the 
patient/author to the psychologist/critic. The 
psychologist J. Laird quotes Butler's The Way of all Flesh, 
approvingly when the narrator says: "Every man's work, 
whether it be Ii terature, or music, or pictures, or 
architecture, or anything else, is always a portrait ot' 
himself, and the more he tries to conceal himself the more 
clearly will his character appear in spite ot' him."60 I 
believe critics such as Rawson go wrong by confusing the 
one (social intercourse) with the other (Freudian 
psychology). 
Before any closer comparisons are made between the 
fictive literary statements and the non-fictive statements 
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made during social interaction, it is necessary to consider 
whether we are considering like terms, or compar ing 
distinct phenomena presupposing they are the same. P. S. 
Morris, discussing Jean-Paul Sartre's concept of a person, 
has pointed out that in the phrase: "I am a coward" the "I" 
refers to the "ego as the unity of actions" for which 
"substance is only caricature".61 The "I" of literature 
does not have this uni ty of past actions to base s-uch a 
statement on so we as readers naturally but erroneously 
extrapolate from the statement to the actions. It is in 
fact arguable that the circumstances involved in the 
writer-reader interaction are so different from those 
involved in the speaker-hearer interaction as to make a 
comparison at least highly suspect. As a resul t 0 f this 
discrepancy, the difference between the Sociological 
Persona and the Literary (fictive) Persona is caused by the 
same dichotomy as that between speaking and writing in the 
broadest sense. That being the case the problem of 
identifying a Persona in writing will face us with the same 
problem that we face in all writing when we try to 
establish the existence of a writer. As Paul Ricouer puts 
it, "the problem of writing is identical to that of the 
fixation of discourse in some exterior bearer, whether it 
be stone, papyrus or paper, which is other than the human 
voice whereupon The human fact disappears.,,62 
And as a resul t "The relation between message and speaker 
at one end of the communication chain and the relation 
between message and hearer at the other are together deeply 
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transformed when the face-to-face r~la tion i$replaced by 
the more complex relation of reading to writing, resulting 
from the direct inscription of discourse in littera. The 
dialogical situation has been exploded. The relation 
writing-reading is no longer a particular case of the 
rela tion speaking-h ear ing. ,,63 It would follow then, tha t 
the fictive literary use of a persona would no longer be a 
particular case of the use of the persona in the relation 
k . h . 64 W' . 1 . k spea 1ng- ear1ng. e are 1n essence compar1ng un 1 e 
terms. 
An attendant problem also suggests itself, and that is 
how we treat the oft used comparison between drama (as live 
per formance) and written language , particularly since the 
term persona i tsel f is a direct borrowing from drama for 
use in criticism of written texts. 
If as we have said the elements of spoken and written 
discourse are so disparate as to be unavailable for 
compar ison, then the same must be said 0 f the elements 0 f 
drama in performance on the one hand (and also a reading of 
a poem) and a novel (as well as the text of a play) on the 
other. When we read we apply our knowledge of life to the 
extent that we know that a speech requires a speaker. Yet 
in literature it is the speech which defines our view of 
the speaker, and the speech alone. As a resul t we mus t 
define our view of the persona (speaker) in terms of the 
speech (text). It is here that the Sociological and the 
Literary Critical approach to persona theory diverge. 
Here it will be necessary to speak- of the persona in 
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literature only in terms of the utterances it makes. 
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C HAP T E R TWO 
THE CONTEMPORARY PERSONA 
Introduction 
Now that the methodology which this thesis will use to 
determine the existence of a persona in relation to the 
author has been established, I wish to turn to a 
consideration of the recent applications of the term. This 
chapter will examine the influences which brought about the 
need for the term to be coined during the Romantic period, 
and then move on to consider current critical usage of the 
term. The influential work of George T. Wright will then 
be used as a starting point to ascertain the breadth of the 
term I s application in recent cr i ticism. Three broad areas 
of application will be identified and these will be 
discussed in turn. 
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The Romantics: The Persona Invented 
In his thesis on the· development of the persona in 
English Criticism, G.A. McCann locates the first use of the 
term "persona" in the pages of The Westminster Review of 
January, 1830, and I ha·ve found nothing to place the oa te 
earlier. l Important as this single instance may be 
historically the formative influences which shapea the 
need for the concept (which hao been so long covert in 
Ii terary practice) to finally have an epithet, had been 
more powerful than at any previous time. The Westminster 
rev iewer, as we shall see, was reacting to the pressures 
rather than taking a bold innovative step himself. 
The rejection of the norms of the neo-classical age 
led to "a new kind of respect for the original and genuine, 
and hence the personal", bringing with ita devotion to 
"poetic genius, to the personali ty, or iginali ty, mina and 
emotion, virtues and v ices, Ii fe, su ffer ing and dea th 0 f 
the literary creator. ,,2 As such the Romantic revival was 
seen as "the initial movement of the creative mind in its 
attempt deliberately to dissociate itself from the realm of 
collective values and to create i tsel f upon the personal 
Ii fe of the individual.,,3 Romanticism,4 as Herbert 
Read has perceptively pointed out, became identi f'ied wi th 
the artist, while classicism was iaentified with 
society.5 Wright believes that by the early nineteenth 
century the singer/persona has become "the poet, this poet, 
"I" in all its literal force" and sees this as a move from 
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the Provencal jongleur who was a persona in that he was a 
presentation of a man singing of love not of a man in 
10ve. 6 The artist, singing as himself, "0 ffers to 
society some knowledge of the secrets to which he had 
access, the secrets of the sel f which are buried in every 
man alike, but which only the sensibility of the artist can 
reveal to us in all their actuality".7 But it is the 
artist's mind which is the centre of interest as it offers 
a vision of the personal in everyone. As Mowbray Allan saw 
it, "[tJhe Romantics had found in idealist philosophy a way 
of restoring the human - indeed, the personal 
place at the centre of creation."B 
to its 
From his new found place at the centre of things the 
poet, and more particularly the poet's imagination, can 
expand out into the universe. The poet, in Bostetter's 
words, is seen as "in reality the divine ventriloquist 
projecting his own voice as the voice of ul timate truth,,9 
fulfilling that "eternal and primary fact of consciousness; 
man's desire for self-trust, self-expression, 
sel f-expansion. ,,10 This is not to say that the Romantics 
all held the same view of themselves and their imaginations 
in the universe. Wordsworth's notion 0 f the "ego tis tical 
sublime" turned external object into internal subject, 
while Keats was the reverse and saw the self absorbed into 
the object. Coleridge combined the two views in wanting to 
make Nature thought, and thought Nature. ll 
Once the artist himsel f asserts his central posi tion 
in the scheme of things then the combination of this wi th 
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the loss of what Bostetter calls the" 'cosmic syntaxes' in 
the public domain, such as the Christian interpretation of 
history and the concept of the great chain of being" 12 
leaves him claiming both the primacy of his individual 
experience, and the universality of its application to 
mankina. As G. H. Hartmann sees it, "the artist is caught 
up in a serious paradox. His art is linked to the 
autonomous and individual; yet that same art, in the 
absence of an authoritative myth, must bear the entire 
weight of having to transcend or ritually limit these 
tendencies.,,13 
Allied to this romantic interest in the sel f and its 
true revelations is an interest in the ability of the poet 
to speak directly to his audience. As a result the 
techniques of indirection, particularly irony and the 
desire to create personae, took a back seat .14 Yet one 
view of the persona thrived during the romantic period, and 
that wa~ of the poet as vates inspired by the muses, 
na ture, or wha tever form the divine may take. While the 
poet was seen as speaking his true feelings in his poetry, 
he paradoxically believed that inspiration came from 
without. A full discussion of the origins of the notion of 
inspiration and its links- with persona must wait until 
Chapter Three, but it is clear that in the Aeolian Harp we 
have the symbol par excellence of the poet as persona of 
nature or the Gods. The inspiring force could take 
different forms for different poets but it is almost always 
there. For Coler idge, Truth was the di vine ventr iloquis t, 
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for Blake, his muse, while Shelley claimed tha t the grea t 
poets of his time were, "the priests of an un apprehended 
inspiration, the mirrors of· gigantic shadows which futurity 
cas ts upon the pres en t" . As such, Abrams concluaes that 
the romantics "often spoke confidently as elected members 
of what Harold Bloom calls "The Visionary Company", the 
inspired line of singers from the prophets of the Old and 
New Testaments through Dante, Spenser, and above all Milton 
who claimed inspiration from a Heavenly Muse and from 
the Holy Spirit that had supervised the Creation and 
inspired the biblical prophets. 15 The Romantics were 
preparea to be personae or vates for the Gods but rarely 
elected to adopt personae of their own in a conscious way. 
Everything about that testament to the romantic poetic 
mind, The Prelude, and almos tall tha t has been written 
about it, is a testament to the belief that the poet can 
express himsel f wi thou t the medium 0 f a narra to r. Nature, 
the cosmos, the imagination, these are the intermediaries 
between man (poet) and truth. These are the things which 
reveal man to himsel f and the poetry they produce will 
reveal man to man. Yet some critics, lea by G. T. Wright, 
hold that the Romantic poet in the poem is a pose since he 
is not the real poet, but an idealised sensitive being who 
serves as subject for the poems, and whom the poet himself 
" "t t" d I" f 16 can even 1m1 a e 1n every ay 1 e. 
If the poet is so concerned to speak in his own voice, 
indeed believes perhaps for the first time in English 
literary history that this is possible and desirable, then 
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it Is understandable that the need arose for a term - the 
persona - to be coined which would describe what occurs 
when this felicitous self-expression is not the poet's mOde. 
However, once this term was coined it came to apply to 
several di fferent concepts at once, as we shall see in the 
next section. Oddly, one of these applications refers to 
the poet expressing himself in the poem - the romantic aim. 
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The Three Types Of Persona 
That some critics see personae everywhere, while 
others limi t the application of the term to just a few 
works is not a function of the critic or the work, but of 
the essentially multiple nature of the application of the 
term persona itself. I have isolated three types of 
narrator or narration to which the term persona has been 
applied, and I wish to examine these in more detail now. I 
have labelled them respectively: The Inevitable Persona, 
The Persona of Decorum, and The Persona of Impersonation. 
Wright On The Poet In The Poem 
Any discussion of contemporary Persona theory must 
acknowledge the pioneering work of G.T. Wright in The Poet 
in the Poem. Al though I have referred to this influential 
work on many occasions elsewhere, I w ish_ now to examine 
Wright's contribution to the discussion of the persona, 
noting how his treatment encompasses the three types of 
persona discussed hereafter. I will draw on his work again 
to exemplify some of the points made later in the chapter. 
the 
Wright sets as his topic 
poet is present in his 
the "v ar ious way s in which 
poems."l7 After discussing 
the ways in which poets are in their poems in any age, he 
considers in three separate sections the work of three 
modern poets, Eliot, Yeats and Pound, in order to ascertain 
to what extent their poetry can be considered to be 
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impersonal and to what extent generalisations about moaern 
poetry and poetry on the whole can be made in light of 
these three poets' work. It is with the theoretical essay 
which begins Wright's book that I am concerned here. 
"The Faces of the Poet", the essay which makes up the 
first part of Wright's book begins with the assertion that 
"full objective knowledge of any person is 
unattainable." 18 This, Wright argues, aoes not prevent 
us from evaluating people on the basis of the information 
that we have. This is true too of poetry. We merely fit 
new things into the schemes we are familiar with. So when 
we are faced with a persona, although we are aware that 
poems may be spoken by any kind of character, we fit those 
limits we already know to the limits of the possible types 
of persona. 19 These limits will be the limits of what we 
know about people and literature. So in Wright's view, a 
persona is limited by the expectations and knowleage of the 
audience_ which perceives it, and by the choice of the poet, 
narrowed by those expectations and by the culturally 
possible roles available to him. 20 As we can see, Wr ight 
differs from the essentially perceiver-centred view of the 
persona adopted by this thesis, by looking at the persona 
from the poet's point of view. 
This is not to say that Wright banishes the role of 
the perceiver totally, but that he emphasisas that part of 
perception which he calls "superior to variation.,,21 
In the second section of his introductory essay, 
Wright moves on to discuss the all pervading "I" of 
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Ii terature whether it is acknowledged or not. All words 
represent someone talking. 22 This universal existence of 
a speaker is tied to the· principle of decorum ana this 
extends to all literature. A writer "must observe not only 
the conventions of contemporary utterance and the 
conventions of contemporary artistic utterance; he must 
observe also the conventions of all artistic utterance.,,23 
Wright distinguishes between lyric and dramatic 
personae, but since he does not confine his use of the term 
to authorial personae as we do here, but uses it to cover 
the full range of speakers in literature, his distinctions 
are not important in the present context. What IS 
important, however, is his assertion that since art is 
formal there must always be a distance between the maker of 
the poem and the persons in that poem. 24 This is because 
actions represented do not really occur, and "the persons, 
including the 'I', do not exist outside the poem, or at 
least dQ not exist in the same way. ,,25 - What Wright is 
moving towards, here, is the view discussed in Chapter One 
- that all elements inside a work of fiction are fictive 
per se. So, in Wright's resonant words we do not "say 
ourselves, we make a formal structure whose import will be 
us" if we wish to express ourselves. 26 
After an examination of the etymology of persona 
(covered in Chap ter Three) Wr ight moves on to es tab lish 
that the three elements of speech - fact, tone, and point 
of view, are 0 ften only hinted a t or impl ied. This, he 
argues, is how we apprehend Ii terature. Not by any overt 
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statements by any of the characters, but by the recognition 
of meaning through indirection. And then, not only in 
i ron y and sat ire , but ina g rea t de a 1 0 f 1 i t era t u r e • 27 
This indirection is inherent in all literature because 
there are always two levels of speech: one where the 
characters speak to each other, to an impliea audience, and 
so on, and another level where the wr iter speaks to us. 
(This second level, as it is perceived by the aUdience of a 
piece of literature, can be equated to the reader's author 
as it is defined in Chapter One.) For Wright "[t]he poet's 
point of view is always larger than that of his 'I' for the 
'I' is only a conventional element in a symbolic 
context that serves as the formal expression of the poet's 
view of reality." 28 
Research which attempts to discover the real man 
behind the poetic persona has value as biographical inquiry 
but "often overlooks or distorts the specific literary 
purposes that the mask is designed not to evade but to 
fulfill," Wright believes. 29 Despite the tendency here 
to resort to the writer's intentions in justifying the 
focusing of attention on the literary effect of the mask, 
the point is well made. But it should be emphasised that 
at this and other points Wright does not distinguish 
between the persona which must exist in all writing (what I 
have called the Inevitable Persona, and which Wright 
asserts when he says "at least one persona is present in 
every work of literature,,30) and the other types of 
personae which are not an inherent part of the writing 
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process. 
This is not to say that Wright is unaware of these 
other types of persona. Indeed he talks of a persona which 
lies at the very source of poetry, this persona springing 
from the rhetorical devices which appear in poetry. A type 
of persona which I have labelled the Persona of 
Decorum. 31 Where Wright does see the poet adopting a 
double role and using two personae, one of these personae 
is the "elemental persona" who is "consistently ignorant 
even of the socially accepted versions of the physical 
bases of the universe. ,,32 Wright uses as his mOdels of 
this persona Gulliver and Prufrock, indicating that he sees 
this persona as closer to what I have called the Persona of 
Impersonation than indicating a recognition of the 
distinction between the Persona of Decorum and the 
Inevitable Persona. 
Wright's perceptive account of the speaker in 
relationship to . what he speaks ,. alsQ deserves some 
mention. He recognises, as we shall see later when we 
consider the truth conditions of fiction, that the words of 
the mask and those of the reader's author (al though of 
course he does not use the term) are identical: "they issue 
from two di fferent mouths simul taneously - from the mouth 
of the mask and from the mouth 0 f the man who wears the 
mask. Yet even this distinction is not qui te accurate. 
For the poet is not present in the poem.,,33 
We saw above that Wright does not distinguish the 
Persona of Decorum and the Inevi table Persona, but he is 
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aware of the former. He discusses the poet which a reader 
perceives when he reads satire, for instance, but does not 
consider the possibility that the reader may postulate 
another persona (the reader's author) behind the apparent 
picture of the poet that is created decorously for the 
particular medium. Wr igh t, I bel ieve, mis takenly allows a 
strong association between the poet as presented and the 
poet as perceived by a reader; a poet which for some 
readers could di ffer signi ficantly from the one presented 
in the poem. 
When dealing with the lyric, Wright makes a clear 
distinction between the "two speci fic personali ties that 
define every work of art: that of the speaker and that of 
the implici t poet. ,,34 Where he errs is in not allowing 
for the possible discrepancy between an impression of an 
author created by a decorous representation and the 
reader's author who may be at one remove. 
Fr om what has gone be fore we can see tha t despi te 
certain reservation, Wright has made a significant 
contribution to the history of persona theory in this 
introductory essay. He has pOinted out the universal 
inevitability of the persona in art, and the existence of 
personae dictated by the mode or medium of expression, and 
of the Persona of Impersonation as it is defined in this 
thesis (although he does not make these distinctions). All 
of which has also contributed to a move away from a 
trea tment 0 fall wr i ting as the true express ion 0 f the 
flesh-and-blood writer, to a realisation of the importance 
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of treating the speaker in its own right. 
In the second hal f of his essay "The Faces of the 
Poet" Wright moves on to consider the personae of the 
drama tic monologues 0 f Browning which, as I have pointea 
out elsewhere, are beyond the scope of this study, owing as 
they do more to the tradi tions of drama than to prose 
fiction. His work in this area did, however, contribute to 
the widespread acceptance of the term persona albeit, in 
terms of this paper, a misapplication of the term. 
Wright concludes his theoretical discussion wi th the 
interesting hypothesis that a poetic persona is defined by 
the period in which it is written and perceivea, noting a 
tendency which moves the persona down through the social 
strata from the courtly Chaucer ian speaker to the common 
man of the Modernists. 
The Inevitable Persona 
When discussing the persona in sociology, I isolated a 
use of the persona both in literature and in social study 
which I labelled The Inevitable Persona. I WOUld like now 
to look at that use more fully in its literary context. 
The Inevitable Persona is, as I have said, that 
persona which springs from the inability of a mode or 
medium of .communication not to interfere in the 
addressor-addressee relationship and hence not to 
fictionalise the message to some degree. Ho fmanns thaI in 
fact sees form i tsel f as mask, 35 while others follow G. 
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T. Wright and believe that n[e]ven if an attempt is made to 
extract the poet from the poem, this process will not 
insure discovery of the person of the poet but more likely 
will reveal a mask of the poet's inner self reacting as an 
implicit voice in the poem. n36 The level of 
fictionalisation involved in the creation of the Inevitable 
Persona is outside, and prior to any attempt to write 
fiction. It is the fiction of all communication, even that 
which is in any sense n factual n. But again, once the 
concept, bas ed as it is on a me taphy s ic, is es tablished 
philosophically, then any further discussion is unlikely to 
be frui t ful for the 1 i terary cr i tic. As Irvin Ehrenpreis 
wisely points out, n[t]here would be no profit in the 
attempt to iaentify it [persona] in imaginative literature 
if it were merely an inseparable part of language and 
communication; we do not praise an author for using 
participial phrases. yet I believe that the persona or 
mask,as usually employed, has no status as art in itself, 
unless we admi t such art to be congeni tal in humankind. n 
He goes on to say that he sees the most subtle use of the 
concept being when it is used to describe that circumstance 
where the author pretends to be himself but acts a 
calculated role, concluding that: 
it seems that this [the inevitable persona] kina of 
rhetorical pose is absolutely inseparable from all 
language and communication. One could never reveal 
the whole truth about oneself, even supposing one knew 
it. I f one COUld, the effect Would be chaos, for to 
reveal all is to hide all. One cannot speak wi thout 
selecting a limited number of remarks from among 
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possible remarks; and it is animal instinct to choose 
those which sui t the occasion. In every 
conversation, we misrepresent our nature. To the 
degree that the speaker in the Epistle to Dr. 
Arbuthnot does not st~nd for Alexander Pope, no man, 
in a single speech can be wholly himsel f. If the 
effect produced by a speech gives a misleading or 
one-sided image of the speaker, the reason is that to 
be coherent, one must expose one side at a time.,,37 
I have quoted Ehrenpreis at length because he makes a 
number of valuable points. Firstly, he recognises the 
reaundancy 0 f the In ev i table Pe rsona in the considera tion 
of "imaginative literature". Secondly, he advocates the 
use of the term persona to describe the circumstance where 
the author pretends to be himself but acts a calculated 
role. This, it seems to me, covers both of what I call the 
Decorum, and Impersonation uses of the term. Thirdly, he 
argues persuasively for the view that the art would be 
compromised if the artist attempted or succeeded in 
representing himsel f in his text. Lastly, in discussing 
the choice which the wr iter makes in limi ting the number 
and nature of his remarks Ehrenpreis refers to the animal 
instinct which guides that choice. Whether it is achievea 
by animal instinct, or sophisticated chOice, the Persona of 
Decorum (for I believe it is this that Ehrenpreis refers 
to) as a rhetorical pose is distinct from the Inevi table 
Persona of communication. 
An investigation of a number of critical opinions will 
s e r vet 0 de m 0 n s t r at e t hat the t e r m per son a is wid ely use d 
to denote the phenomenon which I have labelled the 
Inevitable Persona. As we have already seen George T. 
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Wright bases his definition of the position of the writer 
in his work on the universal existence of a speaking voice 
which is at least partly fictitious and which he terms the 
persona. He concludes that "in all poems it is a persona, 
not a poet that· speaks. ,,38 Drawing on Wallace stevens' 
well-known line: "[w]e do not say ourselves like that in 
poems", Wright believes that if we want to "say ourselves" 
we must, and do, "create a formal structure whose import 
will be us". 39 In doing so he proposes the same solution 
to the writer's desire to be in his text that I advocate in 
this thesis as a solution for the reader who is looking for 
the writer in a text. Wright proposes an answer to a 
creative problem in the same terms as the answer I propose 
to the critical one. It is Ehrenpreis' s unwillingness to 
accept the philosophical existence of the Inevi table 
Persona that leads him to lament the growing tendency to 
at tribute the sentiments expressed not to the author J but 
to some intermediate figure. 
Often a term other than persona is advocated. W. C. 
Booth, for instance, argues that persona is not the correct 
word to describe the "second sel f", 40 or implied author 
(which, as I have notea below, but using instead the term 
reader's author J is almos t synonymous with the Inev i table 
Persona), yet his Index betrays him (Persona •.. see also 
Implied author) and even in his text he finds the term 
seductive . "The art of constructing reliable narrators is 
largely that of mastering all of oneself in order to 
project the persona, the second sel f, that really belongs 
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in the book." 41 
Despite the degree of control Booth grants the author 
in fashioning the "second self" he still includes the 
inevitability of producing a persona in his all 
encompassing term Implied Author. For he admi ts that no 
author can attain the kind of objectivity of science. 42 
Taken from the reader's viewpoint, no work of literature 
can be perceived to be completely without a subjective 
element which must be the product of a personality/author 
who, due to the medium he works in, can never be the flesh 
and blood author. The medium both prevents true self 
expression, and paradoxically insists on the perception of 
a subjective encoder at the same time. 
In noting the universality of the inevitable persona 
we must ask just how useful the term is as a critical tool. 
w. S. Anderson, speaking to a symposium on the nature 
of persona, came right to the point, when he said that to 
the extent that all speakers wear masks the concept of 
persona is superfluous but he did not attempt to 
distinguish the possible types of masks distinct from this 
universal truism. 43 Philip Pinkus seems to agree when he 
says that the term is misapplied when it is used to 
describe a speaker whose distinction from the author is not 
great, al though how this is to be determined he does not 
44 say. 
As a coda it is interesting to compare what I have 
called the Inevitable Persona with what.1 have isolated as 
the reader's author. Essentially they are the same thing 
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from a di fferent perspective. The first is the unerring 
result of any attempt at expression, while the second is 
the result of any attempt at perceiving the expressor.' 
The Persona Of Decorum 
The second type of persona I wish to distinguish is 
what I will call the Persona of Decorum. I draw the term 
from the classical writers on the doctrine of 
appropr ia teness and decorum, and from Douglas Duncan, who, 
in an excellent discussion of Erasmus's use of Folly as a 
mouthpiece, indicates that the mouthpiece varies in order 
that the speech will be appropriate to the speaker, using 
the phrase "decorum personae" to describe these changing 
voices. 45 
The Persona of Decorum is that voice which is assumed 
(although perhaps to avoid any trace of author or intention 
it would be more accurate to say "is assumed by the reader 
to be assumed") to deliver language which is appropriate 
either to the subject matter or the type of person 
speaking. Wright tangentially points to the Persona of 
Decorum in observing that the different personae are partly 
determined by the di fferences between not only poets and 
eras, but also genres, 46 and realises that this persona 
will be partly dictated by the mood or tone of the piece 
(and the appropriateness of that tone) when he points out 
that to a degree we all become di fferent people when we 
change our mood or tone. 47 It is possible to go a little 
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further and see not just the tone or the mood as the mask, 
but the whole form that the work takes be it satire, poem, 
or novel. 48 Of course the elements of a Persona of 
Decorum will often be found in the Persona of 
Impersonation, since the art of impersonation will perforce 
be unconvincing if it is attempted wi thout the requisi te 
appropriate voice. Holden Caul field, the narrator in 
Catcher In The Rye, would be quite absurd with, say, an 
English received "voice" just as he would be less 
convincing without the New York patois he speaks in. 
As I said at the beginning of this section, the 
Persona of Decorum is historically linked to the notion of 
decorum or appropriateness. It will be particularly common 
in poetry where the type of poem will dictate a particular 
voice wi thout requiring (or due to its size being able to 
construct) a fully developed persona or character, or where 
no reference is made to the I-speaker, but from his 
language it is clear that he is of a particular vocation, 
social standing, educa tional background, or ethnic origin. 
This is the type of persona Kirchner is referring to when 
she says: "In listening to the persona of a poem we are not 
listening to the poet unadorned, but to a voice especially 
tested for a particular timbre and resonance. ,,49 This is 
the persona that M. H. Abrams refers to when he says "the 
romantics do not write direct political and moral 
commentary but (in Shorer's apt phrase for Blake) 'the 
politics of vision,' uttered in the persona of the inspired 
prophet-priest. ,,50 Having said this, it is likely that in 
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a longer work of fiction, the use of idiosyncracies of 
language and thought based on such influences will build 
into a character, a caricature, or a Persona of 
Impersonation. Where we can say that none of the above 
types of narrator has been created then it would seem that 
by a logic of exclusion, we would have a Persona of 
Decorum. (The Persona of Decorum will, of course, be in 
addition to any Inevitable Persona we may identify since it 
will be viewed by the reader as a voice that is voluntarily 
assumed rather than one springing from the narrator of 
fiction. ) The question then arises "does a Persona of 
Decorum exist if a reader concludes from the textual 
evidence that there is one, yet the writer is writing, say, 
in New York patois, because that is how he speaks?" The 
answer must be yes if we are to place the same limi ts on 
the interpretation of the existence of the Persona of 
Decorum as we do on the existence of the reader's author. 
The Persona of Decorum will predominate in poetry of 
the Romantic period, that is where the everyday words of 
everyday men are used by the poet who consciously chooses 
to write in such a mode without inventing a fictitious 
character to speak the words for him or to posture behind. 
Pope's use of the vir bonus would qualify as a Persona 
of Decorum if we accept H. T. Greany's view that the voice 
Pope adopts is not a character or another narra tor, but a 
point 0 f v iew supported by appropr ia te at ti tudes. 51 Th e 
Persona of Decorum would also account for the personae 
which have been seen in such poems, as well as in the works 
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of Eliot, Pound and the Modernist poets. So when Pound 
wrote his Personae he in fact created voices rather than 
per son ali tie san d the s e v 01 c e s we ret h 0 sea p pro p ria t e t 0 
the poem. That, however is not how Pound himself saw it. 
He believed that he was striving for true sel f-expression 
and in doing so threw off complete masks of himself. 52 
The cr i tic Brooke-Rose chooses not to use the word 
voice, but her point is essentially the same as mine when 
she says: "This, to me, is ul timately what is meant by the 
"Personae" of Pound; his endeavour to undergo purposefully 
a multiplicity of influences in order to achieve painfully, 
slowly, and by no means always or consistently, that 
perfect balance of subjective and objective, presence and 
absence, ghost and full-blooded flesh, past and present, 
fact and fiction, high seriousness and humour.,,53 Each of 
these influences leads Pound to adopt an appropriate, 
decorous voice to utter his work. 
The Persona Of Impersonation 
The third application of the term persona that I wish 
to distinguish I will call The Persona of Impersonation. I 
coin this term to refer to that use of the term which 
invol ves a more fully developed character than ei ther the 
Persona of Decorum or the Inevitable Persona. 
commentators often 
person speakers. 
apply 
( The 
the word persona to 
term is sometimes 
In fact 
all first 
applied, 
presumably by analogy wi th dramatis personae, to refer to 
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all characters created in a narrative. However in this 
paper I am concerned only with the word as it applies to 
first person narration.) 
In his seminal work on the position of the poet in his 
poem G. T. Wright holds that a poet's personae are "the 
speakers of his poems" and it is clear subsequently that he 
intends that definition to apply even when he sees that 
speaker as quite distinct from the poet (a word Wright uses 
synonymously wi th the use of "reader's author" in this 
thesis).54 He says for example that literature "is made 
up of words, composed by wri ters and spoken by personae. 
In some works the distinction between poet and speaker is 
obvious; in others it seems an extravagance to call 
attention to a distinction so thin it can hardly be said to 
exist.,,55 For Wright, then, the amount of distinction 
between the speaker and the poet is not material in 
determining whether a persona exists. For him all speakers 
of Ii terature ranging from what I have called the 
Inevitable Persona (where the distinction is so thin as to 
hardly exist) to a character who seems completely 
fictitious (where the distinction is obvious) are all 
personae. Wright sees a distinction only between speakers 
and non-speakers arguing that "personae, although they 
often partake of the richness of characterisation open to 
all Ii terary personages, are consti tuted di fferently from 
the res t be c a use 0 f the i r r 0 l'e ass pea k e r s • ,, 56 I w 0 u 1 d 
argue that when the distinction between the speaker and the 
poet/reader's author becomes obvious then the term persona 
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is misapplied (unless, as I have previously said the term 
is being used by analogy wi th the dramatis personae of 
drama) and the correct ~nalysis is that we have a 
character, not the poet or the reader's author or whatever 
term is used to describe the apprehended motive personality 
behind the work of literature, and that character speaks to 
us in. the first person. Of course there are other 
important problems introduced by the use of the first 
person that are not evident with the use of the third 
person in character creation. But this does not deny the 
point that such first person characters are of a different 
order from personae of authors. If the term is to possess 
any individual significance then it must refer to a unique 
narrative phenomenon which is distinct from the use of 
first person narration delivered through the mouth of a 
character who is obviously distinct from the reader's 
author. Such a phenomenon will of necessity be a subset of 
the comp.! ete set 0 f first person narrators"-
The question of whether or not such a unique narrative 
phenomenon can be identi fied, I will leave until Chapter 
Four. For the purposes of the current analysis, the 
applications of the term persona, and the question of the 
wisdom or producti vi ty 0 f any 0 f the appl ica tions noted 
here must wait till then. 
Wright is by no means the only critic to have used the 
term to refer to the fully developed character who speaks 
in the first person. . For Kirchner the persona of Byron is 
manifested not only by the "I" in a poem but also in "the 
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deliberately invented historical or fictional character of 
the· dramatic monologue".57 spector sees the eighteenth 
century personae such as the Connoisseur as distinct from 
their authors whose views are only revealed through irony, 
yet is qui te at ease wi th the term persona to describe 
them. 58 Richmond, like Kirchner, sees the speakers of 
drama tic monologues, this time Browning 's, as personae, 59 
al though he never articulates parameters for the term and 
it could be argued that he too is making the by now 
famil iar analogue wi th the term drama tis personae. Ewald 
allows the term to apply to a wide range of first person 
speakers including, again, Browning IS Fra Lippo Lippi and 
the other speakers of the dramatic monologues, with no 
suggestion that they are anything but fully fictitious, if 
self-revealing, characters. 60 
The term persona has clearly been used to refer to any 
of the impersonations who speak with in a tex t which is 
constructed around an "I"-grammar. And it has often been 
used with little or no concern for the degree to which that 
speaker resembles the author (however the concept of author 
is perceived). The fact tha t the speaker, the "I", speaks 
to his readers seems to be deemed sufficient to qualify it 
for the title of persona. 
Unfortunately those commentators who do use the term 
soundly do not give us some indication of why the term is 
better or more accurate than some other, such as character 
in the case of the Persona of Impersonation, or reader I s 
author in the case of the Inevitable Persona, as I have 
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suggested here. It is just this objection which gives the 
anti-persona cri ticism of Ehrenpreis and more particularly 
Buckley and Wilson (1975) such credibility. Neither of 
these articles can establish a separate concept which is 
not covered by the existing, or (since persona is so well 
established) alternative terminology. In their extremely 
stimulating dialogue both Buckley and Wilson ultimately 
reject the use of the term because, as Wilson says early 
on, it is "more 0 f a tal isman than a genuine concep t; an 
adornment to cri tical discussion rather than an analytic 
t 1 ,,61 00 • Later I will propose a concept which is 
separate and individual and to which the term persona can 
be constructively attached. 
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CONCLUSION 
In current cri tical ptactice then there are at least 
three di fferent applications of the cri tical term persona 
which I have isolated and termed the Inev i table Persona, 
the Pe rsona 0 f Decorum and the Pe rsona 0 f Imper sona tion. 
The last of these covers a wide area and often is used to 
denote all first person speakers by a kind of back-analogy 
to the origin of the term in dramatis persona. It is one 
segment of the Persona of Impersonation application that I 
will later look at more closely in an attempt to isolate a 
unique narrative posi tion to which the term persona can 
usefully be applied. 
Al though I have s epara ted the three types 0 f persona 
and tended to treat them as integral entities for the 
purpose of this paper, I believe the truth of their 
application is more complex than this. Firstly the three 
positions. are actually better viewed as points on a 
spectrum and the borders between them are by no means well 
defined. The Inevitable Persona will merge into the 
Persona of Decorum just as the latter will merge into the 
Persona of Impersonation as the amount of detailea 
"characterisation" increases. 
Secondly, the var ious applications I have noted tend 
to be cumulative. So the Persona of Impersonation will 
de liver his narration in the appropr ia te form and voice, 
while the use of a medium of communication will create an 
Inevitable Persona. 
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The combination of ill-defined boundaries for the 
various different applications that critics have used, with 
the cumulative tendency of· the di fferent applications has 
contributed to the wide range of di ffering concepts the 
word has come to cover. 
Having established to which concepts the term persona 
is currently applied, I wish to turn now to consider how 
those concepts, be they ever so wide and amorphous, are 
manifested in pre-romantic times. 
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C HAP T E R T H R E E 
THE CONCEPT OF PERSONA THROUGH HISTORY 
Introduction 
Chapter Two began wi th a discussion a f the Romantic 
movement's contribution to the birth of the term 
"persona". Then the various concepts to which the term is 
applied today were examined. But before the term was 
coined the concepts to which it came to be applied already 
existed, and it is to these, pre-romantic, mani festations 
that this chapter turns now. 
If the concepts to which the term "persona" have been 
applied can be said to have a history in any way, then the 
virtual invention of the poet in the poem by the Romantic 
movement must stand as a signal occurrence. It is almost 
as if the concept was created by the poets of the human 
soul by in fact creating poetry of the first person in 
which they tried to eschew the use of a fictional narrator 
in order to be "a man speaking to men".l 
The forces which shaped the Romantic movement, as well 
as the chief characteristics of that movement, point more 
directly than at any other time to the necessity to have a 
word for the concept of "persona". On the one hand the 
forces shaping the Romantic movement created a milieu ripe 
for both the individualisation of the narrator, and the 
general ising of the characteristics of that narrator to 
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attain a universality of applicability. However, it could 
be argued (and G.T. Wright implies this), that each age has 
its "chief poetic persona,,2; the literary equivalent of 
the legal "reasonable man" (that mythical individual 
usually found in s ta tutes~ de fining the - cr iminal law, who, 
it is claimed, represents the thoughts and feelings of 
society), defined not so much by the poet as by his 
audience. Further it could be held that the Romantic 
narrator envisaged by Coleridge and Wordsworth, was merely 
a phase in the development that had moved slowly down the 
social scale from Chaucer's courtly man. This is an 
interesting concept in theory, but the existence of many 
indi v idual exceptions, starting with the speakers 0 f Piers 
Plowman and even Chaucer's speakers, WOUld suggest it can 
only remain valid if applied to an implied audience rather 
than to the implied author or speaker. 
The elements which historically led to the creation of 
the concept of persona exist not just in literature, but in 
the whole framework of intellectual thought, particularly 
that involving Man's view of himself. If a "persona" is a 
way of presenting, or even not presenting, the true self of 
the writer, then it follows that that writer's attitUde, 
and the attitude of his society towards the concept of the 
sel f and its expressibili ty is crucial. For this reason I 
intend to consider not only the narrator in literature, but 
at ti tudes to the sel f, to personal identi ty, to biography 
and autobiography as well as the critical attitudes to 
persona theory. It should be borne in mind that there will 
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be other areas which have a bearing too; travel literature 
is a case in paint, where the choice of narrati ve angle, 
the narrator's personal or impersonal reaction to what he 
sees, will be a function of the wri ter' s views on the 
self. All of these examples will shed light on the concept 
of persona, as they all signi fy the way Man is able to 
conceive of himsel f, and the possibili ty of transmuting 
that sel f, real or imaginary, into words whether "fact or 
fiction". 
John O. Lyons has published a most thorough treatment 
of the historical atti tude to the sel f in his book The 
Invention of the Self, and I wish to consider his findings 
now, before moving on to the history of the persona 
itself. 3 Lyons argues that the end of the Eighteenth 
century marks a significant change in man's view of 
himsel f . The two ins tances a f Dr. Johnson's Li ves a f the 
Poets and Boswell's Li fe of Samuel Johnson exempli fy this 
change. For Johnson, man was the leaky vessel of the soul, 
while for Boswell man was the organic complex of the self. 
The century "began with the proper study of man being ~an, 
it ended with the proper study of man being himself.,,4 
Lyons' thesis rests on the notion that the self itself 
is a myth, an invention. Early man had little notion of an 
individual self. The concern of the earliest cave drawers 
was with the world around them, while man, if represented 
at all, was a stylistically drawn stick figure. 5 This 
effacing of the individual persisted in various forms until 
a mere two centuries ago. In biography, Lyons opines, 
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"even the whole truth about an individual, existed in what 
was stereotypic rather than in what was unique. ,,6 
Medieval and Renaissance biography concentrated on the 
general rather than the typical, on the office or position, 
rather than the individual. It is only with Boswell that 
the biographer begins to concentra te on gossip, anecdote 
and minutiae. 7 Autobiography, too, follows the same 
pattern. Before "the fulcrum of the mid-eighteenth century 
... personal narrative was to make one's peace with Gad; 
afterwards it was to make one's peace with himself."B 
Only Montaigne stands out as an exception, and Lyons 
considers Montaigne's experiences and thoughts are the 
material of metaphor and he himself is not the subject. 9 
Turning to travel tales, Lyons notes that concern with 
the self and its reaction to travel experiences replaces an 
interest in reason, religion ana place, and introspection 
only becomes evident in the early nineteenth century.lO 
Ev~nthe weather (which is personal and particular to 
time and the observer) only becomes of interest after 
1770!11 
Parallels are also noted in pornography, which moves 
from a depiction 0 f the body as machine, to the personal 
narrative in which the heightened sensations of ecstacy are 
in some way self-defining. 12 
As the interes t in the sel f and its concerns 
intensifies so the extent to which the self of the artist, 
particularly the novelist in his fiction, takes centre 
stage. "In the end, the author's 'sel f' is mos t clearly 
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seen in a refracted light, and the feeling of truth is 
strongest when the reader is faced with a fiction. ,,13 
When the modern age comes to realise that the self' is, 
in fact, a myth, then this feeling that we are in the 
presence of truth when we are most in the presence of 
fiction, increases. A mask becomes a protection from the 
void that hay ing no "sel f". implies .14 we adopt a taci t 
assumption that we best understana authors, and ourselves, 
when that self "is reflected in mirrors, sensed in the 
shadows, haunted by the doppelganger, or glimpsed through 
the slits of the mask.,,15 
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Origins and Etymology 
It would be useful . to be able to restrict the 
application of the word "persona" by an appeal to its 
etymology, but that etymology contains most of the elements 
which cause the current state of uncertainty about the 
term: mask, veil, impersonation, and true self. A complete 
etymology of the word is unclear. The most thorough 
treatment yet attempted is that of Gordon W. Allport in his 
trea tise Personali ty: A Psychological Interpreta tion, 16 
in which he postulates five possible origins of the term. 
The first is that the Romans adopted the Greek word for 
mask; prosopon, presumably around the time tha t the Greek 
dramatic mask was adopted clOD BC, although such a markeo 
change in the form of the word makes this derivation highly 
unlikely. Allport sees three other possible origins as 
similarly unlikely. 
Peri soma: A Greek word meaning "around the bOdY". 
Persum: In Etruscan and Old La tin, meaning 
"head" or "face". 
Per se una: A Latin phrase meaning "sel f 
contained". 17 
The most likely derivation of the word is in the Latin 
18 phrase per sonare. The phrase per sonare (Wr ight, The 
Poet in the Poem, pre fers the form personando, sounding 
through, as the root form), denoted the large mouth of the 
mask, or perhaps the reed device inserted into it to 
project the voice of the actor, but, "from the very 
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beginning persona by a metonymic change referred not so 
much to the vocal aspects 0 f the mask as to its visual 
properties.,,19 Soon attendant abstract meanings joined 
the concrete ones in existence, and by the time Cicero was 
writing Allport is able to discern four distinct meanings 
of persona. 
(i) As one appears to others (but not as one 
really is). 
(ii) The part someone plays in Ii fe (e.g. 
philosopher). 
(iii) An assemblage of personal qualities that fit 
a man for his work. 
(iv) Distinction and dignity (as in a style of 
writing). 
I f these various meanings do not clear up the exact 
defini tion of the term, they do serve to show us just why 
we have such a proli feration of applications of the term 
today. In the meanings isolated by Allport we can see 
elements of both the sociological use of the term, as in 
(ii) and (iii) above, as well as elements of the Persona of 
Decorum, (iii) and (iv) above, and the Persona of 
Impersonation, (i) above. 
Although there is no evidence of a airect Greek 
ancestor of the Latin "personare", the existence of the 
root "sonou" and the prefix "pro" makes the existence of 
such a word at least possible. There is no evidence of any 
word in Greek wi th a similar form meaning "a particular 
. individual". This would tend to support the theory that 
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the metonymic changes occurred in Latin and not earlier. 
In addition it seems that Latin dramatic masks are modellea 
on Etruscan and not Greek models, reinforcing the 
suggestion that any abstract meanings would have developed 
during the Roman period, rather than been borrowed from 
ear lier Greek usage. In fact, in modern English, the words 
mask and persona are again (or still), synonymous. 
R.C. Elliott uses the Etruscan connection to support a 
quite different derivation claiming that "most (but not 
all) authorities" and "[m]ost philologists now derive 
persona, the Latin name for a theatrical mask, from the 
masked Etruscan gladiator, Phersu." 20 
Allport's etymological research presents us with a 
clear picture of why we have a series of meanings on a 
continuum ranging from those referring to the external self 
(incorporating notions of deceit, falseness and masking )to 
those referring to the internal sel f (personality = true 
nat u r e) .21 For t hi s reason we can h a v e : 80 e t h ius on the 
one hand, wi th his assertion that "Persona est substantia 
individua rational is naturae,"22 and Jung on the other 
asserting that the persona is a mask which disguises 
individuality.23 So we can never be sure with our 
current series of meanings, whether the words dramatis 
persona at the top of a column of actors refer to the 
actors themselves or the roles they play. 
When persona ceased to be a Latin word quoted in 
English and became an English word i tsel f is a question 
which probably has no defini te answer. The Ox ford 
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Dictionary still feels constrained to call it the Latin for 
person but it has surely become an English word not 
requiring italics. Although an attempt to locate just when 
the term dropped its "dramatis" and existed on its own has 
been made, that is really only of interest to the historian 
of literary criticism. 24 Of more importance to the 
literary critic is when and where the influences which make 
up the concept came into play. 
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Earliest Elements 
The two main meanings contained in the dictionary 
definition of the term, masking and impersonation, are both 
evident in the earliest echoes of the concept heard in the 
classical concept of inspiration; that belief that the poet 
is given breath by another being, and then utters that 
other being I s words and views in his own voice. Plato 
espouses a closely related but narrower notion of 
inspiration when he refers to the poet as the voice of 
GOd. 25 The poet is seen ei ther as possessed, inspired, 
or as the mouthpiece of another, more powerful seminal 
influence. The prototypical example is seen by Ruthven as 
being the "Pythoness of the Delphic oracle", who "suspended 
her rational faculties so that the god might speak through 
her. ,,26 The essence is that the poet is not speaking 
himself, and if he in turn flatters by imitation in 
creating_ for himself a speaker, it neither changes his 
integrity (since he has none as a speaker), nor offends the 
gods which inspire him. In fact the very act of creating a 
persona provides a parallel metaphor for the situation 
under which he writes. And in renaissance terms the 
concept of a hierarchy of metaphor from earth to heaven by 
which we understand the unknowable is reinforced in such 
use. 
Plato, however, did not recognise this fact when he 
discussed the creation of a speaker and viewed it rather as 
an extension of what we would call character creation, the 
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only relevance to persona theory being that it is delivered 
in the first person. Rather than emphasise the importance 
of the author's voice appearing through the facade, he 
insisted on its being disguised by the correct and accurate 
imi ta tion 0 f the manner s 0 f the supposed speake r. He has 
Socrates explain that Homer, "where he is delivering a 
speech in character •.. tr ies to make his manner resemble 
that of the person he has introduced as speaker.,,27 
The emphasis here is not so much on the idiosyncracies 
of an individual, but of a type. As J.D. Lyons points out, 
this tendency to see the truth about a person in the 
stereotypical rather than the unique or idiosyncratic, 
probably persisted until the 17th century. 28 Saul bellow 
has Sammler suggest that the date may be even later when he 
says, "Now, as everyone knows, it has only been in the last 
two centuries that the majority of people in civilised 
countries have claimed the privilege of being individuals. 
Formerly they were slave, peasant, labourer, even artisan, 
but not person.,,29 
To general ise, the classical theor is ts were pr imar ily 
concerned with capturing the type in the appropriate voice, 
and did not develop the notion of persona outside drama, 
al though wha t they crea ted was obv iously reI a ted to our 
current concept. 3D 
Of all the classical theorists Aristotle's third 
criterion for appropriate style comes closest to a notion 
of persona. 
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Ethos denotes a type of person either in 
physiological di fferences according to age, sex, 
country of provenance - or in - disposition according 
to station in life such as rustic and cultured. 31 
The emphasis remains on the tradi tional concepts of 
the decorum and the appropriateness of the speaker's words 
and is not divorced from character in poetry or drama. In 
fact the first person narration is seen in dramatic terms 
as a speech rather than in terms of a fictional stance. 
Horace and PIa to, too, 1 inked the concep t 0 f decorum with 
the "dramatis persona", when they saw it in terms of 
oratory and rhetoric, believing that the speaker is just an 
actor, and, with a predominance of the spoken word over the 
written, not a purely literary creation. But it should not 
be over looked tha t Horace does move from a dis cuss ion 0 f 
style and the typical voice, to the subject of poetic 
speech in Ars Poetica, and as C.O. Brink astutely observes, 
the "talk is still about people only this time the 
characters are inaividuals not types; the PERSONAE 
appear ing in poetry". 32 Al though I would not go so far as 
to say these are personae in any other way than drama tis 
personae existing outside formal drama, they are still 
closer to character than archetype and, as such, closer to 
the possibility of the creation of an individual rather 
than a representative in fiction. Horace does prov ide us 
with an early argument for the necessity of appropriateness 
or decorum, when he argues tha t "whether a god is speaking 
or a hero" authors should "ascribe to each person whatever 
is appropr ia te to him. ,,33 Th is appropr ia teness applies to 
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all speakers of course and not speci fically first person 
narration. 
Longinus came much closer to the modern view of 
persona in emphasing the first person. "There is the 
case in which a wr iter, when relating something about a 
person, suddenly breaks off and converts himself into that 
sel fsame person. ,,34 But as G. A. McCann correct ly notes, 
Longinus sees it as a rhetorical device, as 
" 'the 
practice' represents 'a kind of outburst of passion', and 
resul ts when a crisis in the plot 'constrains' the poet to 
shift from one person to another" rather than as a 
sustained literary device. 35 
Virgil's use of the lofty style for The Aeneid, the 
middle style for the Georgics, and the low style for the 
Bucolics was a direct application of decorum in the speaker 
to the production of poetry. 
It is interesting to note that in all classical 
discussion it is never questioned that the author can speak 
in propria persona. Whether in fact this is due to a 
belief in the possibility of self expression, or the 
reverse (that all 1 i tera ture or ora tory is 0 f necesssi ty 
never delivered in propria persona), is difficult to 
ascertain. 
The last important classical theorist I will examine 
who discussed issues relevant to "persona" theory is 
Quintilian. In his De Institutione aratoria he used the 
notion of Ethos established by Aristotle but used it in a 
purely oral (and legal), sense. 36 He adv ised the ora tor, 
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building onto Aristotelian and Ciceronian theory as he did 
so, that Ethos is "the demonstration of character, 
especially the character of the speaker," and is a powerful 
tool in conv incing a judge, for "[ i] f he can show himsel f 
to be a good man, he is· helping support his argument". 37 
Cicero on the other hand had pointed out that "ethos is not 
so much a matter of the moral earnestness or 
uncorruptibility of the speaker as of affability or 
manners.,,38 Form not content. 
So despi te the emphasis placed on the goodness of a 
good man showing through, artifice is advocated in order to 
obtain the appropriate degree of "affability or manners". 
When, in the courts, it became normal for an advocate not 
to be a pr incipal in the case, but a spokesman, then the 
level of artifice naturally increased, and the fiction that 
the speaker spoke for one of the principals was born. 
It is evident however, that in classical theory, the 
concept. of persona exists in forms which are essentially 
oral, and the role of the speaker is that of an actor 
ra ther than a pose which can be seen through. Of course 
the practice may well have been in advance of the theory at 
this point. There is no evidence to suggest that Chaucer, 
when delivering his work orally, was the first to create an 
ironic ambigui ty between the speaker as he appears 
physically to his audience, and the speaker as he appears 
in the spoken word. Na turally such a conception would be 
outside of, and contrary to, the interests of the litigant, 
and would only be expected in literature and fiction. Yet 
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the element of decorum or appropriateness which dictates 
that the speaker should use language which fits the subject 
mat t e r ,Ii e s v e r y c los e to the 0 rat 0 r 's met hod san d has 
been a signi ficant formative influence on the development 
of a concept of persona, as we have seen. 
It is in satire that the use of the pose or mask or 
stance, whatever the term applied, is most evident in both 
Greek and La tin wr i ters. But the indirection of satire, 
like that of irony, makes the location of a persona an 
almost impossibly complex task. The use 0 f a form which 
involves literally saying what is not, will perforce 
require the speaker to speak, if not in alter persona, then 
at least in terms that he does not believe on the literal 
level. So in Aesop, Lucian, the Homeric parodies and above 
all in the Satires of Horace, we see the "fictional" 
speakers speaking in words not the author's.39 But it 
seems most likely that this is due much more to a belief in 
the concept of decorum than an attempt to:create a persona 
in any of the other applications of the term discussed in 
Chapter Two. The concept of decorum or appropriateness 
dictated that the speech must sui t the subject spoken (or 
the form used - in this it is inextricably tied to genre 
theory); a belief that was to develop more strongly still 
in the Renaissance. If the concept of decorum is accepted, 
then satyrs speak Satires (despite the etymologically 
di fferent or igins 0 f the two words), and shepherds speak 
Pastorals, since the appropriate speech will lead to the 
appropriate speaker. The use of such a speaker implies a 
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message delivered indirectly by the author to his audience 
through the medium of the appropriate style or voice of 
that genre. It is in this indirection and implication, 
rather than bald statement of the author's views, that the 
concept of persona has its origins. 
In an era when genre is a strictly delineated concept, 
and views on literature are held in a more doctrinaire way, 
the author's opinion can be reasonably clear even with the 
us e 0 f indirection. However, when a more indi vidual style 
(Horace's for instance), or a blurring of the strict 
boundaries of genre or received doctrine appears, then it 
is easy to understand how aUdience interest moves (or is 
forced to move), away from the message (which may be 
ambiguous), to the medium (which may be fresh and new, yet 
ultimately less resistant to critical interpretation). As 
the message becomes more complex or less doctrinaire, the 
difficulty in understanding the "true message" of the 
author ~ncreases, since understanding this message is a 
function of understanding the speaker who, in turn, is less 
clear ly de fined in terms of doctr ine or Genre. On the 
general level, if this argument is accepted, the use of, 
and interest in, personae can be viewed as a response to 
the breakdown of strict genre distinctions and clearly 
defined codes of ethics or religion. A breakdown 
paralleled by the breakdown in the individual's view 0 f 
himself as an instance of a generality, held by the 
Aristotelians who "regarded the individual human being as a 
mere instance of a generality - of the uniform nature of 
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man; and sought to restore Man's individual character into 
a combination, varying from case to case, of universal 
qualities, or 'elements of form' possessed by him in common 
with other individuals" as George Misch put it. 40 
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The Earliest English Writers 
The constraints upon Ii fe and art in the Old English 
period should, by analogy with the classical writers, 
provide us with a use of the persona based on generic and 
stylistic considerations rather than on the development of 
an individualistic narrator. Generally the analogy is 
sound, al though the genre has changed from the pastorals 
and satires of ancient Athens or Rome to (at least in the 
extant work) an emphasis on heroic and elegiac tales, 
usually of deeds in battle. In the heroic poem "Widsi th" 
for example, the narrator introduces the words of Widsi th 
who then appears to speak the tale in his own words. 
His telling began thus: 
"Of the master-rulers the most part have been known to 
me and I say that any leader, any lord whosoever, must 
live right".41 
Despi te the personal opinion expressed here, the bOdy 
of the work is really just a travelogue of places visited 
and people met. 
among Verns I was, among Vikings, and among Vendals1. 
among Gepids I was, among Wends and among Gefflegs.~2 
However, in the narrator's final summation we have an 
interesting reference to the role of the writer which, 
al though hardly important enough to be considered seminal 
in the creation of a concept of persona in English (and 
taken in associa tion with other poems 0 f the same per iod, 
"Deor" for instance, seems almost formulaic), aoes indicate 
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the early existence of the author speaking directly to his 
audience. Of course the strong oral nature of all such 
ear ly poetry mus t mi tiga te agains t any grea t emphasis on 
this as a literary device unless we are willing to suspena 
all extra-textual considerations in criticising the poem. 
The narrator's summation reads: 
The makar's wierd is to be a wanderer: 
the poets of mankind go through the many countries, 
speak their needs, say their thanks. 
Always they meet with someone, in the south lands or 
the north, 
who understanas their art, an open-handed man 
who would not have his name fail among the guard 
nor rest from an earl's deeds before the end cuts off 
light and life together. 
Lasting honour shall be his, 
a name that shall never die beneath the heavens. 43 
Al though the passage, almost because it is so 
restrained, is tinged strongly with a sense of the personal 
interest of the narrator in the lot of the "makar", we are 
left uncertain about just who the "makar" is. Widsith? 
Himself? Are the two one and the same person? Free as we 
are of biographical data we also lack any internal markers 
to help us come to any conclusions about the narrator. 
As I indica ted be fore, "Deor" too has a firs t person 
narra tor who also ends with a re f'erence to the pa tronage 
necessary for a poet, especially the transience of 
pa tronage and the su ffer ing imposed by its loss. Whether 
we see these statements as traditional conceits or 
heart- fel t appeals, they remain Ii t tIe more than shaaowy 
ancestors to the modern concepts to which the term persona 
is applied. 44 
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In the elegies "The Wanderer" and "The Seafarer", the 
tale is more personal; that of the lonely individual far 
from home. In "The Seafarer", the emphasis is on the 
writer's role in the account. 
The tale I frame shall be found to tally: 
the history is of myself. 45 
Again he is suffering from what could almost be 
defined as the Zeitgeist: the individual suffering alone in 
a cold universe that symbolises the lack of warm human 
friendship around him. The only escape from the cold is in 
the miserable alternatives of death through illness, age or 
the "edge of vengeance". 46 In this transi tory existence, 
fame that lives on is seen as the only form of immortality 
and this can be prov ided by the after-speakers: the poets 
and mins trel s. Obv iously the poet was in the poem long 
before Wright wrote of Eliot, Pound and Yeats, and the 
device existed in the Seafarer's (or the Seafarer's poet's) 
mind as' the only provider of permanence to counterbalance 
the loss both in, and of, this life. 
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Medieval Developments 
In the Middle English period, the persona critic's 
interest turns again to drama, the origin of the concept. 
In secular wr i ting, with the exception of Chaucer (and 0 f 
course in Chaucer's work to a large degree) the I-narrator 
is confined almostexclusi vely to the dream-vision. The 
narrator of "Piers Plowman", for instance, falls asleep in 
the Malvern hills, saying: 
Thanne gan I to meten * a merueilouse sweuene 
That I was in a wildernesse * wist I neuer where47 
His personality thereafter is of little importance as 
a means of indirection in comparison with the major source 
of indirection, allegory.48 If the narrator of Pier's 
tale merely reports his own dream, the narrator of the Owl 
and the Nightingale. represents himsel f as the. accidental 
eavesdropper on the dialogue between the two birds, but 
little <else. I t is as if the immediacy of oral 
presenta t ion dicta ted tha t the speaker ex is t in the poem, 
but not in any crucial or ambiguous way. However, the use 
of the dream-vision does allow the writer some of the 
flexibili ty prov ided by a persona. The man in his dream 
can see things in an illogical, chaotic, or unacknowledged 
way (due to the nature of the world of dreams) wi thout 
materially affecting the audience's sense of the 
reliabili ty of the conscious narrator. A kind of other 
self is brought into existence, which can be influenced by 
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the narrator's experiences before he fell asleep. So, for 
instance, the narrator of Piers Plowman sees a vision of 
the London he has left fora walk in the Malvern hills and 
the narrator of Pearl is reminded of his lost daughter by a 
pearl. As E.V. Gordon has pointed out, the vision provided 
the "authority" so important to the medieval writer if he 
was to achieve literary credibility, while performing a 
moral and didactic function for the sleeper. 49 Within 
this framework marvel and fantasy could still exist, while 
the tenets of medieval writing were not broken, since those 
same marvels and fantasies were linked by person, place and 
time to the real world. The widespread use of the 
dream-vision in extant medieval manuscripts gives an 
indication of the universal attraction that some form of 
indirection in the narrative voice has for writers ana 
their aUdiences. 
The position of the "I" narrator in medieval religious 
lyrics Js much less an individual conqept and more a 
collective one. Rosemary Wool f notes that "medieval 
authors intended only to show the 'I' speaker examining his 
conscience for the sins which he shares with everyone." 
The author is effaced, but at the same time it is he who is 
being watched. Not for any individual or distinctive cast 
of mind, but for "a way of thought and a particular 
emotional bias that was not peculiar to one man". Both the 
emotional control expressed, and the sincer i ty with which 
it is expressed, spring from "the measure of what reason 
had shown to be appropriate", on the one hand, and through 
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the "faithful transmission of well-tried religious devotion 
in a particular propriety of style to' subject-matter" 
on the other. 50 Decorous demands are more important than 
a poet's individual bias. In this way even signed works 
remain genuinely anonymous. 51. 
Chaucer stands apart from the other medieval wri ters 
in his use of the persona. No other writer managed to 
achieve the same degree of sophistication in his use of the 
narrator, despi te his adherence in his ear ly poems to the 
dream-vision genre. There has been so much critical 
specula tion on the nature and function 0 f the Chaucer ian 
persona, that an exhaustive analysis would be too ambitious 
for the current work to attempt. I shall confine any 
analysis of the persona markers in Chaucer to Chapter Six, 
but for the sake 0 f his tor ical perspective, it should be 
s ta ted that in the employment 0 f an elus i ve, 0 ften 
ingenuous and inconsistent mask, he was able to create a 
narrative mask which was designed, not to obscure or 
deceive, but to be penetrated. It is often a signal 
characteristic of such Einzelganger as Chaucer that they do 
not fit easily into a development, be it of technique or 
thought. 
The marriage between the concept of persona and drama 
has always been, as we have seen, a close one. This close 
relationship continued in the medieval period. The Quem 
Quaer i t is trope, so important in the development 0 f 
medieval drama, also contributed on a more general level to 
a notion of "impersonation". Most significantly, this 
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impersonation was an embryonic form of acting. In the Quem 
Quaeritis this involved two boy singers as angels and three 
male singers as the three Marys.52 But the use of 
impersonation in religious tropes, enacting as they dO 
events not strictly fictional, and involving as they do 
impersonators not totally indi fferent to the impersonated 
character, led to a measure of identi fication between the 
actor and his role. This identi fication was reinforcea by 
the strength of his religious belief, and could border on 
possession, a possess ion which echoed the possession those 
classical theorists who insisted on the vatic nature of the 
poetic act saw. Of course, as these tropes became more 
dramatic, and less closely associated wi th the religious 
occasion that provided their or igin, the more the 
impersonators became actors and the close sense of personal 
identity was weakened. Amalarius, the Bishop of Metz, 
interpreted the liturgies in a dramatic way to give 
immediaGY to religious worship, but as D.:Bevington points 
out in his excellent account 0 f the drama 0 f the time, a 
belief in the literal truth of Christ I s real presence in 
the bread and wine 0 f the Euchar is t meant tha t , "[ i] n this 
profoundly important sense, the service of the Church 
remained a ritual rather than 
presentation. ,,53 Before such 
a I fiction' or 
dramatic liturgy 
mimetic 
became 
liturgical drama it passed through a phase where the 
impersonators were not so much actors, but more personae 
for the literal Christ, so that the "visit to the Sepulchre 
was not intended as a mere imitation of an action but as a 
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demonstration of the living reality of Christ's 
resurrection.,,54 Whil e bo th Bevington and O. B. Hardison 
emphasise the action was ri tualistic, they both, in their 
descriptions of the sighs, groans, silences and bodily 
contortions of the participants, suggest the inspired, 
almos t va tic disposition 0 f the participants. Hardison, 
however, puts great emphasis on the movement from ceremony 
to representation of the Quem Quaeritis,55 a movement 
which would lessen the vatic role of the actors and 
instigate a more creative role. It is likely that as the 
classical and medieval dramas developed along parallel 
lines emanating from religious ri te, so the classical and 
medieval influences on the concept of persona contain many 
parallels. In the medieval case, however, the concept 
seems to have been still-born, since there is no real 
evidence that the concept as it arose in the churches 
in fluenced Ii terary technique. On the other hand it is 
possible that it may have contributed to the medieval view 
of the se 1 f and its presenta tion in fiction in a more 
general way. 
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The Renaissance 
If there is no (extant) theoretical writing on the 
concept of persona in earlier English wri ting, the 
situation changes little during the Renaissance. There are 
numerous examples of related uses of the narrator in 
literature of the time, as well as frequent subsequent 
theoretical speculation, but neither of these provides hard 
evidence of a contemporary awareness of the concept, nor of 
the problems facing the wri ter who employs it. This void 
is largely explained by the powerful influence of Humanist 
thought, which created a bias away from literary criticism 
concerned with aesthetic and formal considerations, to 
moral and didactic ones. "Li terature was valued not so 
much for its aesthetic and artistic qualities as for its 
practical uses, for its influence on character, its ability 
to train a man for his part in active Ii fe, or again, as 
providing models of expression. 1I56 This_ is not to say 
that no interest was shown in the form of literary 
expression, but it was seen only as serving the function of 
better expressing wisdom and knowledge. 
In poetry the classical notions of inspiration and 
possession of the poet were maintained by Bruni ana Pico 
della Mirandola, but in England Ii t tIe further examina tion 
of the way these notions relate to the narrator was 
attempted. 57 Ascham discusses Chaucer, but only values 
his moral teaching and his abili ty to reveal lithe inward 
disposition of the mind,1I 58 ana any discussion of how 
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this is achieved with or without a narra tor is abs en t. It 
may be that this failure to mention the persona was a 
result of the universality. of the view that J.E. Spingarn 
argues persuasively was the basis of all Renaissance 
criticism: that all poetry should express possibility not 
actuality.59 The view is that of Aristotle in Poetics 9 
and, applied to the concept of the expressibili ty of the 
self in art, it would suggest that the persona of 
expression is universal and unavoidable, since the 
expression of the actual poet on the page in all his 
idiosyncracies would be actuality (if historically 
accurate), and therefore not poetry. 
Such an extreme view is difficult to maintain, but the 
basic argument is in line with the modern concept that the 
fictive nature of fiction indicates that it is the fictive 
element that defines literature, and not factual or 
extra-textual connections however close to the work these 
may seem. If Spingarn is right, then when Milton uses a 
pastoral speaker who "Fed the same flock, by fountain, 
shade, and rillll,60 his contemporary critic would need no 
suspension of disbelief to believe that such a poem COUld 
be wr i t ten by such a shepherd. His disbelie f is, as it 
were, permanently suspended when it comes to expecting a 
poet to speak in his own voice. 
Whatever the truth, there was no mention of the 
technique of persona even in the poetic manuals of the 
time. Gascoigne discusses the elements of verse 
composition, but he refers only in the most oblique terms 
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to the narrator's role. Little more is contributed by 
Harvey, Nashe, William, Webbe, or "E.K.". However 
Puttenham, in his Arte of English Poesie does touch on 
ground tha t by now will be famil iar as peripheral to the 
concept of persona. He discusses decorum in style (a 
p r i est s h 0 u 1 d be s ad and sober, for ins tan c e ), but h is 
notions of how a character should be presented lead to 
stereotyping, and the main bOdy of his work is again on 
versification. The closest Puttenham comes to bearing on 
the use of personae is in his treatment of style, where, in 
emphasising the necessi ty for decorum and appropr iateness 
to genre, he delineates the need for "histories and 
tragedies," to be written in "the high style, comedies and 
love-poetry in the middle style, pastoral poetry the low 
style. ,,61 Al though still a long way from consideration of 
the voice of the first person narrator, the styles he 
re fers to are the voice ana language of an imagined 
speaker t since, as "a poem is speech there must exist a 
speaker, ... to say the words. . .. For every composer of a 
literary work of art knows, whether he recognises his 
knowledge or not, that wordS are always spoken in the first 
person, that words always represent someone 
talking." 62 
Ben Jonson discusssed the tradi tional high, low and 
middle styles of writing (Discoveries pp. 120 - 121) but 
did so in order to point out the di fficul ties of using 
each. He also, as Helen Cooper observes, "criticized both 
Sidney and Guarini-because they 'kept not decorum, in 
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making Sheperds Speak as well as they [themselves] could.' 
,,63 In his use of masks, Jonson's practice was well 
ahead 0 f his contemporar ies. In his sonnets Shakespeare 
applied the voice of literary convention rather than an 
indi v idua ted mask, or even, according to Paul Zweig, the 
voice of the poet expressing his own singular 
. 64 D 1 experIences. oug as Duncan sees Jonson as standing in 
the Lucianic tradition, and when Lucian's use of a 
mul ti tuoe of masks, as "Lucian" in A True History and in 
Nigrinus, as "Lycinus", the Syrian, or "Frankness" 
elsewhere is compared especially wi th Jonson's later 
poetry, the point is well made. 65 However, Jonson's masks 
are much more flexible, employ ing as he does "several, 
contradictory masks [which] shift in and out of focus like 
a kaleidoscope; poetic patriarch, royal lackey, ethereal 
singer, fat bu ffoon, forsaken de fender 0 f tradi tional 
values, and sick old man. ,,66 As Jonson, in a grotesque 
i mit a t i Q n 0 f him s elf , " Lad e n wit h Bell i e:," and wei g hi n g , 
"twenty Stone within two pound,,,67 strides through the 
work he wr i tes, one commenta tor opines tha t he is "too 
personal and self regarding.,,68 The possible existence 
of a persona marker inherent in the presentation of a 
narrator's biographical facts, here used to achieve 
self-abasement through physical aetail (which Jonson may 
well have adapted from Chaucer), is overlooked in such 
statements. It is seen as truly personal detail and 
trea ted as the author's genuine dis gus t in his own body. 
The possibility that it is a fictional device is not 
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considered by Jonson's contemporaries. Perhaps such a view 
is symptomatic of the age, for even Jonson I s own expressed 
op inion was on the side 0 f the "imposs ibil i ty 0 f any man's 
being the good poet without first being a good man." Such 
a view does tend to reinforce the link between the poet and 
his work, but surely even if Jonson is right in his 
contention, that does not imply that all narrators must be 
faithful reflections of the,man. Even a modern critic like 
Lemly sees the speakers as "self-portraits" and argues that 
they "s ugges t a consci ous s tr i v ing towards an una t tainable 
ideal" rather than a sophisticated literary device. 69 
Edmund Spenser did discuss the uses Vi rgi 1 ano Th eocr i tus 
made of shepherds and goatherders to speak their poems, but 
in his own Argument to the October Eclogues he does see a 
di fference between Cuddie, the narrator, who is a "perfect 
pattern of a Poete" and the Author of the work 70 ; the 
first sounding remarkably like a recognition of the Persona 
of Decorum and the second a recogni tion of the possible 
distinction between the narrator and the author. 
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The Augustan View 
Despite Chaucer's and possibly Jonson's use of the 
narrator in practice, the concepts to which the term 
persona has been applied were not well developed in theory 
before the Neo-classical period. As we have seen, the 
concept existed as a concomitant to genre or as literary 
style based on either the theory of decorum, or of 
inspiration. In fact even as recently as 1969, a critic 
speaking of Wallace steven's work, could opine that he 
"made 
as a 
li ttle use of personae. Language i tsel f served him 
mask; the mask of style." 71 Of course before the 
theory was fully developed the genius of the wri ter could 
create a manifestation of the concepts of persona long 
before they formally existed in theory. The powerful 
imagination of such writers allowed them to produce a 
concept in their art and for which the intellectual milieu 
did not:provide a term until the Romantic period. 
The Augustan age saw the widespread use of these 
various concepts due largely to the rise of satire and the 
novel. As we have seen, the persona lends i tsel f 
especially well to the indirection of satire, and the use 
of a narrator who is himsel f a butt of the satire had a 
long tradition stretching back to Juvenal and Horace. 
Combine this wi th the tradi tional emphasis on decorum and 
appropriateness of style and a ready made concept of 
persona of decorum can be seen to exist. However, the 
nature of poetic satire and poetry generally is such that 
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any "1" narrator rarely has the abili ty or the space to 
assume all the trappings of a character or an author, and 
mus t remain a shadowy figure at bes t. As a new genre the 
novel could break new ground in the area of narratological 
technique, but the long tradition of poetry prescribed and 
prescribes certain types of narrative which formalise and 
therefore depersonalise the narrator. So the love lyric is 
a presentation, not of a man in love, but of a man singing 
of love. 72 The poet is not a full man, but a singer, ana 
so does not appear (until perhaps the Romantic period), 
"participating in all the variety of life ..• with private 
interests and private business of his own.,,73 
The singer in a lyric is manifestly either a persona 
of decorum or an inevitable persona but not the real author 
under such an analysis. 
The Earl of Shaftesbury believed all poets should be 
so detached. He expressed approval of the poet who, 
"instead of giving himsel f those dictat,ing and masterly 
airs of wisdom makes hardly any figure at all, and is 
scarce discoverable in his poem," while recognising that 
the hero, "whose name they [the poems] carr ied both in 
their body and front was in himself a perfect 
character, yet •••. so veiled and in a cloud that ••• he 
seemed often to be very different from what he really 
was.,,74 
The rise of the novel gave the creator of a speaker a 
new genre without poetry's strong conventions, and 
consequently lacking poetry's formali ty. At the same time 
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the novel set out in a way poetry never had, to present 
physical reality (not to be confused with truth). 
Characters were formed in all their detail for their 
individualism rather than as representatives of mankind. 
Combine this trend with the nature of the earliest novels, 
make one such character the narrator, and the grounawork 
for the con fusion between a "real" author and his "real" 
crea tions is es tablished. The "personal" is paramount in 
the earliest novels and pre-novels. For example in the 
many "personal" travel tales, the personal pre-occupation 
of the letters in Richardson's Pamela, the picaresque, and 
the spiritual biography of Bunyan (which is also a travel 
tale to some degree). The use of letters is particularly 
important, since, once the fiction of a letter has been 
removed, the strength of the pronoun "I" will endow the 
narrator with all the trappings of a "real" human being. 
It then only requires a blurring of the distinction between 
the autbor and his first person narrator -.a merging·of the 
authorial voice with the fictive narrator's voice to 
create a persona as it is defined in Chapter Two. 
As well as the new novel genre, the old satiric 
persona was s till in ev idence, and both were gi ven added 
impetus by the changes· which occurred in poetry in the 
century following the Restoration. During this time poetry 
lost what James Sutherland believes "may be comprehensively 
labelled the supernatural," and he ci tes Richard Hurd's 
assessment of the change: '" What we have gotten by this 
revolution is a great deal of good sense. What we have 
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lost, is a world of fine fabling.,,,75 Whether poetry's 
loss of its "fine fabling" ingredient was a resul t or a 
cause of the rise of the novel is unclear, and irrelevant 
to the fact that the novel usurped the fabulatory role. 
Poetic and prose satire largely escaped the purge of 
the imagination imposed by Hobbes and Locke and their 
emphasis on the rational and scienti fico When a persona 
was introduced, an effect similar to the use of the 
dream-vision is achieved; the writer can write of the 
irrational, the fantastiC, or the wildly imaginative by 
employing the satiric narrator in place of the dreamer (or 
the dreaming sel f). What Gulliver sees on his travels is 
more irrational than anything Piers Plowman or Chaucer's 
dreamers see. But even so, the distinction is not as total 
as this would suggest, since, al though Swi ft himsel f does 
not fall asleep, but invents another character to 
experience the fantastic, Gulliver himself does fall asleep 
in order to be pinioned by the Lilliputians and allow for 
the transition from the lifelike, the probable, to the 
fantastic. 
Even in poetic s a tire, the Renaissance no tion 0 f the 
con formi ty 0 f style and subj ect matter remained, and any 
persona-related narrators that occur in Pope's "Satires And 
Epistles Of Horace Imi tated" owe more to Horace, Juvenal 
and the convention of decorum than to any new sensibility. 
It is those poems which do not "belong to a genre with a 
classical prototype," "Hudibras", "Macflecknoe", "Absalom 
And Achitophel", "The Rape Of The Lock", "The Ounciaa", 
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that the originality of the writers in employing new forms 
of narration showed through. 76 Similarly it is in the 
works which do not conform to a genre with a single 
classical prototype that the new intellectual milieu throws 
up the persona/narrator: The Tatler, The Spectator, The 
Tale Of The Tub and the various pamphlets provide 
illustrations. 
Whether in fact these narrators qualify as personae by 
my own definition will become clear in Chapters 4 8. 
Certainly they qualify as personae under one of the 
applications of the term, either as Personae of Decorum or 
Inevitable Personae. More importantly they represent a 
state of mind which allows for the type of narrator later 
to be callea persona: a first person narrator who claims to 
be the author but is in some way ficti tious. 77 Tha tall 
of the above are satires indicates that the idea that, to 
be decorous, a satire should be spoken by a Satyr, still 
had cORsiderable influence on the appearance of personae. 
Other than a strict adherence to the notion of 
decorum, there was no reason why, once a concept of persona 
in prose satire had been established, the concept should 
not be readily available for non-satiric prose, or poetry. 
With the latter however, the strong element of the dramatic 
still tended to leave the speakers in poetry in line with 
the drama tis personae 0 f the stage, rather than with the 
emergent personae 0 f prose. This final break wi th drama 
can only occur when poetry becomes sufficiently free of the 
restraints of metre and language and truly becomes the 
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everyday language of ordinary people. Then, theoretically, 
the realism that made the novel such a useful· vehicle for 
personae will exist in poetry. How far it is possible to 
implement this ideal is debatable. Wordsworth for instance 
tried to transcribe his self in all its indiviaualism 
(including his use of language) onto the page, yet in 
writing 
belief 
"The Prelude" he, by, "selection, 
in exemplary experiences ,,78 
evaluation, 
distorted 
and 
the 
transcription in such a way, that the narrator is as much a 
fiction as any ficti tious character. The exper iences may 
be Wordworth' s, but the narrator is not him in any real 
sense. Instead, we have an accidental (or from the 
percei ver' s viewpoint, an inev i table) persona; the persona 
created by a belief that the self which is transcribed onto 
the page is an accurate and faithful representation of the 
flesh and blood poet and his experiences. 
Only a conscious recogni tion of the inherently 
fictional nature of fiction, and therefore. a recognition of 
the unsuitability of fiction for such an attempt, will 
prevent these "failures" of intent from occurring. 
(Whether or not the wri ter can construct an arti fact in 
words which implies himself, or is expressive of him, 
rather than an expression of himsel f per se is another 
issue altogether.) Wordsworth wanted to understand himself 
better and thought that if he could "fix 'the wavering 
balance' of his mina and show himsel f how his own story 
leads to his ideal of himself as the Poet, he will have a 
Godly unders tanding a f his own being. ,,79 But this naive 
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belief, linked with a lack of perception into the nature of 
personae, left him wi th a non-sel f just as Whi tman was in 
writing "Leaves Of Grass"~ In fact, the parallel with 
Whitman is very close indeed. Both wrote poetic 
autobiography in an attempt to put "themselves" on paper 
and both failed in the attempt, creating in both cases a 
fictional self. Perhaps in the final analysis poetic 
autobiography should be viewed as a contradiction in 
terms. Unless, that is, the notion of the inevitable, 
omnipresent, persona is accepted. 
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C HAP T E R F 0 U R 
PERCEIVING THE PERSONA 
How can we know the dancer from the dance? 
W.B. Yeats, "Among School Children". 
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Which Narrator Is The Persona? 
An abiding difficulty in defining just what a persona 
is rests in the fact that it exists on a spectrum, that is, 
the spectrum of narration which ranges from the author 
speaking (within the restrictions already discussea) in his 
own voice, to the author speaking wholly through the mouth 
of a character. Hence a persona is only really definable 
relationally in terms of character or of author. 
I f the concept 0 f persona is v iewed in terms 0 f the 
concept of character or of author then the persona appears 
to be suspended between the two, as either a character who 
exhibi ts certain similar i ties with the author, or as an 
author who is somehow more fictional than actual. Kirchner 
for example sees a persona as a surroga te sel f 0 f the 
author frozen in a particular stance. 1 For Wright, the 
writer in creating a persona assumes an attitude he does 
not share. In The Nature of Narrative Scholes and Kellogg 
see the "histor" (their term for narrator as inquirer 
stretching from Herodotus and Thucydides and incluaing 
Marlow) as neither a character in narrative nor exactly the 
author himself, but a persona, a projection of the author's 
empirical virtues. 2 Carlsen treats the persona as 
synonymous wi th a "ficti tious speaker reacting to events 
and s i tua tions within the prescribed poetic env ironment" , 
and who, when he is apprehended, is a separa te personali ty 
from that of the poet. 3 Unfortunately Carlsen does not 
tell us how we apprehend this separation. 
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However the concept of persona is viewed by these 
commentators, it is finally seen as somehow between the 
concepts of author and character as they are traditionally 
accepted. Rather than look at the traditional attempts to 
define a persona in terms of its similarity or 
dissimilarity with the author or his characters, this 
thesis proposes instead to establish the existence of a 
narratological stance which is logically distinct from any 
other and to which the term persona rightly applies. In 
order to do this it will first be necessary to determine 
whether under a truth conditional account of fiction there 
is a unique narrative stance in relation to the factuality 
or fictiveness of a tale which di ffers from the posi tions 
of reader I s authors and fictional narrators, to which the 
term persona can be applied. If so how can this knowledge 
help us ascertain the nature of the markers which lead us 
to postulate the existence of a persona? 
I f - s u c h a un iq u est a n c e . can b e f 0 u n d l. the nit will be 
possible to address the question of markers to its 
identification. 
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Truth Conditions In Narrative 
Any attempt to establish the parameters of the concept 
of persona is a move towards es tablishing meaning in the 
1 i tera ture to which the concept is appl ied. Meaning, in 
turn, is established by reference to truth-conditions. "In 
logic", according to AllwoOd, Anderson and Dahl "the 
meaning of a sentence is equated with its 
truth-conditions". Just as it is possible to "characterise 
an important part of the meaning of a sentence by 
formulating the conditions the world must meet for the 
sentence to be true (in other words, we say in what worlds 
the sentence is true)", 4 so can we learn a great deal 
about the narratological layout of a text by establishing 
the relationship between the narrator and the narration. 
That is, we establish for whom the story is fiction and for 
whom fact. 
IL seems to be a universal truth that narrators in 
fiction tell their own stories as fact, and indeed those 
parts of a narration which contain the narrator himsel f 
would be (logically) absurd were this not so. But the 
facts asserted by a narrator are not necessarily facts of 
the actual world, but are facts in another, possible world 
which mayor may not be the world of the narrator. When 
people in the actual world claim that a proposition is 
true, they mean it is true in the actual wor Id. However 
when a person in a non-actual world, a literary text for 
instance, makes such an assertion he is usually attributing 
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truth to that proposition in his own world. 5 The truth 
of any statement is, then, contingent upon the world in 
which the statement is made~ 
Only on rare occasions do we encounter a narrator who 
admi ts to the fiction of the story he is telling. David 
Lewis ci tes the example of Pierre Menard retelling 
Cervantes' Don Quixote. 6 Henry James held that such an 
admission was artistically a faul t and condemnea Anthony 
Trollope for conceding "that he and his trusting friend are 
only "making believe'. He admi ts tha t the events •.. have 
not really happened, and that we can give the narrative any 
turn the reader may like best. Such a betrayal of a sacred 
office seems to me a terr ible cr ime • It implies 
that the novelist is less occupied in looking for the truth 
than the historian, and in so dOing it deprives him at a 
stroke of all his standing room.,,7 
In attempting to account for the narratology of 
fictioncby recourse to the truth condi tiof)s 0 f the fiction 
I am expanding the work of Lewis and Parsons in particular 
who have attempted to account for the semantics of fiction 
by this methodology.8 For a comprehensive analysis of 
truth condi tions and constraints on fiction see Kuiper and 
Small (1983)9 which overlaps extensively with the 
ma ter ial presented here, and with the illus tra ti ve Chapter 
Eight. 
Lewis maintains that we must allow for two distinct 
worlds when we consider a fiction. The distinction he 
makes is between the world in which the fiction is told as 
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fiction, and the wor Id in which the fiction is told as 
fact. Once the fiction has been established as fictional, 
and the limits of the "text" are set (assuming that that is 
possible) then all statements made by a narrator, even if 
they purport to be made by the flesh and blood author in 
the actual world, primarily inhabit, and rely for their 
truth condi tions, on the fictional second world, and are 
therefore fiction in our wor Id. Of course not all 
commentators would agree. Genette for instance believes 
that "M. de Renancourt ana Crusoe are author narrators, and 
as su~h they are at the same narrative level as their 
public that is, as you and me",lO while literary 
criticism is rife with statements about the author speaking 
directly to the reader, even in regard to such a notorious 
mask adopter as Swi ft. Under a truth condi tional analysis 
the fact that Crusoe treats his story as known fact, while 
the readers treat the story as fiction, prevents Crusoe 
from existing at an absolutely. identical ni3.rrative level to 
his readers. 
If we accept Lewis's distinction then it follows that 
when we read 
It was about the beginning of September, 
among the rest of my neighbours, heard, 
discourse! that the plague was again 
Holland. l 
or when we read 
1664, that I 
in ordinary 
returned to 
Be fore descr ibing the extraordinary events which took 
place ..• in our town, I find it necessary, since I am 
not a skilled writer, to go back a little and begin 
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wi th certain biographical details concerning our 
talented and greatly esteemed stepan Trofimovich 
Verkhovensky.12 
we must treat what the narrator tells us as known fact in 
his world. Similarly when we read: 
This book is largely concerned with Hobbits, and from 
its pages a reader may discover much of their 
character and a little of their history. Further 
information will also be found in the selection from 
the Red Book of Westmarch that has already been 
published, under the title of The Hobbit. 13 
we treat the existence of Hobbits, and the existence of a 
book called The Hobbit as known fact in the narrator's 
world. This despite any knowledge we may have that there 
is in the actual world a book by Tolkien entitled The 
Hobbit. This means that the book is simultaneously, known 
fact in the narrator's world, known fact in the actual 
world, and known fiction in the actual world. Such a 
mul ti faceted or paradoxical existence must remain under a 
truth conditional account of fiction. And as long as there 
are authors, they will attempt to obfuscate the distinction 
between the actual world and the world of their books in 
order to reinforce the realist interpretation which readers 
may be prepared to put on books. Tolkien attempts this by 
juxtaposing a concept which a reader may be sceptical of 
(the Hobbit) with something which, if the reader does not 
know, he can at least verify by research (a book called The 
Hobbit). That he achieves this by using an identical pair 
of words, "the Hobbit", is doubly effective, and the subtle 
advertisement for his earlier book is worked seamlessly 
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into the text. 
The words which the author, be it Defoe, Dostoyevsky 
or Tolkien, writes, and 'the words which the narrator 
appears to write will be identical. 14 But to whom are 
the wordS fact and to whom fiction? As readers we may 
share the knowledge of Defoe in recognising that the book A 
Journal of the Plague Year is fiction in the actual world, 
or we may, as some readers have, share the view of the 
narrator and treat the events related as facts in the 
actual world. The question is really one of which world we 
share, that of the author, or that of the narrator. Put in 
these terms it is easy to explain so-called misreadings of 
books by commentators who have shared the narrator's view. 
The only way such a misreading can be avoiaed is either in 
a (prior) investigation as to the fictiveness or otherwise 
of the tale, or by the intra textual undercutting of the 
narra torts posi tion as au thor 0 f the story. The narrator 
of the Journal provides no such ev idence, : nor are we aware 
of any undue constraints on the reality of the telling 
which would lead us to extrapolate to a reader's author as 
a guiding force. Clearly these problems should only arise 
when the fictiveness of the text is in question. Any 
reader who allows the narrator to slip out of the world of 
the fiction and become an inhabitant of the actual world is 
making an error of perception, and his conclusions about 
the text will be distorted as a consequence. 
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Truth Conditions of the Persona 
We have established that in a fiction the narrator 
narrates his story (and crucially those details pertaining 
to himself) as known fact. The reader I s author on the 
other hand is aware of the fictive nature of the tale he 
creates. If a third relationship with the truth conditions 
of the tale can be located which occupies the ground 
between these two, to which we can apply the term persona 
then we can say that the persona is a distinguishable type 
of narrator, distinguishable that is from the author and 
from the first person narrator. 
The truth conditions under which a persona would 
operate would require that it deliver the tale as both fact 
and fiction, or more precisely narrate the tale as fiction 
while appearing to relate it as known fact. Likewise the 
persona would have to treat those elements of the tale 
which relate to its own existence as fact while in some way 
revealing the true, that is fictional, nature of these 
elements in the view 0 f the reader's author. The way a 
reader perceives this duali ty in the role of the persona 
towards the material he narrates will be the persona 
markers. 
In the dialogue between Wilson and Buckley,15 
alreaay mentioned, the Australian critic acknowledges this 
dual, stereoptic, effect. "I should think that 
I co-presence' prov ides the minimal condi tion for any 
meaningful use of 'persona I " 16 . Wilson ul timately moves 
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from this view, to hold that persona in character (i.e. a 
character with personae as we have in Robertson Davies' The 
Manticore and Fi fth Business; a psychoanalytic concept of 
persona similar to Rawson's view of the speakers in Swift 
all being part of the real Swi ft) is the only acceptable 
literary use of "persona". That is the "persona of a 
character" rather than the "character of a persona".17 
Such a move from authorial to character personae 
shi fts the discussion beyond the realms of this thesis, 
dealing as it does only with authorial personae. Wilson's 
rejection of the term "persona" in authorial depiction is 
disappointing, because he is one of the few commentators to 
recognise the importance of that duality of certain 
narrators to which r would apply the term persona. One 
example he provides is excellent. A statue by Ernest 
Christophe in the Tuileries depicts a woman holding a mask 
in front of her face, the mask impassive, the face in 
ecs tacy .Wi Ison comments that" if either the face or the 
mask were absent, then the relationship would be destroyed, 
and the point entirely lost."lB Wilson's rejection of 
the use of "persona" to describe such instances stems 
mainly from what he feels is the term's inaccurate and over 
use, rather than from its inapplicability here. 
r would argue then that a narratological stance 
distinct from both the author and the first person narrator 
as character can be established under a truth condi tional 
account of fiction. This narratological stance r will call 
the persona. 
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As a working defini tion, a persona exists when the 
speaker is a first person narrator who appears to be 
treated as fact in the text but is revealed by the 
perception of certain signs (persona markers) ~o be a 
fictional representation of the reader's author. It will 
follow from this that the persona will treat the narration 
it delivers as fact while revealing that, since it is a 
mask for the reader's author, it is aware of the fictional 
nature of that narration. 
Cruttwell talks of a narrator who approaches the 
definition I have given. He calls it the "making of the 
self which pretends not to be, but encourages the reader to 
think it is" the real person of the writer. 19 This does 
distinguish between what we as readers are encouraged to 
believe is so and what we are also indirectly informed is 
so. The pretence Cruttwell talks of is of course a 
pretence; the self is not the real person of the writer. 
Pa~enthetically, it is important to separate the 
persona from that type of narrator who treats himsel f as 
fact while delivering a tale he admits is fiction. The 
case of Trollope' s supposed narrator to which James took 
such exception is a case in point. The fact of his own 
existence is fact in the world of the fiction but fiction 
in the actual world 0 f the reader. Unless it is revealed 
as a fictional mask of the reader's author it will not be a 
persona. 
I f the narrator who a t tempts to speak to his readers 
is always a fictional narrator and not true in the actual 
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wor Id, then it follows that we the readers in the actual 
world cannot be the readers so addressed. When Gulliver or 
the narra tor 0 f Tom Jones speaks to the "gen tl e reader" 
then for the truth condi tions to hold that gentle reader 
must inhabit the same world as the narrator. .He will thus 
hear the story told as known fact, even if the extent of 
that known fact is only the fact of the narrator's 
existence. 
Once this is established it becomes much easier to 
realise the distinction of the narrator from the persona 
since statements addressed to "you" no longer apply to us 
in the actual world but to a fictional listener or reader. 
It is this fictional reader who is the implied reader of 
the text and is as much the product of the text as the 
narrator is. Gerald Prince makes just this point in his 
article "Introduction to the StUdy of the Narratee,,20: 
All narration ••. presupposes not only (at least) one 
narra tor but also ( at leas t) one narra tee, the 
narratee being someone whom the narrator addresses. 
In a fiction-narration -- a tale, an epic, a novel --
the narrator is a fictive creation as is his 
narratee. 21 
How then does the persona stand in relation. to 
narra tees and readers in the actual wor 1 d? The persona 
will, as an inhabitant of the fictional world, address 
fictional narratees, but in revealing himsel f as a 
fictional mask of the reader's author he will also address 
the real reade r. This he can never do in the text by 
simply addressing "the reader" as that reader only exists 
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in the text and not in the actual world. 
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The Reader 
If, as I have sugges ted, we accept that those 
indicators of the existence of a persona, as well as the 
concept of an author as he is mani fested in a text, are 
both constituted by a reader, then it is of central 
importance to establish the credentials of that reader. As 
I have pointed out earlier, the extreme view WOUld be to 
allow that each reader can define his own author of a 
text. This would lead to a situation where we would have 
as many reader's authors as we have readers. Similarly we 
would have as many and as varied a number ot' sets of 
persona markers as we would have reader's authors. While 
this may be one way to approach reader-response criticism, 
it will be more useful when dealing with markers if we have 
one stable perceiving entity to do our reading for us. 
Such an entity will be a construct of course. 
It -- follows that this perceiving entity cannot be 
defined by each individual text, as the various attempts to 
crea te ," implied readers ,,22 have done, since val id as this 
approach undoubtedly is, it does not provide a single 
stable reader. Similarly the "mock reader" of Walker 
Gibson (1950), and the "Model Reader" of Umberto Eco will 
be inappropriate. All of these conceptions rely on a view 
of the reader in terms of the text as it is fashioned by 
the author. 23 It WOUld not be too extreme to say that 
these readers are intended by the author through the text. 
At the other extreme, should the critical activity (in 
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this case as it locates those indicators we will call 
persona markers) become so individual and subjective that 
it becomes a private moment in the existence of a 
particular reader recorded as an autobiographical instance 
then that too would not suffice. 24 
Superreaders And Informed Readers 
What we require is a sort of idealised reader along 
the lines suggested by Riffaterre and Fish. Michael 
Riffaterre in his article "Criteria for Style Analysis" 
defines a construct he calls the Average Reader (AR). 25 
This he sees as the combination of virtually all readers 
and their reading experience and conclUdes that the 
significant stylistic devices of a text can be ascertained 
by noting which features are discussed by those readers 
while ignoring their aesthetic jUdgement made about these 
features. The fact that they select those devices as 
worthy 0 f comment makes them signi ficant per se. While 
acknowledging the limitation of using the reactions of 
virtually all readers as a means to the location of 
stylistic devices, he argues that it is normally only at 
the interpretative stage that they diverge into such a 
multitude of differing reactions that those reactions 
become uninterpretable. 26 Further he holdS that any AR 
at any time will have a linguistic competence covering only 
a short span of time in the history of the language. In 
his later work "Describing Poetic structures: Two 
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Approaches to Baudelaire's Les Chats,,27 he coins the term 
"superreader" . to replace AR and defines him more closely. 
The superreader of Les Chats is a composite of 
1) To a limited extent Baudelaire, for his 
correction to line eight, and for placing the 
sonnet in the ensemble of the collection. 
2) Gautier, who paraphrased the sonnet in the 
preface to the third edition. 
3) La forgue, for echoes 0 f the sonnet Sang lot de la 
Terre, "La Premiere Nuit". 
4) The translations of Fowlie, Freedman and Duke. 
5) As many critics as he could find. 
6) Textbooks, footnotes etc. 
7) Other informants such as his students. 
Ri ffaterre I s aim is to discover the structure of the 
sonnet, and any point that "holds up" the superreaaer is 
tentatively a component of the structure. 28 I wish to 
return to how these devices relate to persqna markers later. 
Another version of the ideal reader is constructed by 
stanley Fish despi te his seeming disapproval of this ana 
other methods of treating the reader. 
[W]hen the possibili ty of a reader-centred cr i ticism 
seems threatened by the variabili ty of readers, that 
threat will be countered either by denying the 
variability (Stephen Booth, Michael Riffaterre) or by 
control 1 ing it (Wol fgang Is er, Louise Rosenblatt) or 
by embracing it and making it into a principle of 
value (David Bleich, Walter Slatoff).29 
Fish's reader is, he admits, an iaeal or idealised reader, 
somewhat like Milton's "fit" reader, and he calls this 
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reader the in formed reader. The character isti cs 0 f Fish's 
informed reader are: 
(i) He mus t be a competent speaker 0 f the language 
out of which the text is built. 
(ii) He mus t be in full possession 0 f the semantic 
knowledge that a mature listener brings to his 
task of comprehension including the knowledge 
(that is, the experience, both as a producer and 
(iii) 
comprehender) of lexical sets, collation 
probabili ties, idioms, professional and other 
dialects, and so on. 
He must have Literary Competence; that is he must 
be sufficiently experienced as a reader to have 
internalised the properties of literary 
discourses, from figures of speech to whole 
genres. 30 
Having said that, he allows that there are a "number of 
informed readers" with a matrix of political, cultural and 
literary determinants. 3l 
Riffaterre's super reader is, of course, specific to 
the text of Les Chats and an approach to another BaUdelaire 
sonnet, or a sonnet by another wr iter al together, WOUld 
yield a di fferent superreader. Wha t Ri ffa terre crea tes is 
however capable of generalisation into "the complete 
experience of the text and the experiences of all those 
books and individuals who have a bearing on the text, by 
this critic (Riffaterre)." The superreader will be defined 
solely by the individual, while the informants available to 
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other cri tics are not necessarily included. Even allowing 
for the size of the net Riffaterre casts in order to gather 
a diverse set of reactions and information on the text, the 
superreader of W.C. Booth or Geoffrey Hartman or Ronald 
Reagan could di ffer substantially, and produce in the same 
case before us an iaiosyncratic view of the narrator and 
his relationship to the story he tells. 
In spite of his assertion that 
Ri ffaterre who deny the variabili ty 
it is 
of the 
people 
reader, 
like 
Fish 
creates a much less variable construct in his informed 
reader. His firs t cr iter ion that the reader mus t be a 
competent speaker of the language - in other words possess 
what linguists call Linguistic Competence is soundly 
based. Only an intimate and perhaps even a native 
association wi th the encoding tongue will allow for the 
understanding of the full range of connotations, rhythms, 
and associations as well as dissociations immanent in any 
lin g u i s 1;1 c s Y s tern. 
His second cri terion expands on the notion of 
linguistic competence. The question of literary competence 
is a Ii ttle more contentious and is the most important 
facet of the reader as a means of decoding the structure of 
a text. The notion of Ii terary competence has come into 
existence by analogy with linguistic competence. The 
justi fication for this is the contention that, like 
language, literature is a system of signs. As such, 
Tzvetan Todorov asserts tha tit has "a code analogous to 
other systems such as the natural tongue, the basic arts, 
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mythologies, dreams, and so forth. Further, and here 
literature is distinguished from the other arts, it is 
constructed with the help of a prior structure, that is, 
language; it is there fore a second-degree signi fy ing 
s y stem, in other words a connota ti ve system. 11 32 If we 
treat those persona markers that a reader will perceive in 
a text as a series of signs, then it will be necessary for 
that reader to have assimilated the system of conventions, 
and structures which combine to form expectations 
literature. To attempt to understand the literary text 
with a mind which is a sort of literary tabula rasa with a 
knowledge of only the first degree signi fying ·system would 
clearly be inappropriate. The ability to convert the 
linguistic structures into the necessary literary 
structures through an awareness of a Ii terature and its 
conventions is what constitutes literary competence. 33 
TheRead~r And The Need For Cultural Knowledge 
Although an intimate acquaintance with a language 
inev i tably brings with ita know ledge 0 f the considerable 
cultural "freight" which wordS carry, little is made of 
this by the theorists of reader-response criticism. Yet no 
language is without its cultural imprint. As convincing as 
Ri ffaterre is that associations do not work from outsiae 
history to text, but the other way round,34 it is 
difficult to accept that in the case of A Modest Proposal 
we can allow a reader the right to disapprove of the 
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proposer's scheme (or rather pos ita reader's author who 
disapproves) only if there are intratextual indications of 
that disapproval. An appeal to the universal abhorrence of 
cannibalism in the cuI tural freight at tached to the 
linguistic ~escription of that activity in the language of 
the encoding woula create a similar disapproval. This is 
distinct from an assertion that the objection is universal 
to all men and all languages since it is qui te possible 
that the language of the race which practices, has 
practiced, or knows nothing of cannibilism would not be 
similar ly freighted. This in turn of course br ings into 
doubt the accuracy of any analysis on a translated work. 
At least the analyses in the different languages should be 
trea ted as 
automatically 
another. 
distinct, and 
transferable 
conclusions should not 
from one encoding language 
cultural Knowledge As A Marker 
be 
to 
Of course in the Proposal there are other indicators 
of the way to treat the narrator's proposal which do not 
require a context of the reader's moral or cultural values 
inherent in the language wi th which he is familiar. This 
is not so in the Defoe pamphlet, The Shortest Way With 
Dissenters, which is so often discussed in harness wi th 
Swift's. The complete lack of indicators to the true 
stance of the narrator in relation to his material in the 
Shortest Way has been used as evidence to support the view 
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that all indicators of "meaning" in a text must be 
intratextual, and that without some such indication in 
Defoe's art we are doomed, unless we commit the 
biographical fallacy and include an awareness of Defoe's 
own posi tion as a dissenter, to "misread" the pamphlet - a 
mistake, it is argued, we never make with Swift, where the 
intratextual clues lead us to the "right" conclusion about 
the narrator vis-a-vis his material. 35 That is, in the 
absence of intra textual markers, the reader's author which 
a reader constructs from the Shortest Way will be 
synonymous wi th the speaker. Logically this argument also 
implies that were it not for the existence of these 
elements in Swift's Proposal we would be forced to the same 
conclusion. However, it is possible to find in the two 
works another distinction which is contextual and not 
related to intra textual indicators at all. This is in the 
cultural and moral attitude toward on the one hand 
cannibilism, and on the other the hanging 0 f dissenters. 
Hanging is an acceptable (by which I mean it is 
historically and culturally a part of the environment of 
the encoding language) means of disposing of law breakers. 
Cannibilism would be qui te unacceptable however, and had 
that been part of the treatment advocated for the 
dissenters then a very clear indication of the speaker's 
di vergence from the reader's author would be given. This 
shows that some contextual evidence is required in the 
perception 0 f persona markers. Our idealised reader will 
require then a cultural and moral conscience of the 
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broadest kind springing from his linguistic competence. 
As in any analysis involving such a generalisation 
there will be areas of uncertainty. For instance it WOUld 
be simple to say that genocide is redolent with moral 
condemnation yet with the examples of the treatment of the 
Jews by the Nazis, the massacres in Kampuchea and numerous 
other modern instances, it,becomes doubtful whether we can 
see the approval of one such event by a speaker as proof of 
his divergence from the views of the reader's author. The 
only escape from this dilemma is to see all such views as 
the work of a deranged or pathological reader's author, but 
then we abdicate any attempt to ascertain any 
differentiation between narrators, since in the final 
analysis the most disjointed multi-voiced or incoherent 
tale could be explicable in terms of some kind of 
psychologically disordered intellect. Suffice to say that 
most readers, and certainly the reader postulated here, 
will as~ume a sane reader's author who shares the cultural 
and moral values (as we have defined them above) of the 
encoding language. 
Briefly then, the reader postulated for the purposes 
of this thesis will have the following characteristics. 
(i) Linguistic Competence at the level of' a native 
speaker. 
(ii) Li terary competence or the means to achieve such 
competence through research. 
Research may be needed in the case of a text 
which may be temporally distant and hence 
(iii) 
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show real variations in the encoding 
language from the current knowledge of the 
encoding language. 
Sanity, and an attendant belief in the sanity of 
the enCOder as it is accepted in the language of 
encoding. (It is possible to see sanity as a 
value shared by the author, the reader, and the 
text and hence as an element of literary 
competence.) 
With these characteristics the reader will provide the 
contextual elements of the markers which lead him to 
postulate that the narrator in a text is a persona. 
Now that the nature of the reader whom we allow to 
perceive and decode the second-degree system of signs we 
call Ii terature has been established, we are able to turn 
to the three areas of application of the term persona and 
assess the nature of the markers which will indicate the 
existence of each, bearing in mind the truth-conditionally 
distinguishable narratological stance I have identi fied as 
the persona. We will then be in a posi tion to decide 
which, if any, of these areas of application are true 
personae under our definition. To do this I will treat in 
turn the three applications of the term established earlier 
- the Inevitable Persona, the Persona of Decorum and the 
Persona of Impersonation. 
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The Inevitable Persona 
In the case of the application which I have styled the 
Inevitable Persona, it is self evident that the only 
"marker" which is required is the existence of a meaium of 
communication. Yet the term has been applied largely to 
the area 0 f author intentions, tha,t is, tha t an author 
inevitably creates a persona when he writes. The reader in 
turn will apprehend this persona to be the author, the 
motivating force behina the text. From the reader's point 
of view the Inevitable Persona will be coterminous with the 
reader's author as he is ae fined here. Where no other 
personality is perceived in a text then the views perceivea 
must be seen as the property of the reader's author. These 
views in combination with the evidence inherent in the 
structure of the text will build to form a picture of the 
author. This is saying little more than that the whole 
exper ie(lce 0 f the text w ill be the evidence by which the 
reader will construct an author. In fact it is axiomatic 
that there is nothing in a text which does not act as 
information toward the construction of a reader's author. 
I f we forget for a moment our reservations about the term 
"implied author", W. C. Booth makes just this point when he 
defines that author as "the creating person who is implied 
by the totality of a given work ••. [e]very stroke implies, 
inescapably, a kind of person who would choose to make that 
precise stroke,,,36 His view is supported by Robert 
Scholes who argues that "structure, by its very 
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shapeliness, asserts the authority of the shaper, the 
fabulator behind the fable".37 However with the 
introduction of some form of indirection, be it the use of 
irony, the mock-heroic genre, a persona (in which category 
the Inevitable Persona ts now not included) beyond the 
indirection inherent in communication, certain avenues by 
which we approach the author are blocked. We still have 
the general evidence of the text as structure but the view 
of the reader's author's opinion is necessarily obscured. 
The way in which these covert facts are constructed will be 
revealed as a by-product 0 f the inves tiga tion 0 f persona 
markers which follows; markers which reveal a mask 
concealing and at the same time revealing the guiding and 
creating force "behind". 
The inevitable persona is to be seen as a persona of a 
di fferent order, and prior to the personae of decorum and 
impersonation. To be able to say "yes, we have a persona", 
we need c: only say "yes, we have a text". o~As a result the 
application of the term persona to the concept of "the 
inev i table persona" is critically unproductive. In terms 
of the truth conditional narratological stance we have 
isolated as a persona, the "inevitable persona" does not 
qual i fy as a persona, and the term is clearly not 
applicable here. 
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The Persona Of Decorum 
The indications the reader receives that a persona is 
adopted only to fulfill the decorous demands of the text's 
genre or speaker will be by their nature elusive. In the 
minimal set of properties that a narrator will have in a 
poem such as Wordsworth's "Lucy" poems for example it will 
be difficult to isolate confidently any attribute which 
will seem to be in any way divergent from the apprehended 
reader's author who is the motive force behind the text. 
Wright uses the word persona in discussing the lyric 
persona of the jongleur and pOints out that a poem, formed 
as it is from words, tends to define the speaker as well as 
the activity, but that the definition is of a kind of 
conduct rather than a kind of man. 38 He sees the speaker 
so defined as a lover, mourner or patriot, but essentially 
the speakers are not men but are decorous "voices", and 
jUdges c:that the poet's participation ~in the persona 
increases as the persona becomes more individual (that is 
more towards becoming a persona of impersonation). What he 
seems to be arguing for is a persona which is decorous, yet 
he never attempts to locate just how this voice can be seen 
as di fferent from tha t 0 f the poet (or reader's author in 
our terminology, since Wright postulates a poet who is 
always a persona of the true author). Philip Pinkus 
believes that the term persona is in fact misapplied when 
the distinction between the speaker and the author is not 
39 great, while Edward Rosenheim jr. believes that we have 
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a persona where disjointure (between the speaker and the 
author) is noted but not to the extent of being blatantly 
. t 40 eVlden . Although the latter is a little vague, it 
clear ly touches upon the condition tha t this thesis finds 
so necessary to the existence of a persona of 
impersonation. Taken together with Pinkus's view, it is 
arguable that where the author is virtually 
indistinguishable from the speaker, things are not 
clarified by the use of the term persona or Decorous 
Style. A more useful description would be Decorous Voice 
although there are good reasons to prefer no separate 
category at all and treat the subject text as delivered in 
a stylistically appropriate way by the inevitable persona. 
(Although of course the decorous persona will be the 
inevitable persona under some circumstances. It is as if 
the supposed distinctions disappear as they are approached.) 
When a speaker speaks in a manner which is seen as 
appropriate to his position in life, or t~e subject matter 
of his speech, or the form of his medium, then such a 
speaker will, in the absence of any evidence to undercut 
his integrity, be seen as either a character who narrates 
the tale or poem in the first person, or as 
indistinguishable from the reader's author. 
Paradoxically, if there is such a thing as a "persona 
of decorum" in the sense that persona has been defined in a 
truth conditional sense, then it will only be indicated by 
evidence which seems inappropriate to the speaker or his 
d . 41 me lum. This view can be maintained, but it limits the 
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applicabili ty of the term to a very narrow area indeed. 
For example, in Wordsworth's poetry, it is the language 
which is not the everyday language of men which, as it 
were, "gives the poet away" behind the simple mask. Take 
for example: 
A slumber did my spirit seal; 
I had no human fears: 
She seemed a thing that coUld not feel 
The touch of earthly years. 
No motion has she now, no force; 
She neither hears nor sees; 
Rolled round in earth's diurnal course, 
With rocks, and stones, and trees. 42 
The word "diurnal" serves to elevate the tone of the 
language where the alternative "daily" would only emphasise 
the mundane. Yet "daily" is what we would expect given the 
"simple" language of the poem. Wi th the raising of the 
tone comes the introduction of a universal and metaphysical 
level, which we take to be the poet's meaning. Even if we 
were unaware of the singular1y more sophisticated nature of 
the word choice a t this pOint, the word is highlighted as 
the only trisyllabic word in an almost monosyllabic poem. 
The coincidence of the polysyllabic with the metaphysical 
provides a stylistic device (in the words of Riffaterre) 
which holds the reader up, and in turn belies the level of 
sophistication of the reader's author, a sophistication not 
apparent in the linguistic choice elsewhere in the poem. 
As a result the reader is forced to redefine his view of 
the reader's author, and postulate a voice distinct from it 
which speaks the poem. Similarly in Milton's "Lycidas" it 
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is the 
speaker, 
inappropriateness of the speech to the supposed 
an "uncouth swain" with "fingers rude" which 
causes us to look elsewhere for the real creator of these 
lines. 
It is important to distinguish this inappropriateness 
from the general inappropriateness which is prior to 
determining the narrator's nature and is inseparable from 
the activity of writing. For example it is extremely 
unlikely that the narrator of Donne's poem "The Sun Rising" 
would actually compose those lines at daybreak after a 
night with his lover, or that a horse would have the 
necessary linguistic competence to narrate Anna Sewell's 
Black Beauty. For the latter to be a persona, another self 
behind the horse would be required, and this sel f would 
need to be indicated by an awareness by the narrator of the 
logical absurdity of his position as storyteller. 
Otherwise Black Beauty is a character who narrates the tale 
in the firs t person. As a general rul e ti"le coexis tence 0 f 
the writing process and the activity of the subject of the 
writing will almost always be insupportable in the first 
person present tense. 
Undoubtealy the persona of decorum does exist, but the 
application of the term persona to narrators who are either 
character or reader's author (and in the case of many works 
these in turn will be indistinguishable but for their 
inhabiting different worlds under a truth conditional 
examination), should be resisted. It is one thing to say 
that the speaker is decorous or appropriate to his subject 
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matter or the form of the medium. It is qui te a di fferent 
thing to show how he diverges from the reader's author in 
any specific way. The simple existence of appropriateness 
is not sufficient to prove that an author's nature, 
at tr ibutes and opinions di ffer from those of the speaker. 
As we saw earlier Pope assumes the voice of the vir bonus 
in the. E pis t 1 e tot h e Ear 1 0 f Bur 1 in 9 ton ,of T a s t e , in 
order to valioate the 
objects of his satire 
views 
appear 
expressed and to 
more foolish. 43 
make the 
This is 
true, yet to call this a persona seems to be stretching the 
point, since there is nothing to indicate that the narrator 
is not just what he seems a sane, reasonable man, 
schooled in the classics, archi tecture, and history. He 
may well diverge from the historical Pope, but history is 
the only source of that sort of evidence. There is no 
evidence of such a man as Pope really was behind the 
narrator . In fact, the reader's author seems to share the 
. views oJ the narrator in all the recons~ructions of Pope 
that are attempted from the text. Maynard Mack identi fies 
three such reconstructions, the v ir bonus, the in genu , and 
the heroic public defender, in Pope's verse satires, all of 
which in his opinion are dramatic and not biographical. 44 
Sta tements such as these, concerning Pope's reasons 
for creating "personae" bring us to the crux of the 
.matter. Criticism which has used the term persona has seen 
it by and large in terms of the creative and not the 
critical act; as it applies to the writer and not the 
perceiver. The act of perceiving a mask cannot be divorced 
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from the knowledge of an author behind the mask, yet in 
many of the discussions of what I have called Persona of 
Decorum there is no evidenc~ given to support a distinction 
between the narrating voice and the author, and the only 
concl usion mus t be tha t the ais tinctions are seen between 
the speaker and facts known by the commentator 
extra-textually. There are some notable exceptions 
though. Ehrenpreis 45 does say that any meaning in the 
concept of persona or masking must be located in the 
difference between appearance and reality and that an 
implication that a genuine person is there but chooses not 
to reveal himsel f is necessary. He sees the most subtle 
expression of the concept when the author pretendS to be 
himsel f but acts a calculated role. Although Ehrenpreis 
holds a narrow view of the acceptable applications of the 
term, he does again v iew the problem from the perspective 
of the author and not the perceiver. Talbot Wilson in a 
discussion 0 f··· the narra tor 0 f Paradise ~ Los t manages to 
avoid a similar trap, and talks only of the narrator who 
"may be identi fied through his direct statements to the 
reader,,46 and whose "voice is the controlling force 
within the poem, all incidents and descriptions are 
fil tered through his mind. ,,4 7 Wilson joins in the 
condemnation of E.M.W. Tillyard's view that at times Milton 
intrudes and speaks directly to the reader, seeing these 
moments as evidence, along with figures which depict the 
Muse, with whi ch to es tablish the iden ti ty 0 f the 
48 
narrator. Although Wilson does not reject the 
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possibility of a reader being spoken to directly on 
principle, his reliance on a view of the narrator gleaned 
strictly from textual evidence alone is refreshing. 
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The Persona Of Impersonation 
By an application of a truth conditional analysis of 
narration it has become clear that the application of the 
term persona to the Inevitable Persona and the Persona of 
Decorum is, with the exception of a marginal example in the 
latter case, unenlightening. In the case of the Inevitable 
Persona the universal existence of that "persona" in all 
expression makes it a function of expression per se and as 
such superfluous. The Persona of Decorum being basically a 
function of style and voice is simply a misnomer and is in 
any case indistinguishable from the reader's author except 
where the style or voice becomes inappropriate. 
The third application of the term which I have 
isolated and styled the Persona of Impersonation does 
conform with the truth conditional account of narration 
gi ven at the beginning 0 f this chapter. Because 0 f the 
reservations I expressed in using the term persona in this 
regard it is only, however, to a small number of the 
narrators who come under the umbrella term Persona of 
Impersonation that I would apply the term persona. 
These narrators can be briefly described as being 
sel f-revealing masks of the author. The Persona of 
Impersonation is, then, the only true persona, the only 
narrative stance which is unique and distinguishable from 
the author speaking as himsel f, or a totally fictitious 
narrator. All future references to persona will pertain to 
this type of narrator unless specifically stated 
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otherwise. The signs that a reader perceives that will 
leaa him to postulate the existence of a persona I will 
divide into three categories. 
Firstly there will be those indicators which suggest 
indirection in its broadest possible sense. These will 
incluae irony, sa tire, and generally the 1 i terar iness 0 f 
the work. 
Secondly there are those indicators which achieve 
indirection at the semantic level by displacing, distorting 
or creating meaning - metaphor and metonymy, ambivalence, 
contradiction and nonsense, rhyme and symmetry and so on. 
In fact all those devices which threaten the literary 
representation of reality (mimesis).49 Rubin has noted 
that the elaborate woraplay in Joyce's Ulysses and A 
Portrai t of the Artist as a Young Man "are devices •.. for 
making and keeping us aware, at all points in both novels, 
of the presence 0 f the author. For ..• these two novels 
are. told to us by. an·· author who has a talent for 
puns. ,,50 As such they direct the reaaer' sat tention to 
the fact of the narrator. Although Riffaterre applies 
these inaicators in an attempt to argue for the unity, the 
truth of coherence, of poetry, they clearly also apply to 
prose fiction as well, since the significance of a fiction 
is equally reliant on the dislocation of the natural 
relationship between word and object. These indicators (or 
perhaps more accurately, instances) of indirection are 
however common to all literary discourse and will only 
apply to persona-location within specific texts. There 
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will be no persona-specific incidents of semantic 
indirection, which will be discussed in isolation from the 
text, or about which meaningful generalisations can be made. 
Thirdly, there will be those indicators which position 
the narrator and his views· "between" the reader I s author, 
and narra tor as character. I use the word "between" with 
some reservation, but it is the most accurate way to 
conceive of the relationship and a useful shorthand way of 
referring to it. Essentially these markers will operate as 
a ser ies of opposi tions, pointing on the one hand to the 
authorial nature of the persona and on the other to his 
role as character in the story. As a resul t the persona 
will appear to be poised between the two. 
In the first of these categories I included the 
general indirection of irony as a marker to the postulation 
of a persona. I believe an investigation of the way 
readers perceive irony is a useful prior investigation to 
the way~readers perceive a persona, and I ~ill look at that 
briefly now before moving on to look at persona markers 
themselves. For the ironist, like the creator of a 
persona, is negatively free, as Kierkegaard puts it. "The 
actuality which shall give him context is not, hence he is 
free from the restraint in which the actuali ty binds him 
but nega ti vely free and as such hover ing, because there is 
nothing which binds him,,,.51 
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The Perception Of Irony 
When a reader concludes that he is faced with an 
ironical utterance, he must somehow construct his own 
notion of the true views of the expressor of that 
utterance. Given that irony is a method of saying what is 
Ii terally not so in the speaker I s mind, the only posi tive 
view we can attribute to the speaker must, to a large 
extent, be an inference we draw from the surface ironical 
statement. (AI though there are many types of irony, 52 I 
am confining myself here to that general notion of irony as 
it was de fined by Dr. Johnson: "A mode 0 f speech in which 
the meaning is contrary to the words", often seen in terms 
of meaning being "opposi te" to the words. But the meaning 
is only contrary to the words in the broadest sense, since 
it is rather a case of the words not expressing the true 
meaning than 0 f the true meaning being ev ident behind the 
words ~n any precise way. ) We hava,- then in the 
apprehension 0 f irony an operation invol v ing a reader who 
perceives a surface (literal) statement and concludes that 
from certain ev idence the words are not to be taken at 
their face value. The reader will then formulate a notion 
of the covert meaning "behind" the words. I f we apply this 
process to the apprehension of meaning in fiction we fino 
that it operates in a similar way. A reader perceives a 
text and concludes from certain evidence the meaning which 
can be covert or overt. The reader I s author will be the 
personality to whom the meaning will be attributed. If 
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this meaning is constructed from a text which is deliverea 
by a first person narrator, then the views of the reader's 
au t h or w ilIon 1 y be in fer red from the sur fa c e (l i t era 1 ) 
statements made by the narrating agent. In fact irony in 
turn can be found in a discrepancy between the views 
expressea by narrators and the views we take to be those of 
the reader's au thor, jus t as there is a poss ibil i ty 0 f 
irony in the discrepancy between the narrator's comments 
and the individual 
characters. 53 When 
and particular experiences of 
the surface (literal) statements 
the 
are 
made by a speaker who is perceived as being a persona as we 
have defined it, then the apprehension of the reader's 
author will require a similar construction as the 
construction of the meaning (albeit negative meaning) of an 
ironical statement. How we perceive a persona in a 
narration can be seen as analagous wi th how we perceive 
irony in words, since the persona opera tes as the Ii teral 
narrator "behind" which the reader's autbor is the actual 
apprehended force. 
Diagramatically this analogy can be viewed in the 
following way. 
The perception of irony 
Reader 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 
reads 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 
literal 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 
apprehends 
"- I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 
What is not literal 
(true) 
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The perception of persona 
Reaaer 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 
perceives 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 
Persona 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 
apprehends 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
V 
What is not the persona 
(reader's author) 
When no irony is perceived the reader is able to make the 
apprehension of the truth posi tively, wi thout recourse to 
an apprehension based on negation of the Ii teral. 
Similarly when no persona is perceived 
construct the reader's author without 
negative definition of his make-up. 
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the reader may 
the need for a 
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Irony Perception and Persona 
Given the close analogy between the process of irony 
and persona recognition, it is useful to use attempts to 
account for the apprehension of irony as a starting point 
in an attempt to account for the apprehension of a persona. 
D.C. Muecke, in two important articles, "The 
Communication of Verbal Irony" and "Irony Markers" has 
discussed the way we recognise irony. His ambit of concern 
embraces a wide area including authorial factors of 
creation, as well as the question "on what basis dO we 
infer that what we are reading or hearing is ironical7" 
which is of central concern to us. In answering this 
ques tion Muecke recognises the di fficul ties inherent in a 
treatment of irony in literature. 
We may 0 ften be uncertain whether an author is, 
in his own persona, ironically praising something that 
should be blamed, or whether he is being ironical by 
cr~ating a persona or character whose foolish but 
confidently expressed praise constitutes (on a 
separa te level) an unconscious and hence ironic 
self-betrayal of his folly.54 
His realisation points to the difficulties of assessing the 
stance of a persona if we rely on its verification by 
reference to the author's view, and the difficulties raised 
when a persona exis ts in an ironical work. Muecke sees 
certain contextual. factors as important to the recognition 
of irony. As far as the addressee is concerned, his 
expectations of the statement can be crucial. If he 
assesses the speaker is unlikely to use irony, or the 
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material under consideration is not suitable to the use of 
irony, or is himsel f insensi ti ve to irony then his 
likelihood of recognising it is lessened. The 
communicative competence of the addressee is then a 
determining factor as is the literary competence of the 
reader in recognising a semiotic system in literature. 
context is prov ided by the addressee and it may be "a 
single fact or a whole socio-cultural environment.,,55 
Where the addressee has no contextual evidence of the 
existence of irony, then incongrui ties wi thin the text can 
provide evidence. In Muecke's later article he dividea 
these incongruities into two categories: incongruities 
between text and text and between text and co-text. The 
latter is achieved by the provision of the missing context 
alongsiae the incongruous language. Muecke cites the 
elegant example of Gibbon reporting on Pope John the 
Twenty-third. 
[T]he most scandalous charges [agiinst 
suppressed; the vicar of Christ was only 
piracy, murder, rape, sodomy and incest. 56 
him] were 
accused of 
Again the parallel with persona recognition is evident. 
Those markers which combine to suspend the persona between 
author and narrator as character are 0 f th is nature; a 
series of contradictions in the relationship between the 
narrator and his tale. 
Muecke's category of text text incongruities 
involves the use of Kinesic, and Phonic markers, neither of 
which has an application to literature, and Graphic and 
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Lexical markers, both of which do have an application to 
literature. Graphic markers are the equivalents of the 
"irony punctuation mark" which was once suggested. 57 
These include the exclamation mark used to indicate either 
amusement, indignation or pretended admira tion, and other 
punctuation used for a similar effect; inverted commas to 
express reluctance to use a word, mock hesi tations using 
dashes and asterisks, and the use of underlining or italics 
to emphasise a word or phrase. None 0 f these dev ices is 
available for the detection of personae, but as we shall 
see later concrete textual features can substitute for 
them. Lexical markers, defined by Muecke as broadly the 
use of indirection at the semantic level, by the use of 
hyperbole, parody, mock hesitation and words which are 
always ironical, are another manifestation of the literary 
representation of reality being at odds with 
versimili tude. They equa te with those signs discussed by 
Riffaterre which displace, distort or create meaning. 58 
In a form of communication that is the essence of 
indirection this is of course no more than would be 
expected. 
The way we perceive personae is similar to the way we 
perceive irony and indeed any form of indirection. It is 
wi th those indicators which are speci fically indicators of 
a persona that I wish to deal now. That is, those markers 
which leave the reader's view of the narrator suspended 
between the two poles of author and character, and those 
textual ungrammaticalities which contribute to the 
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postulation of a persona. 
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C HAP T E R F I V E 
TEXTUAL UNGRAMMATICALITIES AND PERSONA MARKERS 
Introduction 
Now that the way the narrative stance will be 
perceived has been established, and a distinct narrative 
stance to which the term persona can be usefully applieo 
has been isolated, it is time to consider just how a reader 
postulates a narrator who standS in that ambivalent truth 
condi tional rela tionship to his mater ial, and to himsel f • 
That is, just what are the "markers" to the postulation of 
a persona? 
I will deal with these persona markers in the 
following loose sub-categories 
(i) Re ferences to the process '0 f w r i ting and to 
the writer. 
-
(ii) Re ferences to, or awareness 0 f the problems 
(iii) 
(iv) 
of narrative story-telling and the 
manipulation of time, setting and plot 
chronology. The idiosyncracies of narrative 
choice and unful filled narrative 
intentions. Claims of correspondential 
truth. 
The dual role of intra textual biographical 
data. 
Arbitrary markers. The title, the 
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historical author, and other formal features of a text's 
presentation, outside the tale itself. 
(v) Multiple narrators and 
creating an ambivalence 
character. 
their function in 
between author and 
(vi) The effect of the concrete elements of the 
text's presentation; prefatory material, 
spacing, parentheses, and the use 0 f direct 
and indirect speech. 
These categories are only guidelines to the treatment which 
follows, and do not represent str ictly del inea ted areas. 
The majority of these categories will equate with Muecke's 
text - co-text markers. The last is the closest persona 
markers come to text text markers while, as I have 
indicated text context markers are a function of the 
reader who provides the only context available. 
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Self-reference and Reflexivity 
One of the most obvious ways that a narrator can 
assert his authorial status is by references to the 
activity of writing. In using the pronoun "I" a narrator 
is, by implication, casting himself in the role of author, 
so in the most general way first person narrating is a 
marker. However there are more overt ways of achieving 
this which highlight the fact. For example the narrator of 
Oliver Goldsmith's The Vicar of Wakefield narrates in the 
first person, yet never refers to the activity of writing, 
nor to the formal trappings of the text. There is no 
recognition that this is anything but a straight narrative, 
unaware of its medium. It could be an oral presentation as 
easily as it is a written one with no logical inconsistency. 
Compare this with Tobias Smollett's Roderick Random 
where the narrator's tale is directed to the reaaer thereby 
emphasi~ing the text as a written document. But the reader 
is treated as a function - almost as the reaaing process, 
and not addressea in person. 
in the course of which the reader must perceive 
how 1 
Brief summaries of the ensuing chapter are given by 
the narrator at the start of each. In addition the 
"author" provides a Preface discussing the various elements 
of the story and the decisions which went into the writing 
of the tale. This is followed by an Apologue delivered 
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again in the first person, but without any clear indication 
of which of the narrators - the a~thor or Roderick - speaks 
to the addressee, "Christian reader", al though the Apologue 
discusses the role of the artist and this would suggest 
that it is the author speaking. 
The effect of these devices is to focus the reader's 
a ttention on the medium as well as the message, and lead 
him to question just how the narrators relate to the tale. 
The result of this consideration is in turn to separate the 
author from the narrator Roderick, and emphasise the 
fictive nature of the latter. Hence it is not surprising 
tha t the reader whom Rocer ick addresses is addressed so 
obliquely. Were he to speak more directly he would be 
caught in a logical impossibility brought about by the 
author's Preface. Unless, that is, we allow that the 
reader is bifurcated into a fictional reader in Roderick's 
tale, and a reader in the' prefatory material who is true in 
a different world, or that at different moments he is 
both. Since the narrator of the body of the work is 
clearly established as fictional, the author of the 
prefatory material will be the only possible persona here, 
yet he appears as little more than a reader's author since 
the effect of the emphasis on the process of writing is to 
highlight the distinction between author and narrator, not 
blur it. He could also be treated as another, fictional 
narrator who calls himself the author, but such 
sophistication is unwarranted in this particular case. 
This is not the case in Laurence Sterne's Tr is tram 
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Shandy. Here the author is constantly aware of his role in 
the creating process, and that he is narrating a written 
tale; a tale which is his tale. The fictional and the 
authorial are from the start inextricably linked. The 
narratee is reminded of the author's awareness of the 
writing process. 
What were 
catastroghe 
chapter. 2 
the consequences, and 
thereupon, you will 
what 
read 
was 
in 
Yorick's 
the next 
I have a strong propensity in me to begin this chapter 
very nonsensically, and I will not baulk my fancy. --
Accordingly I set off thus: 3 
BOOK II 
Chapter I 
I have begun a new book, on purpose that I might have 
room enough to explain the nature of the perplexities 
in which my uncle Toby was involved, •.. 4 
The examples are legion and all serve to legi timise the 
voice of the speaker as the author as well. He is so aware 
of the ~ivisions in the book, and the fac~_that he produces 
them, that he mus t be the author since those di v is ions dO 
indeed tally with divisions as we see them. And if that 
were not enough he is also aware of the book, claims 
knowledge of us as readers, knows we will buy the book, and 
that he will get the profits. 
As it will not take up above fifty pages, it would be 
injustice to the reader, not to give him a minute 
account of that romantic transaction, as well as of 
the siege itself, in Rapin's own words: 
Chapter VI 
--- But courage! gentle reader! --- I scorn it ---
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I tis enough to have thee in my power --- but to make 
use of the advantage which the fortune of the pen has 
now gained over thee, would be too much --- No --- ! 
. .. ere I would force a helpless creature upon this 
hard service, and make thee pay, poor soul! for fi fty 
pages, which I have no right to sell thee ..• 5 
Through all this it is impossible ,for the reader, even 
though in a truth conditional account he is not the reader 
addressed, to preserve any illusion of the truth of the 
account that he reads, as he is repeatedly reminded of the 
process by which the tale comes to him and of the trappings 
of the narrative process. The heavy emphasis on the 
authorial position does not divorce the author from the 
tale of course. Instead he becomes a character, and the 
leading character, in his own tale. This is not surprising 
in i tsel f since the story is a fter all his own supposed 
autobiography. What is interesting is that the reader I s 
interest centres on his character in its authorial 
manifestation. The predominant vision we have of the 
speaker - is gleaned from his narrative methods; 
-
,-
indiscriminate, discursive and idiosyncratic, and not from 
the events of his life. For we soon become aware that that 
life is so severely refracted by being filtered through the 
personali ty of the speaker tha t the speaker's personali ty 
is all that we are left with. It is this personality and 
the attempt to express its workings which form the action 
of the novel. As William Holtz has said, Tristram Shandy 
focuses on the "selfconscious act of writing rather than on 
the thing written about 
" and on "the continued 
unsuccessful struggle of its hero to shape the flux of his 
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mind into a coherent narrative, a struggle that reveals the 
inadequacy 
generally.,,6 
of narrative, and of temporal analysis 
This constant attention to the processes and problems 
associated with writing provides us with a well documented 
character who in turn exemplifies, and shares the same 
problems with, the reader's author, as they are problems of 
all narration. In Swearingen's words the "problems 
encountered in the process of writing •.. are not fictional 
problems 
Tristram".7 
even if they are the ostensible concerns of 
The speaker is, as a result, suspended in 
the reader's apprehension between his role as author and as 
fictional character. Swearingen sees the effect as one of 
"main taining th.e authen tici ty 0 f the autobiographical voice 
.•. the psychic distancing of the fictional character in a 
tens ion tha t hoI ds the reader in a s ta te 0 f some 
uncertainty.,,8 What Swearingen's reader experiences is 
the duplicitous nature of the persona. 
Our awareness of the narrative problems experienced at 
the level of the reader's author does as much to dispel any 
delusion we may have that the speaker is the flesh and 
blood author as does what Swearingen calls our natural 
""res is tance" tha t comes from know ing tha t we are in fact 
reading fiction". 9 
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The Narrator's Narrative Awareness 
In discuss ing re ferences to the writing process, and 
their role in the process of persona recognition, I have 
touched on the awareness a supposed author shows of the 
problems of story-telling as a further indicator of a 
persona. I wish to discuss these in more detail now. 
Normally the effect of a discussion of the difficulty 
of story-telling will concentrate the reader's attention on 
that process and emphasise the inevitably fictional nature 
of narrative. In particular, a reader w ill be drawn to 
ques tion the possibili ty 0 f the supposed author's factual 
existence, or the factuality of the presentation of him, if 
the di fficul ty that that author has in presenting a "true" 
picture of a character is highlighted. 
Take for example the author of Vanity Fair. His first 
address to the reader demonstrates the fictional nature of 
the ta-te and the choices which are mad~e by the tale's 
creator. 
I know that the tune I am p~p~ng is a very mild 
one (al though there are some terri fic chapters coming 
presently), and must beg the good-natured reader to 
remember, that we are only discoursing at present 
about a stock-broker' s family in Russell Square, 
We might have treated this subject in the genteel, or 
in the romantic or in the facetious manner. 
suppose we had resorted to the entirely low, and 
described what was going on in Mr. Sedley's kitchen;-
how black Sambo was in love with the cook •.. 10 
Later he refers again to the fiction of his tale, 
mentioning a "brother of the story-telling trade", who 
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became enraged at the actions of the characters "whose 
wicked deeds· he was describing and inventing" .11 In 
doing so the author of Vanity Fair wishes to emphasise his 
distinction from the characters he describes. But in order 
to achieve that he provides us with evidence of another 
personali ty who does not sneer "at the practice of 
devotion, which Miss Sharp finds so ridiculous.,,12 Of 
this personality we learn more as the novel progresses. He 
does not "claim to rank among the military novelists,,13 
but this non-combatant novelist, writing of the actions of 
non-comba tant personnel, heads his chapters "In Which 
Amelia Joins Her Regiment" or "Amelia Invades The Low 
Countries". 
The supposed author does attempt to justify his 
intrusion concerning those who live well on nothing a year, 
by pointing out that" 'I' is here introduced to personify 
the world in general,,14. Yet the novelist who "knows 
everything" asks that the public newspapers not print 
extract~ of his account of how the Crawleys achieved this, 
because he believes he ought "as the discoverer (and at 
some expense, too), to have the benefit". The narrator 
wi th his abhorrence of mili tary detail is in fact 
fascinated by the mili tary and uses the European war as a 
grotesquely inappropriate parallel to the events his 
non-combatants are involvea in. And as his narrative 
intentions are unfulfillea in this regard, so does he fail 
to act upon his own opinion that the novelist "knows 
everything". It is as if he allows his characters to exist 
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outside his own imagination - as if he becomes an observer, 
a first person narrator and not an author at all. For 
instance he is unsure of . the reason for Joseph Sedley's 
return to India, and speculates that "[e]ither his furlough 
was up, or he dreaded to meet any witnesses of his Waterloo 
flight.,,15 He is not sure of the states of mind of his 
own inventions: "I don't think they were unhappy"; 16 on 
some occasions and certain at others: "though she was so 
very happy indeed.,,17 
In fact the fictional world the supposed author 
creates, and the factual world he claims to inhabit, 
dovetail at several points as the story i tsel f, and the 
comments he makes on the story, merge. For example, he 
muses at one stage about the journey he once took along the 
same route as that taken by Becky Sharp. 
contemplation with the following lament. 
He ends his 
Alas! we shall never hear the horn sing at midnight, 
or- see the pike-gates fly open anymore. Whither 
how-ever is the light four-inside <Tra falgar coach 
carrying us? Let us be set down at Queen's Crawley 
wi thout further divaQation, and see how Miss Rebecca 
Sharp speeds there."l~ 
The vehicle for the writing, the novel, becomes associated 
wi th the carriage. The factual and the fictional fuse in 
the creating process in the mind of the narrator, and from 
being fellow nostalgics the readers are invited to inhabit 
the fictional world, alight from the coach and "see" how 
Becky speeds there. That the process of writing is of 
prime importance at this point is further emphasised by the 
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occupatio employed in the preceding paragraphs, where we 
are presented wi th an extraorainarily long sentence 
detailing the events of the journey - presented as a series 
of events we will not be tola. "How the young man from 
Cambridge sulkily put his five great coats in front 
need not be told here.,,19 
At other times the inspiration, often absurd, behind 
the fictional creation is revealed, or some corroborative 
scene from the narrator's "real" world is presented as 
proof of the accuracy of his fictional representation of 
life. 
And do not let my respected reader 
this selfishness as unnatural. It 
exclaim against 
was but this 
omnibus from 
this present 
three little 
present morning as he rode on the 
Richmond: while it changed horses, 
chronicler, being on the roof, marked 
children ••. 20 
The reference to chilaren's behaviour operates in the 
reader's mind as an inferred comment from the reader's 
author ,:~ and is as such at variance with the narra tor's 
overt reason for mentioning the incident. Together the 
inferred comment and the overt purpose act as a binary 
system causing the narrator to be suspended between his 
existence as author and as fictional narrator. 
While the narrator gives us details of his role as 
author the narrator also provides us with a aetailed view 
of himsel f. In a perceptive account of the narration of 
Vanity Fair, Roy Pascal sees the narrator in a double role 
with two voices. One is as a near omniscient, absolute 
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authori ty, and the other as a personalised narrator wi th 
personal sympathies and antipathies and a moral ising 
streak. He distinguishes two personali ties so completely, 
that he sees the second as a male, but the first as neither 
male nor female. I would argue tha tit is the comb ina tion 
of the two in the one speaking voice which constitutes a 
persona, and that the duality exists in the one entity 
rather than as two beings performing the function of 
narrator. 21 
The effect of these oscillations between the first 
person narrator who treats his tale as fact, and the author 
who acknowledges the fictional elements of his tale, is 
finally to create an ambiguous narrator in much the same 
mould as that of Tristram Shandy. We are left with a 
persona who simultaneously appears as the author and, 
necessarily for the narration of the tale in the form it 
takes, a first person fictional narrator. 
V~6ity Fair too contains examples of ~he foregrounding 
of the narrative process. In particular in the 
foregrounding of the narrative perspective as it al ters 
with regard to time and place. 
Of course all readers are aware of the manipulation of 
time, setting and plot which is involved in the process of 
story-telling, but it is the foregrounding of this 
manipulation which forces readers to consider just how the 
story comes to them. Conventionally, when a narrator moves 
his perspective in time or place he will indicate this. In 
Vanity Fair the narrator goes even further and both 
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indicates it overtly and shows an awareness of the reader's 
place in the process. So we have "we are not going to 
follow the worthy old stock-broker, "or more obviously 
still, "[t]he astonished reader must be called upon to 
transport himself ten thousand miles to the military 
station at Bundlegunge" to indicate shi fts in space in the 
narrative. 22 Similarly, we have an indication of both 
spatial and temporal shi ft in the narrative when we hear 
t hat the " k in d rea de r m u s t pIe a s e to rem e m b e r - w h i 1 e the 
army is marching that there are a number of persons 
living peaceably in England. ,,23 How this focusing on the 
manipulation of the narrative affects the reader's position 
in relation to the narration, can be seen by comparison 
with an alternate way of presenting such a shift. We could 
have for example: "Ten thousand miles away in the mili tary 
station of Bundlegunge". In this case the shift of 
perspective is indicated but the reader's disorientation is 
not 1J]1derscored, and indeed all < readers, even 
unsophisticated ones, are used to making such shi fts as a 
matter of course and would certainly not be "astonished" by 
it. 
As the reader's attention is drawn to the narrative 
process by such techniques, he is constantly confronted 
with the nature of the narrative and the personality of the 
narrator. His ability to "suspend disbelief" is impaired 
and not enhanced, as a resul t. Ra ther than being drawn 
into the tale, the reader must continually acknowledge the 
fictional aspects 0 fit wh il e appl y ing the suspens ion 0 f 
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disbelief needed to understand even a work which is 
recognisably fiction ~ The reader I s assessment of the text 
is as a result, suspended between treating it as fact and a 
recognition that it is fiction, and overtly fiction at 
that. Both the tale and the teller inhabit a shifting 
wor ld between fact and fiction, which is the preserve 0 f 
the true persona. 
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Biographical Details of a Narrator 
When biographical details of the narrator are provided 
in the text a similar ambivalence between author as fact 
and author as fiction can occur. 
The narrator of Joan Didion's A Book of Common Prayer 
is named Grace stresser-Mendana, nee Tabor and she tells 
the story of Charlotte Douglas. She gives a potted history 
of hersel f and family, all, so she tells us, wi th one 
object in mind. 
I tell you these things about mysel f only to 
legitimize my voice. We are uneasy about a story 
until we know who is telling it. In no other sense 
does it matter who 'I' am; I the narrator' plays no 
motive role in this narrative, nor would I want to. 
Gererdo of course does play a motive role. I do 
not delude myself there I am interested in 
Charlotte Douglas only in so far as she passed through 
Boca Grande, only in so far as the meaning of that 
sojourn continues to elude me. 24 
The narrator may be right when she says we are uneasy about 
a s tory-~until we know who is telling it. -rha t the narrator 
plays no motive part in the tale, however, is seriously in 
doubt, both in terms of the dictates of all fiction, and of 
the tale she tells. There is, for instance, a suggestion 
that she may delude herself in the phrasing of the 
assertion about Gerardo's motive role. "I do no t deluoe 
mysel f there," covertly implies "even if I delude mysel f 
about my own role". Her interest in Charlotte is not only 
in her sojourn at Boce Grande, but also, and more 
importantly, in the meaning and its elusi veness for her. 
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Despite her disclaimer, she, and all narrators, must fulfil 
a motive role in the tales they tell. 
We have in Grace then, 
filters the text of the 
a narrator 
story as 
whose personali ty 
all narrators' 
personalities do. 
by a number of 
However her pos i tion -is made ambivalent 
factors. Firstly, the use of the first 
person pronoun is ambivalent in itself. 'I' is both in and 
out of quotation marks, is both the speaker and the ci ted 
person. 'I' attempts to legitimize her voice, and in so 
dOing reveals her own knowledge of the reader's reaction to 
a narrator - that a reader is uneasy until the narrator is 
known. But 'I' also uses the very term that is synonymous 
with the use 0 f the mask or the persona - the 'voice'. 
Once we are aware of the ambivalence of the 'I' we will be 
aware of the possible ambiguity in the statement that" 
'the narrator' plays no motive force in this narrative, nor 
would I want to." Of course initially we take the 'I' to 
be identical with the 'narra tor' but th.e sentence could 
also contain another, authorial, I I I, who would not want to 
play a motive part in the narrative, the I nor' being the 
complement to an impl ied 'nei ther I • The voice which is 
legitimized then becomes an adoption of the author, and the 
'I' is both Grace and the reader's author simul taneously. 
This 'I' can then be seen to both recount the story of 
Charlotte as known fact, and be aware of the advantages of 
legitimizing the voice of the narrator in a fiction. 
Biographical Details of the Author and other 
Arbitrary Markers 
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Where no such ambivalence is created by the inclusion 
of biographical data, that data can still perform a dual 
role in both legitimizing the narrator by providing the 
corroborative evidence of his characteristics, and 
prov iding some clue to his necessary distinction from the 
reader's author. It would be a perverse reader indeed who, 
for instance, did not equate the author he infers from a 
text at least nominally with the true author. As a result 
of the identification of the reader's author with the true 
author any discrepancy between the name of the author 
advertised on the cover (often the only biographical data 
we have) and the name 0 f the supposed author used in the 
text, must produce a resultant discrepancy rather than 
identi fication in the mind of the reader. However alone 
this would be no more than an indication of a fictional 
first person narrator. A more detailed set of these 
arbitrary features of a text's presentation occurring 
outside the tale, but inside the book, would be needed to 
establish a possible identification between the narrator 
and the author. 
Information such as details of the author's life 
gleaned from the dust cover would be one source. As a rule 
however these clues are unreliable as they too are subject 
to fictionalisation. Unless the possibility of 
fictionalisation of such data were recognised, a reader of 
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a George Eliot novel would be justified in concluding that 
a female narrator must be distinct from the reaaer's 
author, just as a case could be made for the same 
distinction between Flaubert and Madame Sovary. 
What I have called intratextual and arbi trary markers 
supply details of an author which may. tempt the reader to 
seek corroboration of any identity he may feel between the 
real author and his speaker, in evidence obtainable outside 
the text. Indeed this type of marker invites the reader to 
commi t the so-called biographical fallacy. Gi ven tha t I 
have eschewed the use of such data in the establishment of 
a persona in a text (or rather denied the reader access to 
knowledge of this type) then in the case of, say, Madame 
Sovary two interpretations must be allowed to co-exist. 
Clearly if other evidence could be found that the reader's 
author was indeed a woman then the question would be 
satisfactorily resolved for I the text, albeit erroneously 
for the;actual worla. 
In conclusion, then, the existence of biographical 
data can create an ambivalent relationship between the 
narrator ana his tale. This is caused by the simultaneous 
affirmation of personalised characteristics of the narrator 
with the affirmation of his role as author. If in fact we 
cannot or do not check these facts against the facts of the 
author's life, we are left with a residual uncertainty even 
without any clear textual indication of a dual role, to use 
Pascal's term, within the single speaker. This more 
funaamental uncertainty is a direct result of our 
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ignorance. The personalised character is tics could just as 
easily equate wi th the reader I s author as wi th those of a 
fictional first person narrator. In the absence of any 
textual marking we are left not so much with an ambivalent 
as an ambiguous narrator - not with a narrator who is both 
reader I s author and character simul taneously, but wi th a 
narrator who could be ei ther but not both. This is only 
uncertainty as to the relationship between the narrator and 
his tale, not evidence that a persona exists. 
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Multiple Narrators 
We have already seen· that any concentration on the 
narrator will tend to focus interest on how the narrator 
relates to his tale. Whether for instance he narrates it 
as fact or fiction and whether he is aware of the activity 
in which he is involved. Such an effect is augmented by 
the use of multiple or embedded narrators. With an 
increase in the number of exits and entrances of narrators 
we are made increasingly aware of the way the tale comes to 
us, of the narrative structure in its largest sense. At 
the same time we have more examples of the transition from 
one narrator to another, at which time we can observe the 
relationship between the tellers and their tales as well as 
their relationships with the primary narrator, or 
co-narrator, and his tale. 
Co-narrators 
I f the primary narrators are truly co-narrators then 
it is axiomatic that in a truth condi tional account of 
narrative both COUld be personae while· one singly could not 
be since they must inhabit the same world. However since 
in the few examples of co-narration there are, the 
narrators are first person fictional speakers rather than 
personae, such a contention must remain hypothetical. 
It is interesting to note that in a curious way even 
when so called co-narrators exist, the impression created 
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is likely to be one of the embedding of one narrator's tale 
in the tale of the other. Usually the first 
chronologically will predominate rather than the two 
narrators being seen as speaking directly to the reader. 
Let us consider the narrative structure of what has 
been called a novel wi th co-narra tors, Wuther ing Heights. 
The narration opens wi th a diary-like entry. from Lockwood 
who is then told a part of the tale by Mrs. Dean. Her 
story begins with the following words. 
Before I came to live here, she commenced, waiting no 
further invi tation to her story, I was almost always 
at Wuthering Heights ••• 25 
She completes this section of her tale with, 
But Mr. Lockwood I could have told Heathcli ff' s 
history, all you need to hear, in half-a-dozen words. 
... 
Thus interrupting hersel f, the housekeeper rose 
26 
Cl ear ly_=-Mrs . Dean's tal e is embedded in· _LockwoOd's. His 
speech is predominant even when it is ostensibly her 
story. His own words are interpolated into her story ('she 
commenced') and are not separated by even the convention of 
reported speech marks. Yet despite all this we have no 
evidence (although we may suspect the veracity of any 
report of someone else's story), that the words are 
anything but faithfully rendered. By the beginning of 
Volume Two, however, Lockwood changes his approach to the 
retelling of Mrs. Dean's story, or at least admi ts to a 
minor alteration of her tale which may have always been his 
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method. 
I'll continue in her own words, only a little 
condensed. She is, on the whole, a very fair narrator 
and I don't think I could improve her style. 
In the evening, she said ••• 27 
Further explorations of the narrative relationship between 
Lockwood and Mrs. Dean are made later but the examples I 
have given suffice to show that the two are not 
co-narrators because they do not both stand in the same 
relationship to either the story or the reader. Mrs. Dean 
has no way of speaking without Lockwood mediating what she 
says. She could not, for instance, condense his words as 
he does hers. 
Another interesting attempt to achieve co-narration is 
Diderot's Jacques Le Fataliste. Jacques and his master 
tell their tales as equals, each speech headed wi th the 
name of the speaker. Yet even here a narrator is provided 
to filI;in the details and comment on the stories. 
Still another attempt, The Pigman, a chidren's story 
by Paul Zindel, is told in al ternate chapters by the two 
principal characters, wi th no uni fying narrator. The two 
narrators refer to the writing process; they are writing it 
on their teacher's typewriter. One of the narrators, 
Lorraine, says "I should never have let John write the 
first chapter". 28 Each corrects the other's account, but 
generally they take it in turns once the narra tion proper 
gets underway. When the ev idence 0 f the author's name on 
the cover is discounted, the reader is forced to one 0 f 
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three conclusions. Ei ther the story and the narrators are 
true in the actual world, or the narrators are true, but 
the story is a fiction, or the whole tale, including the 
mechanics of its writing, is fictitious. Every attempt is 
made within the book to force the firs t conclus ion on the 
reaaer; documents, clippings, doodles, are all includea. 
It would take a detailed, and perhaps ultimately 
unsustainable analysis to prove that stylistically the two 
narrators share common features or that neither can really 
be the age they claim to be. In the final analysis the 
reader relies only on the prior knowledge he has; that what 
he reads is fiction; in order to reject this first 
interpretation. Of the other two possibili ties, ei ther is 
sustainable unless we realise that under a truth 
conditional analysis the children are carried into the 
fictionality of their tale by the fact that they tell their 
tale as known fact. Under a truth condi tional analysis we 
can, tR~n, refute the second possibility. 
This leaves us with the last possibility, clearly the 
correct one, that both the tale and the tellers are 
fictitious. Despite their claims to authorship they are as 
fictitious as any character in a novel. Our vision of the 
reader's author is not of the author playfully pretending 
to be John and Lorraine but of the author attempting to get 
inside his characters and present them in the most 
conv incing way possible. Wi th in the fictional world they 
never even hint at being anything but themselves. That is 
not to say the question of fact and fiction in narration 
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does not arise. The novel is preceded by a signed 
statement from the two narrators in which they promise to 
"record the facts, and only the facts II, a resolution in 
which they are noticeably unsuccessful. Their inability to 
adhere to the facts is the sel f-same problem that we will 
see the Bom having later in A Soldier's Tale. 
In the final analysis the attempt to incorporate two 
narrators within the one book is unconvincing. The 
impression that remains is of a book written about two 
youngsters writing a book, rather than a book actually 
written by them. It is in the failure of the perceivea 
intent of the reader's author rather than in the perceivea 
conscious portrayal of that failure that we must reject the 
hypothesis that the book contains personae. Had the book 
forced the reader to conclude that the reader's author was 
saying IIhere is a book in which I pretend to be two young 
people wri ting a book but let you know that they are not 
reallY-':!te by revealing the pretence to you" then that would 
be a persona. What we have is a book containing two 
supposed authors neither nor both of which are seen in any 
way as a mask for the author. Zindel has created an 
interesting and unsettling narrative structure by combining 
mul tiple narration and supposed authorship, but since the 
reader is forced to conclude that both "authors" are 
totally fictitious, then the experiment fails. The obvious 
incompatibility of the two concepts is too unsettling to 
accept. 
The stylistic problems presented by an attempt to 
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create co-narrators were, in Geoffrey Tillotson's opinion, 
too great even for· Charles Dickens to surmount. In Bleak 
House Dickens created two narrators. The first is the 
disembodied third person narrator who provides the 
background and those facts which the other narrator, a 
first person narrator called Esther, cannot know. The 
former shows no sign of knowing the narrative framework of 
the novel while the latter begins her story thus, 
I have a great deal of di fficul ty in beginning to 
w rite my portion 0 f these pages, for I am not clever. 
29 
Her story is concluded by the statement: 
The few words that I have to add to what I have 
written are soon penned; then I and the unknown friend 
to whom I write will part forever. Not without much 
dear remembrance on my side. Not without some, I 
hope, on his or hers. 30 
Initially the impression is that the unknown friend is 
the reEL(1er, but it is also possible to v i~w it as the other 
narra tor who has come by this know ledge. Certainly if no 
other evidence suggests it, the chronological appearance of 
the third person narrator first, and the reference to 
'Esther's Narrative' in the chapter headings, leads 
inevitably to the conclusion that the third person narrator 
is the primary narrator and that Esther's tale is 
embedded. As I have said, Tillotson sees another, 
stylistiC, indication that the two narrators merge. He 
blames this on Dickens. 
the 
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Esther at points becomes Dickens himsel f because he 
could not keep himself out. 31 
Tillotson would have been on safer ground had he seen 
narrator as distinct from Dickens, but he is 
undoubtedly right that the stylistic distinction breaks 
down from time to time. When the style of the third person 
narrator is seen in the tale of the first person narrator, 
then the reader will be likely to conclude that the whole 
book is the former's, and that Es ther is a fictional or 
embedded narrator in his tale. 
In conclusion it is theoretically conceivable that the 
use of co-narrators could act as a persona marker. However 
so few have been produced that sufficient evidence is 
lacking. It seems more likely that where co-narrators dO 
occur the pressures will force a reader to treat them as 
characters even when some claim is made for joint 
authorship. Considerably more evidence WOUld be required 
for a reader to postulate a persona/person~e in a text with 
co-narrators than in an equivalent text with a single 
narrator. 
In general, attempts to create co-narrators reveal 
that the tendency is always toward an embedded type of 
narrative even when it at first appears that the narrators 
are on equal terms. These attempts als 0 reveal that where 
co-narrators dO occur the result is unconvincing and 
unsettling. 
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Embedded Narration 
The tendency towaras . embedding of narration follows 
the convention in the telling of oral narrative that only 
one person tells a tale. Where more than one person aoes 
tell a tale, the effect is likely to be comic or annoying 
and direct the listener's attention away from the tale ana 
toward the telling of it. This is also the case wi th 
embeading in oral narrative although a long period of 
reported speech is unlikely to occur without frequent 
interpolations from the primary speaker. These 
interpolations may only serve to re-address the words 
reported, "she saia" or "he commenced" for example. 
In written narration a long section can be delivered 
without such references and reminders of the "true" speaker 
being inserted. In Wuther ing Heights we frequently hear 
Mrs. Dean address Lockwooa, and his own interruptions are 
short b!Jt regular enough to remind the reader of the real 
narrative situation. But in a novel like Lord Jim we 
receive only infrequent reminders and as a result the 
reader becomes automatised to the single quotation marks 
which begin each paragraph and these markers become 
backgrounded by repetition. Although these marks are 
designed to inform the reader of the true nature of the 
narra ti ve s i tua tion, they become part 0 f the furni ture 0 f 
the text. The true narrator who establishes the 
hypothetical situation of Marlow's tale tends to melt into 
the background once he has set the scene, and Marlow 
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becomes the dominant narrator. 
Perhaps it would be after dinner, on a veranda draped 
in motionless foliage· and crowned with flowers, in a 
deep dusk speckled by fiery cigar-ends. 32 
When narratives are embedded we become aware of the 
narrative situation. The way the tales are told by the 
var ious narrators is foregrounded, and the reader becomes 
the audience to a hierarchy of reported stories culminating 
in the tale he reads. At each narrative level the reader 
becomes aware of the imprint of the narrator on the tale, 
on the selection of the tale, and on its manner of 
telling. Each subsequent narrator will have the same 
influences on the tale or tales he retells, so the real 
form, conten t and narra tion 0 f the tales will be los t in 
the distortions created by subsequent tellers. At each 
retelling the res gestae of both the original event and the 
original telling of the tale, the historia rerum gestarum, 
is subject to a· further distortion in·_ each subsequent 
h is tor ia rerum ges tarum. And jus t as the s tory and the 
facts of the story are subject to distortion, so is the 
view of the narrator of each tale. Consequently the 
boundaries of each tale can also become blurred. Each is 
an element in a larger tale, and ul timately an element of 
the primary narrator's tale, since the distinction between 
each is largely illusory. 
When a reader is faced with this foregrounding of the 
relationship between fact and fiction, between the true 
nature of things (and people) and their appearance in 
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narrative, he is forced inevitably to consider the primary 
narrator in the same way, since he is also a story teller. 
His story, too, will be stamped wi th his personali ty, ana 
the view we have of him will be both a part of a story, and 
the result of a story. 
The embedding of narration can be seen, then, to be a 
force which will direct the reader's interest toward the 
narrative situation and its ramifications. As a result, 
the reader will be drawn to consider the primary narrator's 
position in the scheme of things. With the evidence of the 
embedded narrators before him, it. is highly likely that he 
will question both the status of the primary narrator in 
relation to the facts he narrates, and the fact of his own 
existence. Such questioning will not always result in the 
postulation of a persona. The primary narrator of Marlow's 
tale in Lord Jim treats the story of Jim and the existence 
of Marlow as fact in his world, even though the account he 
gives Qf Marlow's account is hypotheticaJ._, in as much as 
that story is not told as reported fact, but as a 
reconstruction of how Marlow may have told the tale. The 
primary 
purport 
narrator is a fictional narrator who does 
to be the author of the book Lord Jim. 
-"'--"'""'---"---
not 
The 
reader's author will be perceived as having created this 
narrator, but created him as a wholly fictional entity and 
not as a front which masks him. The predominant concerns 
of the book will be placed at the door of the reader's 
author and not of the primary narrator. However, we 
receive such a minimal amount of information about this 
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narrator that it is difficult to establish any sound 
detailed view of him distinct or otherwise from the 
reader's author. 
In the case 0 f the narrator 0 f The Heart 0 f 
Midlothian, we receive a far greater amount of information, 
since a far greater amount of the tale is filtered through 
his mind. But again the narrator treats the tale as fact, 
not fiction, and is distinguished from the reader's author 
as a resul t. In nei ther of these works is the "third 
person narrator" considered to be a persona. 
Embedding then, like any of the means by which the 
narrative process is foregrounded, directs the reader's 
attention toward the narrative structure and ultimately 
towaros the na ture 0 f the pr imary narrator. As such it 
acts as a persona marker, but not as an infallible 
indication of the existence of a persona. The result of a 
reader's concentration on that narrator may be that he 
. concludes that the narrator is not a per~ona, but a fully 
fictional narrator. 
It Would not be too extreme to say, however, that the 
undermining of the integrity of any narrator and any 
narration is a by-product of the embedding of narration. 
Consequent upon this, the integrity 0 f the pr imar y 
narrator, even as a fictional enti ty will be brought into 
question in a tale containing embedded narrative. 
If the use of embedded narration and ambivalent 
narrators is more common in modern fiction (and of course 
there is no way to measure this al though that is what 
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intuition indicates), then an increase in the use of that 
narrative mode would be consistent with Scholes' contention 
that: 
Modern fabulation accepts, even emphasises, its 
fallibilism, its inability to reach all the way to the 
real. ... It aims at telling such truths as fiction 
may legi timately tell in ways which are appropriately 
fictional. 33 
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Aspects of Textual Presentation as Persona Markers 
Just as we have seen that the use of embedded 
narration can lead to the blurring of the boundaries 
between individual narrators' tales, so will the use of 
certain elements of textual presentation create a similar 
effect. Again the result 0 f this blurring w ill be the 
foregrounding of the narrative process, and often the 
removal of the clear dividing line between fact and fiction. 
The appending of prefatory material to a narrative can 
opera te in much the same way as the embedding 0 f 
narrative. It is really just a special case of embedding 
where the reader is asked to treat the tale itself as one 
homogenous work wi th the various pre fa tory ma ter ials 
outside it. Clearly to do so would resul t in a better, 
more complete suspension of disbelief. However, the nett 
effect of the appearance of such material is to highlight 
the narrative process much more clearly than when a 
narrative is embedded. The suspension of disbelief is made 
more, rather than less, difficult by the addition of 
attempts, say, by the author to speak in his own voice to 
his readers. 
Take for example the ser ies 0 f pre fa tory ma ter ial to 
Swift's A Tale of a Tub, Fifth Edition, 1710. The first is 
a list of works by the same author which, we are tola, will 
be "speedily published". The second is "An Apology" for 
the ensuing tale written by the author, denying certain 
meanings which have been put upon the tale and elucidating 
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others. This is followed by a postscript refuting a 
suggestion that the tale had more than one author. Next 
comes a dedication to John Lord Sommers by the bookseller 
followed by a note from the bookseller to the reader. Then 
comes the Epistle Dedicatory to Prince Posterity by the 
author. Finally we are given the Preface, the 
Introduction, and the tale itself. 
The prolegomena occupy fully one third 0 f the tale, 
and the pre fa tor y ma ter ial outs ide the tale i tsel f (that 
is, not incluoing the Introduction ~hich comprises Section 
I) hal f of that. This proli feration operates as satire on 
the habit of including such lengthy antecedents. But it 
also serves to highlight and cast doubts upon the aims, 
nature and identity of the writer. By the time the reader 
comes to the text itself he is unsure of the author, the 
author i ty 0 f the text, whether or not it is complete, to 
whom it is dedicated, and whether or not the various 
sections are written by one or more hands_. The narrating 
process and the personality of the narrator are brought to 
the fore and the reader is left uncertain about both. Not 
only does the prefatory material's inclusion raise the 
issue of the questionable factuality of the "fiction" and 
the question of the narrator's true nature, but the subject 
matter of that material also centres on these questions and 
leaves them unresolved. 
When a narrative is embedded, or involves the use of 
more than one narrator or narrative viewpoint, then the way 
these di fferent narrative posi tions are di fferentiated can 
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be manipulated in order to both obfuscate as well as 
ostensibly to clarify. 
In Wuthering Heights the distinction between the 
narrators is confused by a more complex structuring of the 
text. Essentially what we have is an attempt to create an 
illusion of two narrators. This is achieved by having two 
separate conventions for the typographical presentation of 
Mrs. Dean's speech. When Lockwood is the pr incipal 
narrator Mrs. Dean's words are in reported speech. Unlike 
the case of Lord Jim, no speech marks are placed around her 
words when she is the pr incipal narrator. A transi tion 
phase is occasionally included which involves a dialogue 
between LockwOOd and Mrs. Dean in which both speakers' 
words are placed in quotation marks. 
Although the motivation for the typographical 
presentation may well have been simple expediency in 
dispensing wi th the need to insert speech marks at the 
beginni~g of each paragraph of Mrs. Dean's story, it 
nevertheless has the effect of unifying the narrative voice 
since both narrations are presented in the same way. In 
addi tion, because Mrs. Dean's tale is by far the longer, 
she becomes a sort of primary narrator in the reader's 
mind; an effect which works directly to oppose the effect 
of the frequent reminders we receive that Lockwood is the 
primary narrator. This conflicting evidence triumphs at 
the conclusion of Mrs. Dean's story, where Lockwood's own 
words are reported by him through Mrs. Dean, and as a 
result appear in quotation marks. 
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I shall be glad when they leave it, and shift to the 
Grange! 
"They are going to the Grange then?" I said. 34 
Davia Ireland's novel The Chantic Bird explores the 
same problems in a slightly di fferent way. Here the chie f 
protagonist agrees to tell the narrator, Peterson, his 
story, as long as Peterson agrees to write exactly what he 
is told. 
I Just put it in my words. That's the most important 
thing. Just as I tell you'. 
That's what I said to him and I looked at every 
page to see he did it. He even put this in, how I 
told him what to do. 35 
The tale we recei ve, then, is the tale Pe terson tells 
us but exactly as it is told to him. The reader is 
uncertain just who the narrator is. Then the protagonist 
(himself without a name) kills Peterson and takes over 
himself. 
I had to pound up the bones with a hammer on the 
laundry floor and put them round the orange trees. 
Then I sat at the typewriter and slowly took over my 
story where Peterson left it, just after he got to the 
house. I've chopped out a few 0 f his comments where 
he went off the track a bi t •.• At leas t he didn't 
make my words come out di fferently; I checked through 
and they're as I told him. 36 
Once the "new" narrator takes over we are aware that 
there is no change in the sty Ie. This in turn raises the 
question of whether in fact the narrator, any narrator, 
really exis ts if he does his job proper ly. Al though we 
have a narrator in ·the story the view we have of him is 
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expressed totally through the mouth of the person whose 
tale he is telling. The narrative event implodes, and we 
are robbed of a narrator because his tale is faithful (and 
because the protagonist I chopped out a few of his 
comments') and because the narrator is killed before the 
story is completed. The chief character then becomes the 
narrator and in a way reverses the inevitable occurrence of 
all narrative, where the teller becomes the chief character 
and focus of interest. (cf Tristram Shandy.) Had we been 
apprised of Peterson's murder at the start of the book, the 
story itself would have been little different, but the 
reading experience would have been radically altered. Then 
the protagonist would have been firmly in the posi tion of 
narrator of the whole tale. 
r have concentrated here on the use of quotation marks 
in distinguishing, or failing to distinguish, between 
different narrators, and one extreme example where the 
narra tot is made to apparently disappear a.~ together. There 
are clearly other ways that distinctions between different 
speakers can be maintained, and, in turn, confused. For 
example, spacing, the use 0 f parentheses for one person's 
speeches, or the use of different type faces, such as 
italics in the case of Schnitzler's Fraulein Else, to 
separate one from another, fulfil this function. Since 
these will normally be speci fic to individual texts and 
rarely examples which can be applied universally, r will 
leave a more detailed discussion until r come to consider 
examples in some sample texts in the chapters which follow, 
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in particular M. K. Joseph's A Soldier's Tale. 
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Conclusion 
In conclusion, it is clear that a reader is forced to 
postulate a persona when a number of factors exist. 
Firstly the primary narrator must be a first person 
narrator. (It may be possible to make a case for a persona 
of a character wi thin the text but that is outside the 
scope of this thesis which deals only wi th personae of 
apprehended authors.) 
Secondly, that narrator must appear to be suspendea 
betweeen the reader's author and a fully fictitious 
character, and demonstrate an ambivalent relationship to 
the factuali ty of his tale, in particular his own 
existence. How a reader becomes aware of this ambivalence 
is through the recognition of certain markers. These will 
in many cases be insufficient in themselves. When these 
markers combine to create the narrator who is perceived as 
-
being $uspended between the conception '~f the reader's 
author and the concept of the fictional character then a 
persona exists. 
These persona markers are of various types. Firstly 
there are those that spring from the linguistic and 
literary competence of the reader and are in the main 
specific to the texts in which they occur. As such, 
generalisations about these markers are not possible. In 
order to locate these markers in specific texts it is 
necessary to establish the nature of the reader who will 
apprehend them. 
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Secondly there are those markers which are related to 
the act of se1 f-reference. When there is a high degree of 
self-reference then the reader is made correspondingly more 
aware of the personality of the narrator and his part in 
the tale. Another area of sel f-reference which also acts 
as a marker is the text's self-reference and references to 
the wri ting and fictionalising process. Certain arbitrary 
markers, such as a discrepancy between the name 0 f the 
narra tor and the author's name on the cover 0 f the book, 
also act as very obvious markers. 
Thirdly the existence of multiple, particularly 
embedded, narrators direct the reader's attention to the 
process by which the tale comes to him, and by which the 
tale ana its narrators relate to each other and to the 
factuality, or otherwise, of their tales. 
Finally there are those aspects of the text's 
presentation and layout, again often speci fic to texts and 
res is tagt to generalis a tion, which can a f(ect the reader's 
perception of the relationship between narrators and 
between narrators and their tales. 
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Introduction 
In the remainder of this thesis I shall consider three 
examples which have been considered to have a persona by 
some commenta tors. These texts have been chosen in order 
to test the explanatory value of the discrimination that 
has been made herein: between the persona and other types 
of narration: on a diverse range of literary instances from 
a wide range of historical periods. In each I shall 
identify the various evidence which the reader is presented 
wi th in his construction of the narrative and the 
narrators. This will include the view of the narrator and 
the reader's author, the truth condi tions under which the 
narration is delivered, and the markers as they have been 
identified in Part I. 
In the first of these, Chaucer's The Book of the 
Duchess, it will be seen that al though there are many of 
the markers we associate with the appearance 0 f a per sana, 
the location of the reader's author's view in the person of 
the dreamer makes the postulation of an authorial persona 
impossible. Instead we find a sophisticated reversal in 
which the narrator becomes a persona of the dreamer. 
Because he is wholly within the fiction this dreamer cannot 
occupy the ambivalent truth conditional position which the 
postulation of an authorial persona requires. 
In the second illustrative example, Swi ft' s satire A 
Modest Proposal, we again find a number of significant 
persona markers, particularly those which are reliant on 
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the reader's context. In this case, although these markers 
provide the reader with some evidence of the author's 
views, the narrator's position in relation to himself and 
his tale does not conform with the truth conditional 
requirements of a persona. The conclusion is, then, that 
he is a fictional first-person narrator who, in a few 
ins tances, shares some 0 f the reader's author's. v iews and 
opinions, just as any other fictional character may. 
In·the last example that is considered, M.K. Joseph's 
A Soldier's Tale, all 0 f the elements necessary to the 
postulation of a persona are found to be present. The 
narrator is presented as author ana stands in an ambivalent 
truth conditional position to his tale and to his own 
existence. 
From the evidence these texts provide, it will be seen 
that the narrower definition of a persona advocated here 
limits the number of texts to which the term can be 
applied~ However, it has been shown that~terms other than 
"persona" suffice to describe the narrators in many 
contentious instances. This will be supported by the 
conclusions drawn from the first two illustrative examples 
which follow. Further, the final case of Joseph's novel 
will show that when the theory expounded here does find a 
persona, it is discrete from, and is not described by, any 
other term. By the application of the term persona in the 
sense advocated in this thesis, the term can once again be 
used to· descr ibeaais tinct narrative phenomenon, ana shea 
the wide, vague, and various uses it has been put to, in 
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favour of a limited and specific application. 
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C HAP T E R S I X 
THE BOOK OF THE DUCHESS 
Introduction 
The first illustrative example on which this thesis 
will test the explanatory value of the theory outlined in 
Part lis Chaucer's The Book of the Duchess. This early 
example of Chaucer's verse narratives has become one of the 
most contentious instances of "narratological 
unreliability" in English literature. But this close 
attention to the narra tor, and specifically to the 
possibili ty tha t he may be totally a Ii terary construct, 
rather than a being identifiable with Chaucer himself, has 
been a relatively recent phenomenon. G.l. Kittredge was 
the first to suggest such a treatment l but nearly forty 
years ~rapsed before his ideas were taken:up and developed 
by James Kreuzer, Kemp Malone, Bertrand Bronson and Talbot 
Donaldson. 2 
Although these pioneering critics separated the 
biographical Chaucer from his narrators, in the case of The 
Book of the Duchess the nature of the narrator still 
remains an issue of contention. While, as Martin Stevens 
has correctly pointed out, there is now "nei ther need nor 
call to assume that Chaucer himself ever had a dream about 
a man in black or, as one scholar contends, tha t he ever 
endured a melancholia of 'eight 3 yeere'" there are still 
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those commentators led by Bronson ana Kreuzer and including 
Lumiansky, Major, Clemen and Severs who see the narrator as 
an extension of Chaucer, as consistent, skillful ana 
ma ture. 4 On the other hand there are those cr i tics led 
by Kittredge himself ana including Donaldson, Earle Birney, 
Stephen Manning, Dorothy Bethurum, Malone and Bernard 
Huppe,5 who see the narrator as dull, simple and lacking 
in understanding. A balanced view of these two 
possibilities is offered by Thomas Garbaty who astutely 
suggests that "whether the Dreamer is truly 
imperceptive, or only seems so and acts the part, we shall 
never know.,,6 
Without saying it directly, these commentators 
essentially disagree over the truth conaitions of the 
narrator t stale. That is, some see a simple or naive or 
unintelligent man, others an intelligent man acting the 
part of the dullard to some end, while still others see an 
intelligent poet adopting a stance (be it intelligent or 
dull) within the poem. These views divide into two sets of 
truth conditions, within each of which there are two views 
of the narrator. In the first, the author creates a 
narrator who tells his tale as known fact. The picture the 
reader has of this narrator further divides: 
(i) The narra tor is a dullard. This dullard tells 
the story. 
(ii) The narrator is an intelligent man. He acts as 
a dullard in the tale he tells. 
In the second, the author t s presenta tion is 0 f himsel f, 
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ironically portrayed, and can be viewed in one of two ways: 
(iii) The poet adopts the stance of a dullard. He 
reveals his own true nature in some way. 
(iv) The poet adopts the stance of an intelligent 
man. He reveals that he is not to be equated 
with this man in some way. 
A third possibility suggested by Malone and J.S.P. Tatlock 
is that Chaucer "nods" at the crucial moment he allows his 
narra tor to overhear the Black Knight's lament and 
misunderstand it. Condescension aside, such an approach 
can provide no worthwhile interpretation. 
Should it be established from the analysis which 
follows that (iii) or (iv) above are accurate descriptions 
of the narrative in the poem, then the necessary truth 
conditions for the postulation of a persona will be found. 
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A Reading of "The Book of the Duchess" 
The Narrator's "frame" 
The reader is introduced to the narrator in the first 
sixty-one and a hal f lines, 7 which in combination with 
1 ines 1325 to the end compr is e the narra tor's "frame". He 
narrates in the present tense, beginning by lamenting his 
inability to sleep_ 
I may nat slepe weI nygh noght; 
I have so many an ydel thoght, 
purely for defaute of slep 
(3 - 5) 
The reason for his sleeplessness escapes him, but he 
guesses that it is a sickness from which he has suffered 
for eight years. The narrator is singularly unsuccess ful 
in providing any comment on the tale he tells. The reader 
is given no clue as to who the "phisicien" is who could 
cure him-, and is left wi th a dissembling a-ssurance that the 
matter will be left until later. Within this narrative in 
the continuous present is embedded his tale of certain past 
events. 
50 when I saw I might not slepe 
Til now late, this other night, 
Upon my bed I sat upright 
And bad oon reche me a book 
(44 - 47) 
The story is Ovid's "5eyx and Alcione" telling of a time 
when "men loved the lawe of kinde". 
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In this brief introduction, the reader is introduced 
to a narrator who tells a tale containing the double 
embedding of his own recent past, and the classical tale he 
reads. As we have seen in Chapter Five, the embedding of 
. narra tion acts, in itself, as a force which directs the 
reader's attention to the narrative situation, 
foregrounding the method by which the tale comes to him. 
As the narrator's narrative present begins and endS 
the story, then it mus t be, as Stevens sugges ts , tha t the 
narrator does not change in' the course of the poem. 8 The 
narrator in the narrative present is still as sleepless, as 
dulled, and as full of "sorwful ymagynacioun" as he was 
when he read the tale from Ovid's ~etamorphoses. 
The narra tor I s introduction raises two important 
questions of interpretation. The first is the nature of 
the sickness which causes his sleeplessness, and the second 
the related question of who is the one physician who can 
cure hTm. While it is widely agreed since Kittredge's 
article that the narrator is suffering from a fictive 
su ffer ing and not a Chaucer ian, autobiographical su ffer ing 
it is not clear whether this is caused by love-longing or 
the death of a loved one. Lumiansky holds that he is 
bereaved9 , leading to the conclusion that the physician 
is God or Christ. Robinson, on the contrary, views the 
"comparison of 
commonplace."IO 
the 
Only 
love can she "hele" him. 
lady 
by 
to a physician [as] a 
reciprocating the narrator's 
The important point from our point of view is the lack 
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of specificity in the narrator's account. His claim of 
sleeplessness and lack of "quyknesse" and "lustyhede" is 
verified by his mode of narration. 
appropr ia te to his suppos ed s i tua tion . 
His voice is 
The truth of his 
condition is not undermined by the style of its 
presentation. If, as Bethurum does, we take the suffering 
to be ser ious and real then this in turn a ffects our view 
of the narrator's dream and its significance. ( This 
presupposes that we treat the narrator as a psychologically 
accurate portrayal and not as a fictive or structural tool 
as Major does for the narrator of the Canterbury Tales and 
Eldredge does in his work .11) The dream and the 
suffering which precedes it lose their relational 
importance if 
conventional. 12 
the latter is apprehended as merely 
Robinson's notes suggest that the 
reader is best advised to read the insomnia only as the 
construction of the conditions for dreams to be produced 
under -medieval theory.13 Then the insomnia is merely a 
convention and psychological verisimilitude is not a 
criterion by which it should be jUdged. The connections 
between the dream and the narrator's own sleeplessness 
which refute this contention will be discussed later. 
J.O. Fichte argues that the narrator's loss (of sleep) 
is in ironic contrast to the more serious losses of the 
Black Knight and Alcione who have each lost a spouse .14 
For Fichte the narrator is an object of irony, and not 
knowingly the source of it. This suggests a reader's 
author quite distinct from the narrator who is the source 
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of the irony.lS Fichte is correct, and a similar 
relationship between the narrator and the author will be 
seen in Swift's A Modest Proposal. 
In the final ten lines we return to the narrator 
relating how he awoke and found the book of Seyx and 
Alcione still in his hand. He thought that the dream was 
"so queynt" that he would wri te it down. This, as we have 
now real ised, he has done. Overtly he has gained nothing 
from the dream and 1 i t tl e from the reading 0 f the book. 
All he seems to have gained is a temporary break in his 
insomnia. 16 There is no evidence that in fact sleep 
functions "as a salubrious intermission between an 
anguished consciousness and a redemptive awakening" as 
Delasanta concludes. 17 The dreamer does awaken 
refreshed, but the narrator makes no mention of doing so. 
The narrator who concludes the poem is in the same 
relationship to all that is within the frame as he was at 
the be{;jJnning. He offers no comment on what he has just 
narrated, and in fact does not return to the matter of the 
"phisicien oon". The narrator's reliability and 
awareness are undermined, but his relationship to his tale 
- the truth conditions - is consistent. 
The Story of Ceyx and Alcione 
The story of Ceyx and Alcione which the reader 
receives is filtered through the consciousness of the 
narrator and embedded in his tale. The early part of 
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Ovid's tale is drastically condensed by the narrator in The 
Book of the Duchess who "To tell en shortly" sums it all up 
in only thirteen lines. His interest is clearly not on the 
love between the classical lovers, nor on the fate of Ceyx, 
but on the next part of Ovid's tale centring on the grief 
felt by Alcione and her subsequent dream. The narrator's 
reaction to Alcione' s grief gives us a. retrospective clue 
to the cause of his own sleeplessness. 
Such sorowe this lady to her tok 
That trewly I, which made this book, 
Had such pittee and such rowthe, 
To rede hir sorwe, that, by my trowthe, 
I ferde the worse al the morwe 
Aftir, to thenken on hir sorwe. 
(95 - 100) 
Only in Chaucer's narrator's tale do we see Alcione 
specifically ask for sleep. The story is distorted by the 
narrator in his obsession with sleep .18 Structurally the 
call for sleep also performs the function of linking the 
transifibnal story backwards to the introduction, while the 
dream links it forwards with the dream that the narrator 
has later. The relationship of the story of Ceyx and 
Alcione to the reali ty which precedes it ana the dream 
which follows it I will treat more fully shortly. 
As well as sleep, Alcione also asks for an indication 
in a dream of Ceyx's fate. The narrator has her swoon and 
she is taken to bed "al naked" and the "dede slep" comes 
over her. This is not the first time that sleep and death 
have been linked so closely. Earlier the narrator has 
connected them when he says: 
And drede I have for to dye. 
Defaute of slep and hevynesse 
Hath sleyn my spirit of quyknesse 
(24 - 26) 
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This link is strengthened by the description of the cave of 
Morpheus with its intimations of the underworld. The 
valley of the cave is devoid of life. 
Ther never yet grew corn ne gras, 
Ne tre, ne [nothing] that ought was, 
Beste, ne man, ne nought elles 
This cave was also as derk 
As helle-pit overal aboute. 
(157 - 159, 170 - 171) 
Again at the sight of those asleep we see the narrator's 
interest aroused: 
They had good leyser for to route, 
To envye who myghte slepe best. 
(172 - 173) 
Once Alcione I s sleep and her dream have been rela ted the 
nar ra to!' wraps th e s tor y up as fast as possible: 
With that hir eyen up she casteth 
And saw noght. "AlIas!" quod she for sorwe, 
And deyede within the thridde morwe. 
But what she sayede more in that swow 
I may not telle yow as now; 
(212 - 216) 
The mention of her death on the third morning after echoes 
the narrator's "ferde the worse al the morwe / Aftir,". It 
is important to note too that the narrator "ferde the 
worse" on the morning after his dream and so clearly can 
have gained no consolation from his dream. It is the story 
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of Ceyx and Alcione that remains with him, and later it is 
the book that he read "Of Alcione and Seys the kyng, I And 
of the god des of slepyng," (1327 - 1328) that is in his 
hands when he awakes _ Again the emphasis is on sleeping, 
and although he ostensibly repeats the Ovidian tale, the 
book is firmly in his hand. 
The narrator cuts the story short at the death of 
Alcione and the point of the tale: the metamorphosis of the 
two into Halcyon birds, and their reuniting with their love 
unchanged: is ignored. The Christian allusion to the three 
days before the resurrection in the three days of Alcione's 
mourning before her death, as well as the classical 
redemption through the love of the two and their 
metamorphoses, are both left for the reader to supply_ The 
narrator can tell us nei ther "what she sayede more" nor 
what more there is to say. The reason is not simply as he 
claims "Hyt were to longe for to dwelle." (217) The reason 
is tha-t- wha tever signi ficance it may have to the reader 
(and the omission of parts of the story can in a way draw 
attention to them) it has little or none for him. What 
significance the reader sees, and what significance the 
reader sees the reader's author placing on the lacunae, is a 
different matter. The patterning of symbolism is placed at 
the feet of the reader's author, while the narrator's 
s el ection 0 f the parts he will relate are consis tent with 
the portrayal of him. 
Fichte suggests that the narrator misses the point of 
the Ceyx and Alcione story and betrays his lack of sympathy 
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with the feelings of others in his bargaining with the 
gods, but this seems unduly harsh .19 It is clearly said 
in jest: 
And in my game I sayde anoon -
but 
And yet me lyst ryght evel to pleye -
(238 - 239) 
Robinson glosses the second line as: "And yet I had no 
desire to joke". 
Two difficult lines to interpret. Perhaps it is best 
read as meaning "I playfully said, although I was quite 
serious in what I asked for •.. " This allows the narrator 
to continue his desperate desire for sleep, while being 
consistent with his lack of belief in the classical gods. 
In the "frame" the narrator appears to relate his tale 
as known fact, and nowhere is it suggested that he treats 
the story as fiction. We are aware of the hand of the 
reader's~ author, but that is universal to'all writing, but 
it does not undermine the fictionality of the narrator. 
The Dream and the Dreamer 
Upon the utterance of his promise to the gods the 
narrator actually does fall asleep but also receives the 
other, unasked for, part 0 f Al cione 's reques t: the dream. 
The dream is not part of his desires, since sleep is all he 
wants: an instance of the series of oppositions and 
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contrasts throughout, here with Alcione. 
He dreams that he lay nakea in his bed· listening to 
the bird song in May. Th~ season contrasts starkly wi th 
the barrenness of the valley of the cave of Morpheus. Here 
there are birds singing (in fact it is the bird song which 
wakens him) and just as the dream completes the parallel 
with Al cione (underlined by the ir shared nakedness 20 ) so 
the birds obtusely complete the Ovidian tale. 21 The 
links between this further embedding and the events which 
precede it, are maintained by these opposi tions and 
contrasts. The echoes and reversals serve to place 
constraints on the tale which we 00 not associate wi th 
reality, although here (in contrast to the effect we will 
see in Chapter Eight), they occur within an embedded 
narration which is acknowledged as "fictional" - the dream. 
The contrast with the valley of the cave of Morpheus 
is made in a number of ways. Firstly, by the sheer 
pleni tLJde of wild Ii fe compared to the "Beste, ne man, ne 
nought elles". Secondly, by a series of verbal echoes 
simil ar to tha t linking Alcione and the narra tor. While 
the valley was "as derk As helle-pi t overal aboute" (170 -
171) here there are birds "Upon the tyles, overal aboute." 
(300) And while some of the inhabitants of the cave "lay 
naked in her bed And slepe whiles the dayes laste" (176 -
177) the narrator, although he too is naked, does not lay 
in his bed, but is up a t dawn riding in the hunt. In the 
cave there is only the sound of the water wi th its "dedly 
slepynge soun" (162), while in the narrator's bedroom there 
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is the harmony of the bird song. The cave is dark, while 
the bedroom is full of the sun's rays. (235 240) 
Assailed by the overwhelming evidence of the parallels and 
contrasts, the reader must assume that either the narrator 
is feigning his ignorance of the dream's connection wi th 
his li fe, or that the hand of the author is at work. In 
view 0 f the portrayal 0 f the narra tor, the latter mus t be 
the case. 
The windows of the bedroom depict the stories of Troy 
and the Romance of the Rose. The classical story and the 
more recent Romance act as structural devices linking back 
to the classical world of the Ceyx and Alcione tale, and 
forward to the Black Knight's introduction. In addi tion 
they mirror major concerns of the poem. Tragedy (of Troy) 
and Romance (in the Romance of the Rose) exist side by 
side. Through these works of literature (that is through 
the window) it is possible to view the outside worla: 
real i ty~: and a t the same time the beauty:- 0 f na ture shines 
through art. Just as at first the reader's attention is 
drawn to the windows but then, through them, the real i ty 
beyond becomes apparent,22 so, after noticing the 
windows, the dreamer becomes aware of the hunt without. At 
this point the poem takes on meta fictional qualities as it 
comments on its own, and art's, place in man's apprehension 
of the world. structurally the bedroom links two separate 
wor Ids: the reali ty of the narrator awake, and the 
imagina ti vely ficti tious world 0 f his dream. Art is the 
link, just as the art of the story of Ceyx and Alcione was 
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the link between the reality of the narrator I s world and 
the dream. The two devices, one within "reality" and the 
other in the world of "imagination" are both manifestations 
of art. In reali ty, the one takes the shape of a real 
book, in imagination the other is symbolically depicted in 
the stained glass window. As we noted in Part I, this 
emphasis on reality and art or imagination directs the 
reader's attention to the process 0 f w r i ting - the medium 
ra ther than the message - and in doing so, foregrounds the 
narrative and consequently the narrator IS posi tion in the 
mediation of that narrative. His own relationship to art 
and reality is brought into question. 
The world the dreamer awakens into is Edenic. If the 
cave of Morpheus was likened to hell, then this place, with 
its bird song "had be a thyng of heven." (308) The 
dreamer's world is disjointed from the world of the 
narrator in the illogicality of a dream world. The emperor 
Oct a v i Ei Rca n rid e wit h the hun t as e a s i ly as the d rea mer 
can be naked in bed at one moment and riding his horse out 
of his room the next. 23 The dreamer awaking naked 
symbolises a Christian rebirth which echoes Alcione's three 
days of mourning, while the stories depicted on the 
dreamer's windows are 0 f des tructi v e ear thl y love (Troy) 
and the indictment of earthly love in the Romance of the 
Rose. 24 Again the symbolic patterning and repetitions 
place constraints on the tale which we dO not associate 
with actuality but emphasise the fictional medium. 
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The hunting of the Hert, and the failure of the hounds 
to prevent it from stealing away down "a privy way" (382) 
indicates through the pun on hert/hart, and heart, a 
symbolic failure of a search for some human heart (the seat 
of love). 25 We have seen Alcione I s search, and have been 
given some indications that the narrator too has suffered 
some loss. But it is the figure of the Black Knight who 
will represent most powerfully "the hunting of the heart" 
in his longing for his lost love Blanche. At each further 
embedding we see a further echo of the concern with loss, 
each more fully depicted and more emotionally explicit than 
before - a point I will discuss more fully later. 
The dreamer 26 finds the Black Knight in a place 
which is, again in contrast to the valley of Morpheus, 
1 ikened to heaven. Only this time it is as if the earth 
wants to be "gayer than the heven". But this place is not 
eternally green and pleasant, for it has experienced 
w inter~-- However it has forgotten the "sorwes " of that 
time. It is as if we have moved through the imagina ti ve, 
edenic, fictional heaven and have now come to a place 
which, while preserving the pattern of heavenly echo and 
hellish contrast, is earthly and real. At the centre of 
the embedding, where one would expect the tale to be. at its 
most fictional, the landscape is most real. 
It is amid this joyful pleni tude, this celebration of 
Ii fe in the summer of a world in which trees not normally 
found together, flower together and which exper iences real 
seasons, that the dreamer comes across the Black Knight in 
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sorrow and in mourning. By a series of verbal echoes he is 
in turn linked with the narrator and the tale of Ceyx and 
Alcione. His blackness recalls the dark of the valley of 
Morpheus, his head "heng adoun" (461) just as had the 
heads of the sleepers in the cave (173 - 175). He spoke 
"with a dedly sorwful soun" (462) echoing the "dedly 
slepynge soun" (162) of the valley. He is "pi tous pale, 
and nothying red" (470) as dead it would seem as Ceyx who 
was described as being "ful pale and nothyng rody." (143) 
The dreamer approaches the Knight unobservea (458 -
460) and has no trouble repeating what he overheard: 
..• ful weI I kan 
Reherse hyt 
(473 - 474) 
The Knight is qui te explici t in his mourning for his dead 
laay • 
... my lady bryght, 
Which I have loved with al my myght, 
Is~fro me ded and is agoon. 
AlIas, deth, what ayleth the, 
That thou noldest have taken me, 
Whan thou toke my lady swete 
(477 - 483) 
It is clear then that the dreamer, if not the narrator, 
both hears, and can repeat, the Knight's overheard wordS. 
The reader is prepared for a close identi fication between 
the narrator and the Knight in a second series of verbal 
echoes: 
For nature wolde nat suffyse 
To noon erthly creature 
Nat longe tyme to endure 
Withoute slep and be in sorwe. 
(18 - 21) 
Hit was gret wonder that Nature 
Myght suffre any creature 
To have such sorwe, and be not ded. 
(467 - 469) 
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It is as if the words of the pre-dreaming narrator are only 
slightly distorted and placed in the mouth of the Knight, 
while the other elements of the narrator's story: the 
classical tale and his own sorrow are included in the-..I2.2.! 
pourri that becomes the dream. So "al naked" resurfaces as 
a lei tmoti f in the "al naked" dreamer, and in the "a1 
naked" Knight (577) who is naked not of clothes but of 
bliss. 
Wi th the weight of such evidence, those commentators 
who see in the Black Knight a spiri tual extension of the 
narrator may be forgiven their anachronistic Freudian 
excesses.
27 
Whe-n the Black Kn igh t does come out - 0 f his day-dream 
and notices the dreamer, the initial exchanges are all 
politeness. It is only with the dreamer's mention of the 
hunt that the Black Knight begins to revert to the sorrow 
which the dreamer has overheard. Up until then in their 
conversation the Knight has spoken so "goOdly" that it 
seemed he "be another wyght". (530) Appearance and reali ty 
are again contrasted, and the Knight, like the dreamer, can 
be first one man, then another. Pretence is foregrounaed. 
Offering to help "ese youre herte" the dreamer notes 
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that the Knight looks at him skeptically: 
With that he loked on me asyde, 
As who sayeth, "Nay, that wol not be." 
(558 - 559) 
This perceptive observation is not that of an insensitive 
or unobservant man. Placed strategically at the first 
exchange between the two, it must indicate strongly that 
the dreamer is not the dullard that some critics would have 
him be. Alternatively the acute perception is reported and 
noted by the narrator, and only the reported speech can be 
taken as the dreamer's alone. I f this is the case it is 
difficult to explain the shift from the narrator's dullness 
before he relates the dream to his acuity now. It is only 
in the shared first person pronoun, and in the vision which 
the narrator has tha t the dreamer is h ims el f , that the 
confusion arises. If, when the narrator is relating the 
events 0 f the dream, we subs ti tute the word "dreamer" for 
the n ar-::~a tor's II I II 0 r II m e II the dis tin c t ion be com e sea s i e r 
to maintain. In this way we can better keep in mind the 
embedded nature of the narration. Th is narra tion divides 
into: 
(i) What I (narrator) observed and tell ("1" as 
first person). 
(ii) What I (dreamer) did, said, and noticed ("1" as 
third person). 
Al though the whole dream is told by the dulled narrator 
there is Ii ttle if any direct intrusion by him during the 
dream. It is ~ossible that at times the narrator, thinking 
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himself the dreamer, does in fact share thoughts and 
feelings with his dreaming self. At that point the 
distinction between what is true in the narrator's world 
and what is true in the dreamer's world becomes impossible 
for the reader to ascertain. The implications of the 
blurring between the di fferent narrations in an embedded 
narration have already been discussed in detail in Chapter 
Five, and will be seen clearly illustrated in Chapter Eight. 
In· the Black Knight's first long speech the verbal 
echoes from the time before the dream continue. He 
mentions Ovid in his list of those who will not help 
relieve his sorrow, reminding the reader of the Tale of 
Ceyx and Alcione (although there has been no specific 
mention of Ovid's name earlier). In his lament that: 
Ne hele me may no phisicien 
(571) 
there is a clear echo of the narrator's: 
For there is phisicien but oon 
That may me hele; 
The Knight's challenge: 
(39 - 40) 
But whooso wol assay hymselve 
Whether his hert kan have pi tee 
Of any sorwe, lat hym see me .•• 
(574 - 576) 
reminds us of the narrator's claim that when he read of 
Alcione's sorrow he: 
Had such pittee and such routhe 
to rede hir sorwe ••• 
(97 - 98) 
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The Black Knight's extended metaphor of his chess game with 
Fortune (616 - 709) recalls the narrator's statement that 
he decided to read rather than play at chess or tables 
(backgammon) in line fi fty-one. 28 For tune takes the 
Black Knight's "fers" after which he can no longer play. 
It is generally agreed that the fers is the queen, and in 
the context of the dream and of the Black Knight's loss 
there is no other sensible alternative. 29 
To suggest that the dreamer misunderstands the 
Knight's loss and takes it to be only the loss of a chess 
piece, is either to suggest that the dreamer does not 
understand the figure of Fortune to be allegorical, or that 
he is so naive as to believe that a game of chess is 
possible wi th her. More persuasive is the argument tha t 
the dreamer, a different character in terms of the reader's 
-" "-
percepti_on of the poem, conscious l.y adopts his 
misunderstanding. Whether this is done through tact as 
Lumiansky and Bronson would have us believe, 30 or from a 
sense of propriety and delicacy as Kreuzer indicates 31 , 
it is consciously contrived by the dreamer. Not, it should 
be noted, consciously contrived by the narrator, since, 
truth conditionally, he inhabits a different world. If 
this distinction is not preserved, then radically different 
interpretations arise. John M. Fyler, for example, finds 
that "the narrator ..• sUddenly finds himsel f in the wrong 
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genre. What began as a poem about insomnia, with overtones 
of a lover's complaint, abruptly turns into an elegy; and 
the narrator is slow· to catch up. ,,32 Fyler is the 
one who is slow to catch up. The narrator is still writing 
a poem about insomnia right to the end. It is the dreamer 
and the Knight who change the genre. 
Whatever the dreamer's reason for misunderstanding the 
Knight's loss, he provokes the Knight into a more Ii teral 
explanation framed by three-fold repetition 
assertion of the dreamer's misunderstanding. 
Thou wost ful lytel what thou menest; 
I have lost more than thow wenest. 
(743 - 744) 
"Yee!"seyde he, "thow nost what thow menestj 
I have lost more than thou wenest. u 
(1137 - 1138) 
'Thow wost ful lytel what thow menest; 
I have lost more than thow wenest' -
(1305 - 1306) 
of his 
On the evidence, the dreamer knows full well the nature of 
the Knight's loss, but he continues to draw his tale out of 
him until the direct literal statement of his lady's death 
is 
"AlIas, sir how? what may that be?" 
"She ys ded!" "Nay!" "Yis, be my trouthe!" 
"Is that youre los? Be God, hyt ys routhe!" 
(1308 - 1310) 
maae. 
It is beyond the scope of this analysis to deal at 
length with what is really the centre of the poem: the 
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Knight's eulogy of his good fair white. From the viewpoint 
of the narra ti ve structure however it prov ides an unusual 
reversal. The central concern of the poem is wholly on the 
reported speech of the Black Knight and not in the hands of 
the dreamer or the narrator. Historically this is well 
explained by the need for the poet Chaucer to record the 
gr ie f 0 f his lordly patron and ex tol his lady's virtues. 
The efficacy of doing this by allowing the Duke himself to 
ut ter the words is obv ious. 33 For example it indicates 
(if the well documented and supported occasion of the poem: 
the death of Blanche and the mourning of John of Gaunt: is 
accepted) the socially inferior poet's acknowledgement of 
his inability to laud adequately the Duke's wife. 3'"4 The 
elegy and the eulogy can only adequately be delivered by a 
peer. This inequality in social position (and it does have 
support in the dream in the differing modes of second 
person address) has even been used as an explanation of the 
dreame;r~~s misunderstanding. Donald Baker thinks the 
dreamer is confused by the Knight's "high style" in arguing 
against the notion that the dreamer is an understanding 
man. 35 He does not allow tha t the dreamer may, be 
adopting the stance of the naif, nor that lines 558 - 559 
indicate a perceptive dreamer. 
Once the open admission of death is made the dream 
quickly ends. Even more suddenly the hert-hunting ends. 
If we see the Black Knight as the spiritual extension of 
the dreamer, then the end of the "hert-hunting" will occur 
at the moment when the spiritual side of his nature 
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acknowledges the previously unknown (or unacknowledged) 
loss that is the cause of his pre-dreaming insomnia. This 
new beginning in the unification of the physical and 
spiritual is an interpretation supported by the findings of 
Edmund Reiss. He argues that the bell which strikes twelve 
a n a a w a ken s the d ream e r i n d i cat e s a un ion 0 f the me die val 
numbers representing the physical (4) and the spiritual 
(3).36 But for these cryptic indicatons, one is forced 
to agree 
Walker 37 
with stevens 
that there is 
(1966) , 
no overt 
Eldredge (1969) and 
indication that anyone 
changes or is consoled in the course of the poem. Instead, 
any consolation that is achieved occurs outside the poem in 
the hands 0 f the audience, the reader, who may well find 
some consolation for the inevitable loss and suffering of 
this wor Id in the poem. This v iew does not prevent the 
dreamer from enacting the role of, as Gareth Dunleavy puts 
it, Lady PhilosoPhy.38 He does indeed help the Knight 
talk o{JJ his gr ie f, but a t the moment when the consola tion 
might be expected to occur the poem closes and the reader 
is left alone with Blanche's death. 
The union of the spiritual and physical achieved by 
the dialogue between the Knight and the dreamer occurs at 
the climax of the poem and contrasts with the narrator's 
physical and spiritual lassitude. As such it comments upon 
that lassitude and fulfills the role of the "phicisien 
oon" who can cure it. Although the narrator fails to 
return to the topic of his healing, the poem does. 
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The Poem's Narrative Structure 
Before moving on to a final assessment of the narrator 
of the poem, it will be interesting to take a brief look at 
the structural elements that make up the various discrete 
narrative elements. 
As we have seen there are three main structural units: 
the narrator's introduction, the story of Ceyx and Alcione, 
and the dream. Within the last there are two further 
divisions into the dreamer's and the Knight's tales. As we 
proceed through these narrative levels we gain a greater 
and greater amount of information about the world at each 
level. Julia Ebel has suggested that because of this 
effect of "framing", and the sense of perspective that it 
creates, we would be better to change our critical approach 
to The Book of the Duchess. She argues tha tins tead 0 f 
applying the criteria of the dream-vision of the Romance of 
the RoS.:e, we should instead look towards-parallels between 
Chaucer's narrative technique and the visual arts. 39 She 
sees the repetitions and verbal echoes as decorative rather 
than narrative or sUbstantive. The three structural uni ts 
she sees as "three receding planes which are differentiated 
from each other by an increasing complexity and 
fullness. ,,40 The first level is the least defined while 
the story of Ceyx and Alcione is "both more extensive and 
more emotive." The third plane is that of the Black 
Knight, "the Book's most articulate, most elaborately 
described, and most engaging figure." While it is possible 
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to argue that the narrator is the most engaging figure, and 
while, as I have said, I consider the dream outside the 
Knight's tale as another· distinct structural unit, her 
argument has merit. Particularly when she sees each 
successive plane· as dominated by figures who are analogous, 
but inc rea sin g 1 Y de fi ned . So we move from the unaefinea 
malaise of the narrator to the grief of Alcione to the 
extensive account of the Knight's love and loss. As a 
result we are drawn to the heart of the poem (in fact the 
reader is aided in his own "heart-hunting") by the use of 
perspective, just as we are drawn to the significance Q~ a 
painting by the use of the same device. 41 In the case 
of The Book of the Duchess the movement is also away from 
reality, via literature to the world of fantasy or the 
imagination and ul timately the circle is completed by a 
return to reali ty. The heart 0 f the poem then becomes the 
moment of climax, and it is here that the reader's author's 
stance~!ill be perceived - in the centre Qf the poem rather 
than outside it behind the narrator. 
The narrative follows a similar pattern. At the first 
we have the poet, the reader's author who presents his 
n a r r a to r • On fir s tim pre s s i on t his n a r rat 0 r is not mer ely 
a fictitious first person speaker, but is the supposed 
writer of the lines we read, the poet who "put this sweven 
in ryme." This narrator in turn presents us with a series 
of other tales embedded in his own. So we have: 
1. The narrator's present 
1.1. The events of the other night 
1.1.1. The Tale. of Ceyx and Alcione 
1.1.2. The Dream 
1.1.2.1. The locus amoneus 
1.1.2.2. The Knight's tale. 
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The narrator is dulled by lack of sleep and cannot 
understand the meaning of the dream he has, yet he is able 
to put the whole 1334 lines into rhyme. This logical gap 
between the. narra tor as we know him and his abili ty to 
produce the Ii terary arti fact is, as we have noted 
elsewhere, almost universal to the production of first 
person narrators and is not in i tsel f a persona marker. 
Yet in combination with other markers it can contribute to 
the undercutting of the narrator's integrity. 
Other persona markers have already been noted in the 
reading~of the poem. First and most obviQUS is the overall 
structure of the poem. The series of embedded tales forms 
a hierarchy which silently suggests the next level at which 
the poet creates the narrator and his tale. The 
organisation of those tales, with the move from reality to 
fantasy and their increasing complexity, belies an ordering 
mentality and imposes constraints which are not evident in 
what we know of reality. The discrepancy between the 
narra tor and the reader's author which this belies is the 
first step in the postulation of a persona. 
Secondly, those verbal echoes and repetitions which 
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serve to root the dream in the narra tor's reali ty, and 
serve a unifying structural function, also impose 
themselves as a series of symbolic instances which again we 
do not associate with reality but with art. 
On balance,. however, the evidence does not suggest 
that the narrator is a persona, since these markers are 
common to most first person narration and, al though 
necessary, are not sufficient in this case to force the 
reader . to postulate a persona. Of the four options 
outlined at the beginning of this chapter it is the first: 
that the poet creates a narrator, a dullard, who tells the 
story, which best accounts for the narrative structure. 
The poet presents the dullard rather than adopting the 
stance of a dullard and undercutting the integrity of that 
stance. The narrator is undercut, and it is clear that his 
presentation as a dulled, self-interested insomniac does 
not tally with the view of the reader's author gained from 
the poem. But to establish whether the narrator is a 
persona or not it is crucial to assess where the reader 
judges the reader's author's opinions to be presented. 
These are represented by the implied negative of the 
narrator's views, but here these v iews are represented by 
another character, the dreamer. We have already noted the 
inversion which allows a character in the poem, the Black 
Knight, to become the author of the most c.rucial part of 
the poem. By an analgous inversion the dreamer is the 
'narra tor' who displays the intellect and sensi tiv i ty we 
associ a te with the author. He in turn, al though he is a 
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facet of, and a creation of, the· narrator, acts as covert 
critic and commentator on him. We do not hear the narrator 
commenting on the dreamer. because he does not understand 
him. He merely presents him to the reader, including his 
apparent misunderstandings of the Knight's loss, without 
gloss. But in the sensitive way he helps the Knight talk 
out his grief, the dreamer presents the way the narrator 
should approach his unacknowledged sorrow. In a reversal 
the commentary begins on the inside of the poem and works 
its way out. It is as if the reader's author is a t the 
cen tre 0 f the fiction (where the poem is in fact at "i ts 
most fictitious") and the reader perceives him there rather 
than behind the narrator. It is by this device that 
Chaucer manages to efface himsel f and direct his irony at 
the narrator from inside the poem rather than from 
without. Similarly if there is a pattern of consolation it 
moves in the same way: from the author at the centre 
( rep r e ~e.n ted by the dreamer) , toward, u 1 tim ate 1 y , neither 
the Black Knight nor the narrator, but the reader. If this 
reader is John 0 f Gaunt, then those who w ish to see the 
poem in its historical context can applaud the poem as a 
success ful consola tion for the bereaved Duke. But within 
the parameters we have established for the true persona to 
exist, the narrator does not quali fy as a persona. In the 
dreamer there is a character who represents the author's 
views and opinions, but he is a character much as any 
dramatis persona is, and the views he shares with the 
author do not make him an authorial persona. 
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So despi te the existence of many persona markers, the 
truth conditions of the narrator's tale are consistent, and 
fictional in relation to the reader's author. The reaaer's 
author's stance is perceived to be a t the centre 0 f the 
poem in the percepti ve dreamer, not in an ironical 
portrayal of the narrator. If the narrator is a persona he 
must be a persona of the dreamer, who, since he is purely 
fictional and not authorial, cannot produce an authorial 
persona~ 
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C HAP T E R S EVE N 
A MODEST PROPOSAL 
Introduction 
Attempts to account for the satiric message of Swift's 
A Modest Proposal have centred upon the nature of the 
proposer in the light of his similarities and 
dissimilarities with Swift. As we will see in the first 
part of this chapter few have discussed just how the vision 
of Swift which must be the starting point for this 
compar ison, is to be gained. Generally the opinion which 
is presented in the literature is that there is an accepted 
view of Swi ft and his opinions which is shared by the 
commentators and needs no further comment. Take for 
example the following extracts. "The last part of the 
sentence is unmistakeably Swift himself" 1 : , or " 
Swi ft can be heard speaking as clergyman and philosopher 
For the length of one sentence he merges with his 
created speaker.,,2 
Where this "Swift" is defined, it is biographical 
material rather than textual evidence that is used. So we 
see "Swi ft himsel f was anything but disinterested. he 
wrote with directness and passion to Alexander Pope 
that he was strongly agitated to see Ireland sunk in such 
dire circumstances".3 Such an approach receives its 
general justification in statements such as this. 
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The first unspectacular but essential step to the 
recovery of Swi ft as a major and universally 
meaningful author, was the construction of a truthful 
biography.4 
While the usefulness of biographical data to the 
elucidation of a writer's work cannot be denied, such 
treatments of the Proposal lead to a view of the narrator 
based on similarities wi th Swi ft, a v iew which in turn is 
based on a priori. knowledge of his life. Unaer this 
treatment the narrator is not seen as a function of the 
reader's author who appears in the text. The intention in 
this paper is to cons truct a v is ion 0 f the narrator in 
relation to the reader's author, and hence conclude whether 
or not this narrator can be considered to be a true persona. 
A large part of the confusion over the exact nature of 
the narrator is caused by Swift's double use of 
indirection. We have in the Proposal both the indirection 
of irony and the indirection of a narrator who is at least 
partly~~fictional. Under such circumstances it becomes 
. 
difficult to determine whether the proposal to eat the 
children of Ireland is the literal statement (which we, the 
readers, take as ironical) of the reader's author, or is 
the literal statement made by an insane fictional proposer 
who is unaware of the ironical level, that ironical level 
being the sole preserve of the reader's author. 
By applying those criteria which have been established 
for the reading of narrative to the Proposal, this chapter 
will reveal the possible truth conditions of the statements 
in the text, and reveal in turn the position of the 
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reader I S author vis-a-vis these statements. It will then 
be possible to determine which of the two types of 
indirection is operating, or indeed if both are in 
operation simultaneously. We will then be in a position to 
establish whether a persona exists in the Proposal. Should 
no persona be found we w ill be in a posi tion to outline 
just what type of narration we are faced with. 
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Critical Views of the Narrative Source 
That there is indeed. a problem can be seen by the 
diversity of critical opinion of the nature of the 
narrator. Some commentators see the projector as a fully 
realised character qui te separate from his creator. 
Ricardo Quintana, for instance, emphasises that since we do 
not confuse the dramatist with his characters, nor take the 
playas a direct expression of the writer's personality, so 
we should not confound the writer and his work in 
non-dramatic forms of Ii terary art. Swi ft, Quintana 
believes, writes "uniformly by way of dramatic satire. He 
creates a fully realized character and a fully realized 
wor Id for him to move in."5 In the case 0 f the Proposal 
Quintana believes the world we see is "twice refracted 
in the enthusiastic imagination of a typical projector, and 
further distorted through parody."6 Oespi te his 
insistence on the projector as "a fully realized character" 
. Quintana does acknowledge that there are two levels of 
refraction. Later we will see that others share this view. 
Unlike QUintana, Thackeray and Craik place no 
fictional projector between the Proposal and its readers. 
Thackeray believed that the railing against children, 
England, and men in office, was all part of Swift's 
make-up, verifiable from his Ii fe and letters. 7 In Sir 
Henry Craik's opinion it is Swift who with "the calm 
deliberation of a statistician calculating the food supply 
af a country", details the proposal. The whole is a 
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"sarcasm", appl ied with "deadly ser iousness 0 f purpose", a 
joke "laden with grave and torturing bitterness." 8 
Thomas Lockwood accounts for the speaker of the 
satiric message he hears by recourse to a wide range of 
tones. He rejects those students of Swi ft who have said 
"that the secret of the work is a particularly horri fying 
kind of ironic impersonation by means of which Swift 
creates a more or less fictional character, the "economic 
projector", who is the putative author of the Proposal", 
arguing tha tat tempts to show how well Sw i ft impersona tes 
end up talking of a character who sounds just like 
Sw i ft. 9 In this he supports Ehrenpreis' view that Swift 
speaks in character, that is, ironically. 10 Lockwood 
believes that the projector as persona is an interpretative 
invention which has "worked to obscure and oversimpli fy 
some of the most essential qualities of the work".ll 
Further, he notes that the postulation of a persona in the 
Proposal has led to the belief that "one must think of the 
work as hav ing mainly two tones of voice; the flat and 
innocent tone of a supposedly 'typical' projector, and, 
occasionally breaking through, another more obviously 
emotional and knowing tone that is out of keeping in 
other words Swift's voice. ,,12 Lockwood goes on to say 
that the range of tones is much wider and all are products 
of an ironical Swift. 
In his discussion of A Modest Proposal Robert Uphaus 
notes the duality of the reader's response to the reasoned 
and reasonable language of the Proposal. He sees this as 
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an example of the psychological phenomenon of 
"approach-a voidance" where the reader is attracted to the 
method (logical and rational) while being repulsed from the 
conclusion (cannibalism).13 This point was originally 
made by F.R. Leavis, who held that the "matter-of-fact tone 
[0 f the Proposer] induces a feeling of assent, while 
the burden compels feelings appropriate to 
rejection.,,14 Uphaus points out that the inclusion of 
the list of Swi ft' s previous proposals suggests that "he 
wishes to decrease and eventually obscure the distinction 
between the speaker's modest proposal and Swift's own prior, 
proposals. IIlS 
If we ignore Uphaus's association of the author with 
the real li fe Swi ft, and note only the reasonableness of 
the prior proposals, then we are still left with a 
decreased and obscured distinction between the proposer of 
the outlandish cannibal scheme, and of the other sensible 
ones •. ~ ~}Jphaus' s concluding comments stress the duality he 
sees in the speaking voice. 
[There is a] problematical and necessarily 
disorienting effec~ of A Modest Proposal; namely, that 
what initially appeared to be a grotesque but palpable 
fiction, advanced by an ostensibly fictional speaker, 
may also be construed as a reasonably accurate 
historical estimate of, and solution to, the 
deplorable state of Ireland. [Swi ft moves back and 
forth between] the seemingly closed system of coherent 
fictional references [and] the open and problematical 
world of their [the readers] experiences and 
expectations. 16 
There seems little disagreement among these critics 
that in the Proposal· there are two distinct· voices, one 
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ironical, and one Ii teral. The contention is over whether 
they belong to separate speakers, a proposer and an 
author, or are they the product of one voice, the author's, 
speaking at one moment ironically and at the next literally. 
Such an alternative is inadequate in that it does not 
allow that a speaker can both share Swi ft' s (the reader's 
author's) views, and hold opinions, or in this case espouse 
a proposal, which must be at variance with those views. 
Nor does, it allow that the whole can opera te as any thing 
but a unified vision of one man's view. 
The remainder of this chapter is an attempt to 
construct a view of the speaker and the truth conditions of 
what he says. It will then be possible to return to the 
question of the narrative source in order to determine 
whether or not we are dealing with a true persona. To some 
extent this approach is open to the criticism that it 
treats the Proposal as narrative, much as we woula treat a 
novel , ~-ra ther than as a satire where:. the tenets of 
characterisation and narrative revelation do not apply. 
Yet even Charles Beaumont, who argues so persuasively for 
analysing the Proposal by recourse to the tenets of 
classical rhetoric, allows a distinction between the 
rhetorical method and the character of the speaker. 
He [Swift] had to make the projector humble enough to 
gain the reader's approval and sympa thy and con fident 
enough to gain the reader's confidence in his ability 
and quali fications wi th his subject. Added to this 
double problem is the fact that, while both of these 
ends were being accomplished, the projector had to be 
kept sufficiently dense to sustain the irony.17 
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In fact the character of the projector is paramount even 
when the classical rhetorical devices are in play. As we 
shall see later, it is not the accomplishment of gaining 
the reader's confidence (few readers have such confidence 
in him) but the adoption of the normal rhetorical devices 
for gaining that confidence that is significant. 
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A Reading Of "A Modest Proposal" 
The Title 
As long ago as 1943 in "Swift's 'Modest Proposal': The 
Biography of an early Georgian Pamphlet", George Wittkowsky 
pointed out how accurately Swi ft captures the style and 
extremity of the contemporary political pamphlet. 18 He 
even suggested that the proposal itself is not so obviously 
inconceivable as a twentieth-century reader may at first 
think. To support his view he cites the case of The Fable 
of the Bees, by Bernard Mandeville in which it is advocated 
with total sincerity that as far as the ordinary folk are 
concerned: 
Not only should they be poor; "To make the society 
happy and People easy 
Circumstances," he argued "it 
Numbers of them should be 
Poor." 19 
under the meanest 
is requisite that great 
ignorant as well as 
The title of "A Modest Proposal" is a burlesque of the 
style of the poli tical pamphlets of the late seventeenth 
and early eighteenth centuries, used to underline the 
purpose of the pamphlet, and at the same time indicate the 
reader I s author I s ironical mode. 20 The ti tle also calls 
to mind the preoccupations of these pamphlets: the view 
that the people are the riches of a nation, that the 
economics are the economics of statism and are not 
concerned with the welfare of the poor.21 
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The Propos er. 
I have already considered in Chapter Four the clearest 
contextual marker to the discrepancy between the proposer 
and the reader's author: namely the rejection of 
cannibilism (and infanticide) by the cuI ture of the 
encoding language. Once the proposer's scheme is revealed 
to the reader this contextual marker will operate to 
undermine the proposer's identi fica tion with the reader's 
author. 
Let us consider now to what extent the proposer can be 
viewed as an autonomous consistent character delivering his 
proposal as known fact in his world. 
His opening paragraph reveals a dispassionate observer 
who describes the lot of the beggars and their children as 
"a melancholy object", and who establishes his viewpoint as 
being that of one who "passes through" rather than is 
involve~~ 22 
The proposer is fascinated by the mathematics, 
economics and logistics of his scheme to feed the people of 
Ireland. Other proposers, we learn, are to be jUdged only 
on the accuracy of their computations. His fascination 
with his own computations allows him to overlook any other 
possible reservations, and he can consequently juxtapose 
his proposal that the children will contribute to the 
feeding and clothing of so many, wi th a paragraph 
mentioning the "horrid" practice of women murdering their 
bastard children. 23 
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Scarcely has he begun to consider such "horrid" 
practices when he again plunges into more computations, 
calculating the number of children, how many will survive, 
how many will be required as breeding stock, and so on. 
The language he uses owes more to the farmyard than the 
nursery as he seems to justify his scheme (or escape its 
full personal impact) by treating the children of the poor 
as animals. 24 In dehumanising the victims of his 
proposal he distances the crime. The use of the language 
of diminution and the impersonality of statistical 
computation both contribute to this. Viewed in this way 
the use of these devices can be justified as a normal human 
reaction in the proposer. Subconsciously unwilling to face 
the horror of his own scheme, he retreats into the safe and 
morally neutral ground of statistics arguing persuasively 
for the advantages and accuracy of his calculations. 
Similarly later after actually stating his scheme, he 
a d vis e 5 :=-" the mot her to let. the m s u c k p le n t i full yin the 
last month", but then as the humanity suggested by the word 
"mother" and the inhumanity of his directions for the 
dissection of the carcass are felt to clash, he again 
retreats into calculations. 25 
Immediately after this comes one of the passages that 
have been attributed to Swift speaking in propria persona. 
I grant this food will be somewhat dear, and therefore 
very proper for landlords; who, as they have already 
devoured most of the parents, seem to have the best 
title to the children. 
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For the first time the proposer takes the side of the 
poor and the young against the wealthy, in which group the 
landlords must be included.. The word "aevoured" is used in 
both its literal sense (eat the children) and its 
f igura ti ve sense (" feed" on the parents economically) and 
the proposer is aware 0 f this double use. (That is, the 
truth-conditions of both are satisfied in the world in 
which he makes his proposal.) The reader is faced with an 
apparent shift from distaste for the poor, betrayed through 
his language, to condemnation of the wealthy landlords. 
The movement is not in the position of the proposer, 
however, but in the direction of his attack. There is no 
reason why the proposer cannot both approve of his scheme 
to eat the children, and disapprove of the landlords for 
contributing to a situation which necessitates such a 
solution. Despite any blame he may apportion to the 
landlords he is insane enough to propose infanticide and 
cannib:ilism as a solution to the problems of Ireland. 26 
The incongruity which the reader feels between the text of 
the proposal and his own contextual abhorrence of 
cannibilism creates irony as Muecke has predicted. In the 
"landlords" passage, however, the incongrui ty is between 
two elements of the text the double use of the 
cannibilism motif - and momentarily the contrast with the 
context is lost in the reader's apprehension of the irony. 
The strategy adopted here to account for the 
"landlords" passage as consistent with a unified voice -
the proposer - can also be applied to another contentious 
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section; the crucial "other expeaients" passage. 27 If 
the reader apprehends that these schemes which the proposer 
asks that "no man talk to' me of", are approved of by the 
author he must also allow that the proposer would also 
approve were there "some hearty and sincere attempt to put 
them in practice." It is in the absence of any such 
attempt that the proposer puts forward his insane scheme. 
Once the reader accepts tha t the proposer shares some 0 f 
the views of the reader's author, then the contentious 
"landlords" and "other expedients" passages nee a not be 
seen as inconsistent interpolations by that author. 
Consequently, when the proposer mentions in an aside that 
he could "name a country, which would be glad to eat up our 
whole nation without [salt]", then the condemnation of the 
English is both the proposer's and the reader's author's. 
The proposer's attempt at the end to deny any personal 
advantage in his scheme displays his own self interest 
under~the guise of disinterest: he will not suffer the 
consequences of his own proposal. 
This discussion has shown that, even in the more 
contentious instances, it is possible to v iew the proposer 
as a single consistent speaker, much as QUintana 
advocates. All of the statements made in the proposal 
share the same truth-conditions. 
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Truth Conditions of "A Modest Proposal" 
That the proposer shares some of the views of the 
apprehended reader's author does not necessarily mi tiga te 
against his existence as a distinct character - distinct 
that is from the reader's author who created him. 
The question which will determine whether the speaker 
is seen as a persona (within the meaning of that term as it 
is defined here) is whether or not the speaker's autonomy 
is undercut: whether or not we are given any indication 
that the speaker is aware of his own fictiveness.·· Tn8 
unfolding narra ti ve prov ides us wi th two signi ficant 
moments when the speaker's autonomy is brought into doubt. 
As I have argued, it is possible to justi fy both in terms 
of the proposer's character, without making them 
necessarily the sale preserve of that proposer or of the 
reader's author. No duality of tone is necessary to 
satisfy:their truth-conditions. 
In addi tion nei ther of these critical instances 
necessarily undercuts the autonomy of the speaker. 
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The Reader's Author 
Charles Beaumont and Edward Corbett have done much to 
point the way to the considera tion 0 f Sw i ft, the reader's 
author, from the text of A Modest Proposal. Beaumont in 
particular sees the hand of the creator in the organisation 
of the proposal along the lines of tradi tional classical 
rhetoric. 28 The projector, he notes, is "the ingenu 
type, a somewha t di ffident, inexper ienced person who has 
come upon the scene without being in complete touch 
[and] is at the same time a bi t cocksure. ,,29 He 
emphasises the projector's traits as compassion, 
sel f-confidence and competence which add up to a "stable 
personali ty". 30 Yet when he moves on to consider other 
rhetor ical dev ices, particularly diminution and re fining, 
he fails to consider the effect of the proposer himsel f 
uttering these words. If the character of the projector is 
establi.$"hed as Beaumont suggests, then i L is a mistake to 
consider only the effects Swift creates by his use of these 
dev ices, and not to consider the effect tha t the use 0 f 
these utterances has on the reader's vision of the 
proposer. The proposer may go through the motions of 
establishing himself as humane, for instance, but as we 
have seen, his advocacy of cannibilism seriously undermines 
this. It is in the discrepancy between the proposer's 
attempt to establish his good character by the use of 
classical rhetorical methods, and his patent failure given 
the nature of his proposal, that the hand of the reader's 
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author is evident. It is a clever, articulate proposer who 
speaks the proposal in the form we read it - be he also 
insane, and be the form faithful to the tenets of classical 
rhetoric. There is no justification for claiming that it 
isSwi ft who intended a word to have a meaning all along 
but which "he carefully avoided expressing", but that it is 
the projector who "assumes that all agree as to the state 
of the kingdom. ,,31 Both statements are made by both the 
speaker and the reader's author; indeed everything in a 
fiction is. 
Edward Corbett's view of the narrator takes into 
account the di fficul ty of distinguishing between the 
creator and the speaker. His vision of the proposer is of 
"a man who at the beginning gives the impression of 
being ser ious, expert, and well-meaning but who gradually 
reveals himsel f to be shockingly inhuman and naive." As a 
result "the style of the essay will not be Swift's style; 
rather~Jt will be a style appropriate to the character that 
Swi ft has created." 32 Corbett goes on to analyse many 
aspects of the style of the Proposal and indicates how they 
contr ibute to the reader's picture of the proposer. He 
also notes discrepancies from Swi ft' s style in his other 
writings. 
The picture that we gain of the reader's author in the 
Proposal is, as wi th all fictional texts (and especially 
those containing an overt first-person narrator) gained by 
implication. The cuI tural freight carried by the notions 
of can nibil ism and infanticiae will serve to imply that the 
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reader's author disapproves of the scheme, as we have 
already seen. In the absence of any further evidence this 
"defini tion by exclusion" would be as far as we could go. 
However we have noted that in the two crucial passages on 
the "landlords" and the possible "other expedients" the 
proposer and the reader's author are perceived as sharing a 
view. Sharing a viewpoint does not suggest any fusing of 
the speaker and the creator. Both see the advantages of 
the other expedients and both disapprove of the landlords, 
but only the proposer approves 0 f this scheme to recti fy 
matters. 
In the absence of any significant undercutting of the 
proposer as a distinct and discrete character, we must 
conclude that we are not, here, aealing with a true 
persona. His existence as fact in his own world is never 
thrown into doubt. In conclusion then I find no evidence 
for the multiplicity of tones detected by LockwoOd and 
. Up h a u s~ .:~ Ins tea d, Qui n tan a's ass e r t i on t h at the pro p os e r i s 
a fully realised character qui te separate from his creator 
is justified under a truth-conditional account. 
The narrator of the proposal is a self-revealing 
insane projector. His insanity is evidenced by his 
scheme. He damns his own proposal and himsel f by pointing 
out the "horrid" practices already in existence, but 
failing to realise the true nature of his own suggestion. 
As a humane, reliable proposer he is undercut, but as the 
consistent discrete speaker he is not. While he is capable 
of irony at the expense of the English, the pervading irony 
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is solely the preserve of the reader's author. In the 
Proposal then we are faced with two p~rallel forms of 
indirection: a fictional speaker and a pervaaing ironical 
mode. 
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C HAP T E R E I G H T 
A SOLDIER'S TALE 
Consider: If an author, passing a mirror, were to 
see one day not himself but some character of his 
invention, though he might be surprised, might 
even question his sanity, he would still have 
something by which to relate. But suppose, 
passing on the inside, the character should 
glance a t his mirror and see, not himsel f, but 
the author, a complete stranger, staring in at 
him, to whom he has no relation at all, what is 
this poor creature left .•• ? 
Samuel Delaney, Dhalgren, (New York: Bantam, 1975), p. 401. 
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"I almost think that the same skin, 
For one without - has two or three within." 
Byron, Don Juan, XVII. 
Introduction 
We have now 
styled personae , 
reading they are 
considered two narrators who have been 
and seen tha t under a truth condi tional 
found not to be so. Al though both are 
undercut as reliable narrators, 
brought into question. In the 
their fictiveness is 
final analysis both 
not 
the 
narrator of The Book of the Duchess, and the projector of A 
Modest Proposal can be adequately accounted for without 
recourse to the term "persona" as it is defined here. 
In this final illustrative chapter we will now turn to 
an example of a narrator who is found to be a persona under 
a truth- condi tional account: the narra tor: 0 f the twentieth 
century New Zealand novel A Soldier's Tale by M.K. Joseph. 
By an analysis of the narrative structure of this novel, I 
will account for the narrator's tale within a truth 
condi tional framework, noting the var ious persona markers 
as outlined in Chapter Five, which lead the reader to 
postulate the existence of a persona. 
While eschewing the use of biographical data about the 
author in the establishment of a descriptive definition of 
persona, it is still interes ting to note tha t M. K. Joseph 
has described the primary narrator "I" in A Soldier's Tale 
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as "(a not-sel f whom I employ to dO my grumbling for 
me)".l In that aside there exists the paradox that is 
persona; the apparent negation of sel f in "not-sel f" also 
affirms, or at least draws the reader's attention to the 
place of the sel f in the narrator. As we will see, the 
narrator will tend just as conclusively to establish 
himsel f as a purely fictional character, as he will to 
establish himsel f as the sel f which pens the words before 
us. 
The tale begins wi thout a passage discussing wl"iting 
and violence (in which the narrator talks to himself) that 
Joseph says he had included in the original draft. Had the 
passage not been deleted we would have had a much clearer 
and earlier example of markers pointing towards both an 
author and a fictional narrator than we do in fact have. 
In particular I refer to the following lines. 
Soldiers are kinder and gentler than one or two of the 
people you meet around universities: for example. I 
know, having served out my time in botn. 2 
The effects of these biographical details on the 
reader (that the speaker has been a soldier and an 
academic) would have been twofold. Firstly they would 
crea te a set of facts which later could be applied to 
ei ther a character or an author depending on which the 
reader decides the narrator is, and secondly could create 
facts which the biographical critic could cue in with facts 
in Joseph's own life and thus in some way verify the 
parallel· between the narrator and the creator. In this 
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case the marker, in isolation, points in both directions as 
an indica tor 0 f an author and 0 f a character. La ter, and 
with more evidence, the emphasis may fallon either one of 
these two possibilities, but essentially the first 
chronologically will contain the ambiguous application. 
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The Narrator Introduced 
As it is, Joseph chose instead to open with only the 
facts concerning the sol di er ing pas t a f the nar ra tor, "In 
nineteen forty-four I was a bombardier artillery clerk with 
four years' service, " 3 . .. . An intimacy is establishea 
with the reader, "I don't suppose you'll want to hear the 
technical details: ,,4 which at once serves the purpose of 
creating a fiction of oral delivery (emphasisea by the use 
of the non-literary "don't" and "you'll" contractions), and 
to suggest the narrator is an author since it would require 
a greater suspension of disbelief to imagine a ficti tious 
character speaking directly to us. However, at this stage 
such evidence can only be an indication and not a 
prescr ipti ve rule pointing towards either author or 
character. The intimacy thus produced can be seen, I 
think, as the mOdern equivalent of that achieved by Swi ft 
in referring to his "gentle reader" or Fielding's similar 
dev ices in Tom Jones. For the first three pages of the 
book we continue in this relationship with the narrator who 
purports to tell us nothing but facts. However he soon 
warns us indirectly that he may move from his role as 
passive narrator of Saul Scourby's story to that of 
creator, "... it's hard to separate what he told me from 
what I imagined out of it, what I divined, what I added of 
my own but in the main I've tried to write the book he 
might have written, if he could."S 
We are then asked to forget the existence of the 
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narrator/bombardier and to "imagine him [Scourby] telling 
his story, squa t ting on a ration-box". 6 Bu t the character 
of the Born will not let him leave the narrative alone and 
allow us this illusion, just as the demands of not only 
this tale, but all story-telling do not allow the teller 
complete disinterest. However firm the Born's intentions 
are to promote his role as merely the mouthpiece of the 
original creator he finds himsel f drawn into the role of 
creator more and more. 
From this early stage the reader is presented with a 
narrator who is himsel f in a questionable relationship to 
the truth conditions of the story he tells. While he 
purports to narrate Scourby's tale as known fact (both the 
facts of the tale, and the rendition of it), he 
acknowledges that he may at times narrate his own creation 
- a tale as known fiction. 
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Saul Scourby Narrates 
So Scourby's story begins, with a first person 
narrative suited to the Born's stated narrative intentions, 
yet even in the first line of the tale the Born is there: 
Did I tell you, born (he said), did I tell you about 
this bit of stuff I had in Normandy?7 
There are no inverted commas, either here or anywhere 
else in the book, to destroy our illusion that this is 
Scourby talking, and ostensibly the use of the 
parenthetical intrusion replaces their function in telling 
us this is now the voice of Scourby we are hearing, and no 
longer the Born. But the intrusion has a subtle role as a 
marker towards that trait in the Born's make-up which shows 
in his desire both to be in the tale as much as possible as 
well as in the tale as it exists as a fact or fiction. To 
put it more simply he wants to be the original teller of 
-
the tale (and this will become clearer later when we look 
at the Born's attitude towards Scourby) as well as the 
current relator of the tale told to him. In this desire we 
see a clear marker to character, while at the same time the 
nature of that marker is closely tied to the process of 
creation; the author's role. 
In addition, the structure of that first sentence 
makes nonsense of the intrusion in its function as 
indicator of who is speaking, since "born" occurs 
immediately before "he said" and in as much as the born is 
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addressed by the speaker, we know it is not him speaking. 
Born's next comment is purely narra ti ve in function, 
"(And as he told me this he sipped his tea and rum, staring 
over the rim of the cup into the thin blue flame of the 
primus.),,8 but it does serve to remind us of the nature 
of the narrative as well as of the existence of Born. By 
comparison his next comments contain both his personal 
views on "simple people" like Scour by , and insights into 
the mind and emotions 0 f the soldier. He does not regain 
his distance from the creative role by remarking that, "At 
least, that's how I see it _,,9 
The personal opinions we are given arouse our interest 
in the character 0 f the Born, and his exis tence becomes 0 f 
intrinsic interest and does not just serve as a technical 
dev ice. As we saw in the case 0 f the speaker in Sterne's 
Tris~am'Shandy, the emphasis is on the mechanics of telling 
the tale, but also on the author of that tale. It is 
s i g n i fica n t t hat in his 0 pin ion s we see th e fir s t s i g n 0 f 
what will be a recurring prejudice against "simple people" 
and the like, revealed unconsciously. This technique is 
similar to Jane Austen's method of allowing her characters 
to reveal their own faul ts through their own wordS rather 
than through her own authorial comment, but here it is the 
narrator of the tale who does it. The revelations of the 
Born's personal prejudices act as markers pointing towards 
character in the authorial narrator. Moreover it should be 
noted that in even the apparently self correcting statement 
"At least, that's how I see it _" the Born reveals he has 
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begun to interpret and comment on the action of the tale, 
and interest us in these observations. 
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The Bom Lends a Hand 
As early as page twenty-five, the Bom abandons his 
a ttempt at presenting Scourby' s tale in the first person 
and swi tches to the third person. The intrusion (again 
bracketed) which introduces this change begins with a 
further instance of the Bom's prejudice: "Like mos t 
working-class people, he was careful about his speech": but 
in the very next sentence this superiority turns into 
respect, self abasement (since the Bom is after all a 
writer), and if not identification, then empathy with 
Scourby. 
The newly emancipated words which a bourgeois 
intellectual or writer or student scatters around like 
verbal confetti had only a small place in his 
vocabulary.IO 
Saul, the Bom tells us, would not be as good at 
relating the coming sexual scene as he would, so he guesses 
"rather more than elsewhere, following out'hints and broken 
sentences in a way he might hardly have approved."ll 
Surely this tells us as much about the concei ted and 
prurient side of the Bom as it does about the simple 
Scourby. Yet had the narration been resumed in the first 
person immediately after the sexual scene we might still be 
inclined to explain the Bom's coup as the result of 
Scourby's reticence. However, when the soldier awakes in 
the morning, Bom is still firmly in charge of the narrative 
and gives us a glance or two inside the head of Scourby as 
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well as a brief biography of his early years with detailed 
descriptions of his parents and grandparents. Although the 
tale Scourby tells is apparently embedded in Bom' s (and we 
have discussed the effects embedding has as a persona 
marker sufficiently fully in earlier chapters to be able to 
pass over them in detail here), the edges of each are 
blurred by this, and many future instances of Bom's failure 
to delineate between his speaker's tales. Here the Bom' s 
position in the creative process becomes quite overt, is in 
fact "framed" by the window which appears as "a square of 
faint paleness in the dark, ,,12 a t the beginning 0 f Bom' s 
version of Saul's musings, and as "a square of pale early 
sky,,,13 at the end. Blatantly no such mediation occurs 
in Saul's account of his awakening. 
Well, next morning ..• I wakes up pretty smartly when 
I felt her move out of the bed. 14 
At the same time as the narrator dr i fts towards an 
authori~i role, this tendency is countered by further 
revelations of his character, in the matters of conceit and 
sexual voyeurism mentioned above as well as in education. 
He speaks French well (for Belle): and does not hesitate to 
show it: "On se sert de moi comme pot-de-chambre. ,,15 And 
he is damned from his own mouth when he says in his 
intrusion which introduced his description, ,,[t]o watch 
[the sex act], even to descr ibe it, is to impair one's 
dignity. Voyeurs are people without shame or 
self-respect." 16 
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Having said this, we must not lose sight of the 
advantages for the ultimate creator of A Soldier's Tale; M. 
K. Joseph; of the Born's abrogation of the creative role in 
the story. It serves to parallel Joseph's (and in fact all 
writers') difficulties in writing first person narrative, 
while apparently releasing him from the necessity of facing 
these difficulties. 
When Born reverts to Scourby's first person account, it 
is in a- similar form to the initial introduction of that 
account, "Well, next morning (as he told it) I wakes up 
, 
,,17 pretty smartly when I felt her move out of the bed. 
The facts as we have seen, seem at variance with those 
narrated by Born because Scourby spends no time in the quiet 
contemplation attributed to him. Unless Scourby woke up 
twice, the first time narrated by the Born, and the second 
time when he himself speaks, we must assume that the 
earlier musings were all the work of Born's mind. Certainly 
there i~. no mention by ei ther narrator of Scourby falling 
asleep again, and no mention of the first awakening by Saul. 
The very layout of the text draws the Born into the 
tale at this stage as well. The brackets opened at the 
beginning of his intrusion before the sex scene are never 
closed, either at the end of the intrusion, or at the 
transition from Born's to Scourby's narrative. The two 
voices, which are of course both the Born's, are merged 
where previously they were kept distinct. 
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Belle's Tale 
Saul Scourby (or is it Bom?), also has problems 
separating his narrators as we see when he is reporting 
Belle's speech~'~;~,Hsually he only reports her words in brief 
bursts of a sedlence or less, invariably inserting "she 
says" into it. On one signi ficant occasion, however,. she 
relates an incident where SS men take vengeance on a 
viII a g e- for the death of three of their officers . 
Containing as it does, no speech allocation pointers such 
as "she says" and no less than six sentences delivered in 
fluent, accurate English, we are drawn to the conclusion 
that the Bom's hand is at work either rewriting the 
(emotional) incident narrated by Saul, or creating the 
whole thing. It seemed that with "(as he told it)" 
Scourby's role as a narrator was being re-affirmed, but it 
is evident that his integrity is permanently damaged. Now 
the rea~er will always be awake to the possibility of the 
Bom's voice intruoing even when it is not overtly 
signalled. It is as if we are being reminded of the number 
of layers of narrative intrusion (a complete list of which 
I will attempt later) that stands between the truth and the 
account we are experiencing. If this is so then we are in 
a curious world of fiction where the commonplace has been 
reversed and the art no longer exists in concealing the art 
but in revealing it. The philosophy is similar to 
Baudelaire's defence of make-up on women where he is 
insistent art should not be assigned the sterile function 
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of imitating nature. He adds, "There is no point at all in 
trying to hide cosmetic. It ought to proclaim itself -
if not boastfully, at least with a degree of candor".18 
Much of what I have said of Persona Theory involves the 
recogni tion 0 f this principle; tha t to success fully feign 
or veil, the true nature of the veiled object must be 
revealed, however indirectly, and the truth of the veil as 
veil be shown as well. What Brecht did in the theatre by 
reminding his aUdiences of the true fictive nature of the 
experience they were undergoing, Joseph takes a step 
further in literature by fictional ising the fictive process 
before destroying any suspension of disbelief we may have 
achieved. 
Born Creates the Past 
As if to contradict this, Born's next words are 
signalI~d quite clearly as his and in a way we have come to 
associa te witt) him: the bracketed in trus ion. The s cenar io 
is a BBC news bulletin that Scourby listens to on the radio. 
(He didn't say what was on the news, .•. But it gave 
his story, as he told it, a curiously timeless and 
elemental feeling, as if it took place within a bubble 
of space and time insulated from the outside world 
•.. ) 19 
Just so, and if that were the feeling we as readers 
were to take from the tale then WOUld tha t be wrong? No, 
not if it were Scourby's story and we took the meaning as 
"he told it". Instead the Born improvises, providing us 
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with a news report about "collabos", Nazis, and grim 
Frenchmen who express hatred of the trai tors. All 
transparently relevant to' Belle's lot, but all quite 
divorced from Scourby' s rendi tion. As readers we laugh at 
Bom's unceasing attempts to insert elements that will act 
as comment or symbols of a literary nature into the verbal 
narrative he uses as his starting point. Elements planted, 
as Ruthven notes (and in a way designed, I am sure, to damn 
both sides 
green-fingered 
writing".20 
of the 
deftness 
comparison 
of a 
equally) 
graduate 
"With the 
in Creative 
What we must be careful not to do is to miss the 
closely related, but more subtly included symbols that 
recur throughout the tale and point to the existence of an 
author. If we are not careful we will note the unconcealed 
art of the Bom I s creative method and overlook the art of 
the author which the Bom's efforts should point us 
towards.- . What the Bom is discovering in the need he feels 
to add to his "original" is the fact that the author 
himself has already realised that the world of a 
narrative is not the real world, but a word world which 
exists outside the events they describe and can 
consequently (and perhaps of necessity) take on meanings of 
their own both in relation to the real world, and in their 
existence as words, media, and fictions in themselves. 
Perhaps Bom does not say that the word "love" cannot 
express totally, just as it cannot be totally 
consubstantial with, the emotion "love". (Or, as William 
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James put it, "The word 'dog' does not bi te. ,,21) But Bom 
does know that the true picture he is trying to describe 
will not look as he would wish without a few strokes from 
his own brush. His mistake is that he never quite gives up 
his quest for the photographic representation of the events 
nor totally understands the inherent fictiveness of the 
medium he is using. Somehow he believes that if Scourby 
mentions James's dog then if he can just be allowed to fill 
in the ~etails of colour, bark and bite it will be as real 
for his readers as the flesh and blood original. 
To return to my or iginal point, we mus t be aware of 
the more subtly placed symbols that point to an author, 
while accepting the Bom' s reasons for incluaing his. An 
author's hand is most evident in the patterning ana 
repetitions of words and symbols. As Ruthven has pointed 
out in more detail than is necessary here,22 these 
include the juxtaposition of light (Marie Schellenburg) 
with dark (Yvonne, Scourby),. the number three, as well as 
the more obvious echoes of Belle in the angelus bell, or 
the abbey bells rung by Scourby when he is trying to gain 
sanctuary for Belle (while in effect sounding her knell) or 
of the coincidence of Saul's initials being the dreaded SSe 
The Author's Tale 
All of these pa t terns, repeti tions, and echoes, 
whether we see them as symbolic or not, or ironical or not 
(in the case of Belle's rescuer as well as her original 
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damnation both coming in the form of SS) 00 impose the kina 
of restraints we do not associate with the random world of 
'reality'. Just as Christians see a God behind the design 
they see on earth, readers see an author behind the design 
they see in books. In recognising these- author markers we 
must, in the context of A Soldier's Tale, acknowledge the 
comment intrinsic in the parallel between 80m's heavyhanded 
symbols and the more aelicate author markers; that just as 
80m had trouble wi th his narrative and created a fiction, 
so does this (and any) author have similar troubles and 
similarly creates a fiction. 
_ I 
While we note the overt symbolism and patterning of 
the Born, he is undercut as the author by the more subtle 
pa t terning which we apprehend to be the reader's author's 
domain. And just as we see the problems of the 80m in 
preserving his relationship as reporter of Saul's tale, so 
we become aware of a similar difficulty at the higher level 
of the~reader's author. The whole operate~ as a comment on 
the difficulty of maintaining a consistent position in 
relation to the factuality or fictionality of a tale; to 
maintain a consistent set of truth conditions. 
Saul Again 
We left the text with the imaginary news bulletin 
inserted by the Born. Again, in the usual way the intrusion 
is end-bracketed, and Saul resumes his firs t person 
narrative, this _ time wi th no bracketed indicator such as 
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the "he said" or "he went on" that we have seen before. 
Apart from a parenthetical comment on the working-class 
scepticism of the media exempli fied by Saul, Bom wi thdraws 
into the background for a while, and the next switch of 
narrators is from Saul to Belle. 23 Unlike Belle's 
prev ious speech Saul introduces it in h is normal way with 
"she says" but when he glosses the tale she has to tell, 
unlike Bom he does not bracket off his own words, although 
Bom still does within Saul's speech: "(His imitation of 
Char les Boyer was ver y bad ••. ) " • This creates an 
ambiguous effect. 
Initially it indicates that the Bom, who is after all 
the inscriber of the words on the page, does not see the 
need to separate out the words of the two narrators as 
clearly as he does his own. This in turn points again to 
his attitude to the narrative role he employs. In his mind 
the story is Saul's and Saul is speaking, so all reported 
speech :~an be unified without brackets. The inconsistency 
of this stance is obvious in that when Saul is reporting 
Belle's words he stands in an identical relationship to her 
as Bom does to Saul, when he reports his. 
The ambiguity occurs if we allow the possibility that 
the gloss is the Bom's. In fact the style of 8elle's 
narrative is so similar to Bom's that it is not clear that 
the whole speech is not delivered in his words. And when 
Saul manages to report her forays into German 
("schellenbaum") and French ("chapeau Chinois") with 
accuracy, when we know his style of French is more the 
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"Allay-vooz ong, comprennay?" 24 type, we know that 
despite his protestations Born IS firmly in the creator's 
role. His ability to keep himself distinct has always been 
limited but now increasingly the barriers between narrators 
break down, and it is as if Born is being drawn into a 
vortex both by the complexity of the narrative framework he 
has constructed, and by his growing interest in the story. 
Although he has tried to tell a story he overheard, he has 
become -drawn in, both by his nature and the nature of the 
narrative role, until he is a character in the story he is 
telling. To the reader this is quite acceptable, but of 
course to a narrator it is quite untenable and the only 
refuge he can find will be in a closer iaentification with 
Saul, since how can you become a character in your own 
story? 
The narrative vortex begins, as we have seen, with the 
Born abrogating Belle's voice. Then an intrusion occurs 
which,~lthough bracketed, leaves us unable to attribute it 
with any accuracy to Saul or Born although the style and use 
of brackets would suggest that it is the Born. Yet it is 
Saul who "saw" it. 
(Suddenly, comically, she Ii fted the corners of her 
eyes with her fingertips, miming a stage Chinaman.)25 
Then Saul steps in for barely a page before Born (bracketed) 
describes Saul's actions as he tells the story 
(As he described this, he took out the other knife, 
. . . ) 
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after which Saul takes centre stage with his views on the 
way the "Poms" would have reacted to a German invasion. 
The word "Poms" is clearly· the Bom' sword, since it is an 
antipodean word for the English. Elsewhere Bom uses tapu, 
a Maori word, which gives the reader a further clue to his 
New Zealand or igins. Hi s v iew is none too f la t ter ing ana 
Bom steps in again to express his reaction to Saul's 
words. Why, unless the Bom is now a central figure in his 
own story, would we be interested in his reaction? 
Before we are allowed to dwell on this he brings us 
back to the Bom in the present tense, and while we are 
still being treated to his views, they are distanced from 
the events of 1944 and become associated more with the 
authorial than with character. At the same time we are fed 
more information about the biographical Bom - as if he can 
feel himself being sucked into the story and the past, and 
tries to redress the balance by reasserting his own 
identi tf. The balance between his existence as character 
(as known fact in the story he tells) needs to be balanced 
by an assertion of his authorial role (his existence in 
another "world" outside the tale). 
Bom and Saul Merge 
The brackets close and the narrative resumes, but now 
it is the Bom using the third person narrative without 
warning and without the excuse of the previous time: Saul's 
reticence on sexual matters. In fact the subject matter is 
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not delicate at all, and a fter only one and a hal f pages 
the first person account begins again, but this ti~e with a 
subtle difference: 
It was one of them Yanks, Born, said Saul, you know how 
26 
There are no brackets around "said Saul", and Born is now 
either realising he is in the same relation to Saul as Saul 
is to Belle (as noted above), or he is beginning to merge 
with Saul in some way. 
This compromise seems to settle the narrative down and 
for a full nine pages it continues almost uninterrupted. 
When Born does intrude twice, the first is a gloss on 
wartime attitudes to aftershave, and the second is a simple 
bracketed statement of Saul's actions as he narrates, with 
no attempt at comment or opinion. However the subject is 
the "flat hard muscles" of Scourby's arm. This is not the 
first time Born has mentioned these characteristics of 
Saul's pnysique and it fits into a patter"n of awe that he 
feels for the power of Saul. This awe stands in contrast 
to the (supposed) superiority he feels over Saul for his 
low class accent and prejudices. Although it may be taking 
things a little far, perhaps we can see in Saul and Born two 
sides of the human personality the active and the 
bookish. In many ways this echoes Chaucer's narrator in 
his early poems or more noticeably in The Legend Of GOOd 
Women, and in The Canterbury Tales generally. Perhaps more 
narrowly we could just say that Born the writer (ana only a 
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spotter for the artillery, not involved in the fighting 
i tsel f, "not far enough back to be disgrace ful and not far 
forward enough to be lethal" as Bom describes it27) sees 
in the man of action all that he is not and maybe wishes he 
were. Even to the extent of "becoming him" in his own 
story. The title, A Soldier's Tale, underlines the unity 
of Saul and Bom: a unity mirrored in their shared problems 
when narrating their tales as known fact. 
Saul Scourby Demoted 
Just as the narrative seems to be settling down to its 
former pattern, the Bom takes over again, and the narration 
ceases to be Saul's for exactly fi fty pages. He begins 
with a bracketed intrusion in which he seems to claim even 
more for himself than just his previous imagination; now he 
can actually see his characters. This is the point when 
the tal.e ceases to be Saul's for a whi:le, not only in 
narrative illusion but in actual source. Despite an 
attempt by Born to descibe the scene around Saul and himself 
as the tale is told (and predictably the corporeal cook 
refered to is a corporal) the characters now exist 
completely in Born's mind and so it is no surprise that he 
must take over the narrative role completely - how can Saul 
relate the contents of Bom's imagination? 
So •.• 
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(Now as I'm writing this, I'm suddenly aware ot' them, 
and I can see them trudging down the roaa in the 
summer rain ..•. )28 
And he knows with quiet certainty what they are both 
thinking. 
After this intrusion, the Born relates the meeting 
between Belle, Saul and the soldier-priest in fine detail, 
yet he then pulls himself up, and admits that, "As I try to 
visualize the scene I am ba ffled I can see the 
pictures, and up to a point I can perhaps understand what 
they mean But both are also baffling His 
sel f-imposed withdrawal from the involvement he was lured 
into is increased when he refers to a news bulletin for 
Monday 19th February 1973 that he listens to while writing 
his story. 
We are being told qui te openly tha t the Born is now 
trying to deny his influence on the interpretations to be 
put on events in the tale. He seems to realise that he has 
overstepped his intended involvement in the tale, and must 
now remind the reader of his existence as a living 
authorial being of the 1970's. But the whole effect is 
lost by the nature o~ the news bulletin. It deals with the 
body snatching of the former heaa of the Vichy government, 
Marshal Petain, and it is not difficult to make the 
connection between the treatment of the hatea collaborator 
and that of the more humble Belle. The constraint on 
reali ty tha t the coincidence 0 f the Born's wr i ting ana the 
news item entails must act as both a marker pointing 
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towards the existence of an author orchestrating the 
coincidence, and an undercut ting 0 f the independence tha t 
the Born is using the incident to affirm. He supplies us 
with details of date, time, and place as well as the 
ph y sic ale xis ten ceo f the des k 0 n w h i c h hew r i t e s - an d the 
transistor on which he hears the news, yet he is drawn in 
and tainted by the fiction by the very fact tha t the item 
has such obvious relevance to the story. 
This provides a contrast with the news bulletin which 
the Born provides details of, mentioned above. In that case 
the Born (perhaps hal f humorously) suggests that we 
"improvise" and in his role as narrator creates the news 
i tern for us. By this stage however Born is so much a part 
of the fiction that the news item he hears has a 
s igni f icance for the tale wi thou t any improv isa tion from 
him. The improvisation occurs at the next remove and 
implies an author involved in the same process that Born was 
invol vecf in crea ting h is own news bulletin. We see the 
battle that the author faces in creating his text 
fictionalised in the Born's efforts and given a new, 
ironical, twist when we realise that the author does it 
too. At this point the Born is pure persona as he fights 
his battle against the two opposing forces of character and 
author that have a claim on his existence. And it must in 
the end be an unresolved battle, as every time he tries to 
affirm his existence as author, he at the same time 
provides evidence of his fictional side. Equally each time 
he provides evidence of his fictional side we must remember 
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that "he", the "author" in the text, provided that evidence. 
As the tale becomes less one soldier's tale and more 
the story of the soldier who is now the writer, the 
exposition of the plot conforms more ana more to the norms 
associated with fictional narrations than with factual 
ones. For example, Bom drops in references to a copy of' 
Baudelaire's poetry that is a complete mystery to the 
reaaer until later in the book, ana even later gives us a 
clue that the girl will die. 30 These breaks with the 
chronology that is the hallmark of Scourby's narrative 
technique, serve to turn the pace and control (particularly 
of tension) over to Bam. This in no way detracts from 
reader interest if the true focus of the tale is on Bam and 
not on the outcome of Saul's tale. If the reverse were the 
case, then such premature revelations especially of 
Belle's impending aeath would be disastrous for the 
story's suspense. In fact Belle's end is intimated in many 
less bpv ious ways too in the emphas:is on Scourby 's 
abilities with a knife, the threatening Maquisara and the 
general picture of Saul as a killer. But by now the book 
is less of a soldier's tale, and more of a tale about a 
soldier, told by an "observer" for the artillery. 
Once the Bom's account becomes established as the norm 
for the narration he loses his vehicle for commenting on 
the events he relates and so he invents a new method - a 
parenthetic "authorial" intrusion in his own narrative! 
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(Of such small actions is war made ••• Soldiers, like 
anyone else, catch colds •.• read the Daily ~irror ... 
and change their socks •• ;)31 
Bom 's identi fica tion with Saul is underlined here as Bom 
intrudes into - his own tale in the same way he has into 
Saul's. Not only does he tend to become a character in 
Saul's tale (as Saul develops into a sort of surrogate Bom) 
he also becomes a character in his own book - a character 
whose narration in turn needs glossing. Yet even this 
transient distinction is soon lost, and the comments are 
inserted with only the formal separation of double spacing 
on the page. We learn that, "At intervals, while writing 
Saul Scourby' s story," Bom has "been re-reading Al fred de 
Vigny's Servitude et Grandeur ~ilitaires and thinking about 
it ,,32, but the relevance 0 f the Bom' s reading this work 
is only peripheral to the supposed centre of interest, 
Saul's tale, and the mention serves to draw attention to 
Bom's 1973 existence outside the story. It also fills in 
the int-erval while Saul is "taking a turn outside". Bom 
attempts to keep the illusion of a time-match between the 
telling of the tale and the events narrated. (At other 
times it is a match between his tale and Saul's.) So when 
Saul returns his digression ends. It is as if he takes the 
opportunity to have an aside while Saul is absent. 
The Bom in centre-stage 
Next, the centre of narrative interest shifts to Belle 
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as she tells her tale of how she became involved with the 
Germans and her history in the" war up until now. As it 
stands it is the most formal piece of narrative in the 
book, uninterrupted by any other opinions or glossing. (It 
is of course narrated in the third person by Bom.) At its 
conclusion, Bom again tries to point out that the story is 
Saul's, "Now again I've been recreating what Saul 
understood of what she'd remembered, and told him, refining 
and reinforcing and enhancing those fogged photographs from 
the past. ,,33 But the fluency of the telling and the work 
of Bom' s imagination have transcended Saul's in fluenc..e so 
that the only voice the reader can hear is Bom' s. To 
emphasise this the very disclaimer that Bom has just given 
us merges seamlessly into the tale, and for the first time 
the story and Bom's previously parenthetical comments are 
now married in the same voice, and textual layout. They 
are indistinguishable both in style and appearance: 
. .. those fogged photographs 
from the past. And all the time the room darkened 
around them ••• 34 
By the subtle manipulation of these arbitrary markers 
of parentheses, spacing and interpolation, the blurring 
between the various narrator's tales is achieved, until at 
this point the apparent embedding breaks down and the whole 
becomes the Bom's tale. 
After the completion of Belle's history Bom makes the, 
by now inevitable, statement that he is only, "decoding 
a double decode in this case but somehow it is 
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not enough so he again resorts to his method of referring 
to himself in the present in the role of author. He 
describes in quite minute detail his cat and its current 
antics, and his old dog asleep on the floor. He manages to 
mention his desk, a model-cabinet and his couch, as if the 
details of his personal life reassure him, and us, of his 
true sel f. Yet even in trying to escape from his tale he 
places himself in it, for those details are now part of the 
book we read. And even while he employs the ultimate 
literary self reference a mention of a page of the 
manuscript of the book; as he waves proof of his own 
authorial self under our noses; his own radio betrays him. 
It is playing "Cabaret", the theme song from the musical 
about pre-war Nazi Germany. 
The Bom Withdraws 
Af£er this major break Bom tries to ease us back into 
the story in the "correct" narrative sequence by describing 
the scene back in 1944 at this moment in Saul's tale. We 
are shown the reassuring sights of the Bom nipping outside 
for a "leak", and Saul making a cup of tea just in case 
we had lost our grip on the true nature of the narrative we 
are hearing. Of course the breaks are in Saul's story ("By 
the time Saul Scourby got to this point in his story 
,,36, yet they occur in Bom' s narration. The Bom' s 
attempts to synchronise the two tales are attempts to 
affirm the actuality of the events described, and to 
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establish that this is again an accurate rendition (even to 
the moments when he broke his narration) of Saul's tale. 
But by now this asserts more about the teller than the 
telling. The action during the break centres on Saul 
making a cup of tea and the Bom having a "leak". It is as 
if there is an intermission during which the Bom and by 
implication we, the readers, should have a cup of tea and 
relieve ourselves so as not to miss any of the action when 
the story resumes. The atmosphere that this sort of 
television advertisement-break evinces is calculated to 
move the Bom out of the text and into our living-room as it 
were. So again Bom attempts to escape the fictional vortex 
that draws him into the text, and tries to achieve the same 
empirical footing as the reader. 
After the tea-break he pulls out completely and the 
story resumes in Bom's version of Saul's first person 
account; decorated ostentatiously with Scourbian cockney 
rhyming_----slang ... just in case we didn't realise: 
Well, you wouldn't Adam-and-Eve it •.. 37 
But, the Bom cannot be kept out for long: 
outside, it was one of them summer mists like they had 
in Normandy - remember? (And I remembered the golden 
mist full of dissolved sunlight, and I laid the 
memory of it alongside the cold creeping greyness 
outside the barn.) It looked sort of dOdgy, ••• 38 
The number of ways the Bom has of getting his word in 
has to be admired. Soon the original narrative method is 
resumed with the familiar bracketed intrusion from the Bom 
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and it is as if the bucket of water that Saul splashes on 
himsel f to wake up wakes Bom up too, and he realises what 
he has been doing. Unfortunately one of the first scenes 
Saul has to relate is a sexual one and Bom, with his new 
found resolve, cannot take over - making nonsense of his 
earlier take-over when he insisted Saul was reticent. Saul 
certainly doesn't show the fluency of Bom's earlier account 
but h is message gets across without the stumbling 
inarticulation that the Bom has led us to expect. Our 
earlier impression that the Bom might have a streak of 
voyeurism in him is strengthened and we also suspect a 
certain prurience and jealousy in him; the interest in the 
sexual exploits of the simple lusty Saul by the bookish Bom. 
And it is a book which br ings Bom to the fore again. 
As Saul falls asleep Belle is reci ting a poem by 
Baudelaire, and Bom grasps the opportunity to leap in, 
formal indications such as brackets forgotten. 
But- we know what the poem was. It· was Baudelaire's 
Invitation to the Voyage. I have it in front of me 
now, in the old edition of Flowers of Evil, published 
by Editions Verda, 11 Cite Dupetit-Thouars, Paris, and 
sold for twelve (old) francs. When did she give it to 
him?39 
The Bom who, wi th his Ii terary pretensions cannot resist 
giving the biographical details of Saul's early life, 
cannot resist giving the bibliographical details of the 
book as any good researcher would. But those kind of 
details are primarily the material of the non-fiction 
wr iter, under lining that the Bom, for all the problems he 
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has faced and compromises he has made, still believes he is 
merely re-telling a factual account factually. Or at least 
he wants us to believe he is. The question, "When did she 
give it to him?" echoes his earlier, "And did she give him 
the twelve-franc copy of Baudelaire?".40 
On the other hand, the Born's obssession with the book 
and the details of its giving to Saul, is directly linked 
to his addiction to the verifiably factual. He has in 
front of him, the very copy of the book that he mentions in 
the tale, containing her name; Isabelle Pradier, in her own 
hand. Such an intimate link with the woman and the tale is 
blown out of all proportion to its relation to other events 
in the book, simply by the Born's ownership of the book. It 
is both a link that proves the truth of his account, and 
the only link wi th a tale which has become less and less 
factual and more and more his version of events as the 
narration proceeds. It must be borne in mind that the 
emphasi~ on the book is Born's, not Saul's who only mentions 
the poem. As Born reads from the book he says, "The dead 
poet begins to speak to the dead woman - " 41 The dead 
woman is, on firs t impress ion the sis ter a f the poet, but 
in the context of the tale the poet also talks to the 
living Belle, indicating obtusely the future death of 
Belle. Born translates the poem for us (how well he does 
it!) and supplies the possible meaning it had for Belle. 
In a fictional tale the reference would stand for the 
reader to interpret, but the Born is commi tted to drawing 
(his) meaning out of the incident rather than allowing the 
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ambiguity and multiplicity of meaning that is the stuff of 
fiction. 
Saul's narrative resumes, with at least the physical 
separation of double spacing in the text, and the 
introduction continues the trend towards the original 
narrative form, "Well (said Saul) what woke me up was a fly 
"42 Born's slow withdrawal from the total invol vement 
of the middle sections of the tale continues, and the 
ul timate end would be a return to the original narrative 
form. This will occur to some extent, although not by any 
means unequivocally. It is as if he tries to return to the 
original form, but the constraints of the fictive process 
and of the method he has chosen to relate the tale, prevent 
him. He has in reality lost control of his narrative 
method as his next intrusion illustrates. The brackets are 
still absent but the spacing is still present, and again he 
recognises that what he is about to relate in the third 
person ~_::-is only an imagined reconstruction and not the 
authentic version which his omission 0 f such a disclaimer 
tended to make us believe we were hearing. However, within 
his intrusion, there is a further, bracketed, discussion of 
Luc Peire's Environment Three and the light it throws on 
his view of how we stand between two mirrors in any stable 
relationship with the view stretching out infinitely in 
both directions. All very interesting, and calculatea to 
parade his reading before the reader, but of only 
borderline relevance to Saul and Belle. The contents of 
the brackets could be omitted, if the tale that Saul has to 
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tell is all that is of interest. 43 But it does show us 
how the Born undercuts his own attempts merely to tell the 
facts and paint the picture in the most vivid way possible, 
because here he extrapolates beyond the lot of the two 
chief characters, to that of the general; from the specific 
to the total human condition. His very character prevents 
him from avoiding these self~indulgent digressions into 
per ipheral discussions. As readers we are pointed towards 
the character of our narrator by such digressions and away 
from his authorial role. We become interested in the 
teller not the tale. The digression on Env ironment Three 
refers to "mirrors of past and future", which Born sees as 
forming "a Ii ft, sinking down through endless selves. ,,44 
A comment on the narrative process of this novel, as well 
as on life itself. 
So after only four pages, Saul must step aside, and 
the Born begins conditionally with, "The champagne in the 
orchard_~would have Ie ft him thirsty, ••• ,,45 but that is 
the only verb in that mood before the normal mood resumes. 
Yet he still glosses his own narrative to the point where 
he removes the metaphorical meaning from "he had his feet 
under the table." and dissects it for our eyes. And he 
inserts the traditional fictional/Hollywood technique of 
having his hero reflect on his childhood even though there 
is no evidence for this,in Saul's own narration. 
Belle asks Saul what it is like to kill a man, so, 
within Born's speech, Saul returns to the prime narrative 
position. As the story unfolds Born fills in the "current" 
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events; what Belle or Saul do as he tells it; and also what 
Saul said to him as he told him the story, "(Do you 
remember them sunsets in Normandy, Bom? ... )".46 The 
narrative is almost unresolvably complex. Bom tells us, 
what Saul told him, he told Belle, in Bom's words, but with 
the intrusion of Saul's own words at the time he told the 
s tory to Bom - but those words themsel ves are in Bom' s 
words. No wonder Bom has trouble controlling this mosaic 
of voices. 
Despite all of the insights into Saul's mind that Bom 
has given us, he tries, right to the end, to re-impose the 
fiction that he knows "no more than [we] do what was going 
through his [Saul's] mind ,,47 , but by now we expect 
the contradictory material which follows almost immediately: 
What is he thinking? He knows there is no help, but 
he has entered ... into the fantasy of domestic Ii fe 
. •. he almos t bel iev es it. Tenderness begins to 
grow in him .... 48 
The chahge in tense from "was" to "is" gives us a clue to 
how this contradiction can be supported. In one case it is 
the Bom looking back on the events, while in the present 
tense he is actually back there, almost inside Saul's head 
reading his mind. The identification is nearly total 
between the story teller and his subject. In fact the Bom 
acknowledges that he held a double image of him; one he was 
looking down on at the burner, and one in the imagined past 
"doubly screened from me ... " 49 
The Bom does not understand the nature of the image he 
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holds and does not recognise that one of them is as totally 
Imaginary as much of the story he has told. Fact and 
fiction, narrator as author and narrator as character, are 
confused in a kaleidoscopic narration which leaves the 80m 
in an ambivalent posi tion both in regards to the story he 
tells, and his own existence. The markers we have noted 
have combined to produce a truth condi tionally ambivalent 
narrator - a true persona. 
The 80m Helps Saul With His French 
For the last part of the story Saul is speaking again 
but the voices have become qui te confused and the 
colloquial cockney is mixed with the fluent French, "(again 
I'm helping out Saul's French)" 50 not achiev ing the 
desired reconciliation since he has not acknowledged 
previously that he did help his French out; now it is too 
late an_~ the impression that he abrogated Saul's account 
with his imagination has been created. 
First person slips into third: 
"I'd made a mistake (went on Saul)"51 
So Saul's story ends, and 80m makes his final summary 
of his narrative efforts: 
Well, that's Saul Scourby' s story as 
and stretched it •.. and no doubt 
falsehood than truth. 52 
I've retold it 
put down more 
His belief that he can in the fictive medium of the 
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story, tell "the truth" persists, and he still believes 
that part of his tale can be more "real" than others if 
they are closer to what were the exact words of Saul. He 
never once suggests that what Saul, or any other of the 
na~rators, might say, could equally be considered a version 
of the truth. For him there definitely exists a res gestae 
that can be metamorphosed into a literary form with no loss 
of the gestae. He fails to perceive the evidence that his 
own word s pro v ide. His 0 w n fa i 1 u ret 0 imp art the whole 
essence of the story by retelling Saul's tale aoes not open 
his eyes to the impossibility of narrating that incept of 
truth that is the actual event, ei ther in terms 0 f the 
story (what Belle really did) or in terms of the narrative 
(what Saul said she really did). 
The Born finishes his story "towards midnight on 
Bastille Day nineteen-seventy-three, whatever that may 
mean. ,,53 Just who is so naive that they do not realise 
the irci5y of the tale of the killing of Belle on the day La 
Belle France celebrates its freedom? Whoever it is, it can 
only "mean" in relation to the text. Yet the event relates 
to the authorial process (the writing 0 f the text) and 
events outside the text (Bastille Day). The narrator is, 
again, both within, and outside the text, living an 
independent Ii fe as author, a Ii fe which also has 
significance in the fictional world. 
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The Narrative Levels 
Ruthven, in the article already ci ted, identi fies five 
narrative levels in A Soldier's Tale. I believe his schema 
can be extended on the evidence provided above if we 
consider a narrative level to be one at which an element of 
the historia rerum gestarum, the account of events, is or 
can be distorted. This then allows a multiplicity of 
narra tive levels within the one narra tor as we saw in The 
Book 0 f the Ouches s. At its mos t compl ex: in the case 0 f 
what really happened when the Germans broke the resistance 
group: we have seven narrative events overlapping the truth. 
(i) The Bom 1973 - Bom the narrator. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
The Bom 1944 - Bom the narrator with Saul. 
Saul Scourby 1944. 
Saul Scourby earlier in the war when the 
events in the farmhouse occurred. 
(~r Belle - when she tells her tale to Saul. 
(v i) Belle - when the events happened, and the 
account of the Germans came to her. 
(vii) The German(s) account. 
(viii) The truth of what happened. 
Further distortions of the narrative occur if we consider 
the reader's author who we perceive fashioning the account, 
and our own, the reader's, distorting effect. 
Wi th so compl ex a sy stem 0 f embedded narra tion the 
foregrounding of the narrative event is predominant, 
directing the reader's attention to the process by which 
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the tale comes to him. The role of the narrator is 
paramount, and his posi tion in relation to his tale is 
crucial. The very structure of the story leads the reader 
on the first step towards the postulation of a persona - a 
consideration of the narrative act, the narrator's 
relationship to his tale and to the reader's author: in 
short to the truth conditions of the elements of the tale. 
And as we have seen, these truth conditions are consistent 
with thbse of a true persona in the case of the Born in the 
narrative present. 
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Conclusion 
It is the Bom in 1973 who the reader perceives as the 
author ial persona. Even as we receive information about 
his own idiosyncracies and his own part in the writing of 
the tale, we also receive ev idence 0 f the reader's author 
who is the motive force behind the Bom. A reader's author 
who, in fact, pretends to be the Bom, and at the same time 
provides us with the evidence for his own unmasking. 
The balancea position of the narrator between an 
existence as character and author is enhanced by the use of 
the non-speci fic "Bom" appelation; colloquial, almost 
intimate, but at the same time depersonalised and general. 
Finally, it is interesting to note that a knowledge of 
Stravinsky's A Soldier's Tale may also act as a marker for 
the reader. The hero of' Stravinsky's work is Joseph, a 
soldier who forfeits his soul to the devil. Based on 
Russian_~ folk-tales, the story tells of his trade of his 
fiddle for a book that tells the future, and his time spent 
with the devil. "Two days well spent, and then came the 
third. ,,54 If Saul (Paul's name before his conversion on 
the road to Damascus) can be seen as representative of 
mankind, as Joseph is in Stravinsky's Tale, then Belle 
appears as a Christ figure, crucified at the hands of man. 
This leaas us to conclude that the murder will somehow 
redeem Saul. Further speculation about the connection 
between Joseph's and Stravinsky's Tales will not be 
productive here. For our purposes, it is the connection 
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between the hero of Stravinsky's Tale; Joseph; and the 
writer of this book; M.K. Joseph; which is central. On one 
level the link operates as an elaborate cryptic word game, 
and on another as a subtle indication to the narrative 
complexity of Joseph's Tale. We see an implied connection 
between the wr iter and the character in the Tale in their 
nominal similarity. 
Interestingly enough in an interview with M. K. Joseph 
shortly; before his death, he told me that the original 
s tory had been told by the model for Scourby to "the Bom 
figure" who had then told it to him. If his claim is 
correct he was not in the position of the Bom, but at one 
remove. However, as I have indicated throughout' this 
thesis the views of the writer are perhaps best avoided. 
When Joseph talked of writing the book, he used words and 
phrases almost identical to those of ,the Bom. Two examples 
will serve to illustrate the echoes between what the Bom 
says and. how Joseph recalled his tale. 
I wrote it quickly without too much revision - Joseph 
I've written without planning and with little revision 
_ Bom55 
What happened went like that I think - as far as I can 
remember - Joseph 
So what happened went perhaps like this _ Bom 56 
If we believe Joseph's claims then we may find little to 
distinguish him from his creation; the Bom; or we may be 
faced with Professor Joseph's public persona. 
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CON C L U S ION 
My intention in this. thesis has been to define and 
limit the application of the term "persona" in such a way 
that it can be . used with precision in literary criticism. 
To some extent the term has lagged behind the changes which 
have occured in literary criticism since the advent of the 
New Criticism. In an age of reader and text basea 
criticism, the persona has remained firmly rootea in the 
tradition of biographical criticism. In this thesis I have 
proposed a method of treating the concept which allows the 
critic to escape the charge of committing the biographical 
fallacy, while preserv ing the indubi table connection 
between the persona and the author. 
Since the descriptive precedes the evaluative and 
interpretative in the literary critical act, it is only 
after th is important step in de fining the 1 imi ts 0 f the 
term, i}s relationship to other types of narration, ana its 
relationship to the author, that the next step can be 
taken. This step is an attempt to recover the intentions 
of the putative author which must be crucial to the 
interpretative 
relationship of 
function. In 
the speakers 
order to 
to the 
do 
author 
this 
must 
the 
be 
ascertained. For this reason the isolation of a narrative 
stance which is distinct from other stances and which we 
have called the true persona, is not just an exercise in 
relational definition, or a minor contribution to a poetics 
of narration. It is also important in that it defines a 
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type of narration with a different and unique relationship 
to the author and to which a di ff'erent strategy must be 
adopted in order to begin to recover the intentions of the 
putative author. Without a knowledge of the persona and of 
. the differing constraints under which it operates, the act 
of interpretation will be made with an unsound knowledge of 
the author's relationship to the speaking voice. As a 
result, the accuracy of the interpretative act will be 
compromIsed. 
This thesis has confined itsel f to these two 
functions: of descr iption and the ear ly stages of 
interpretation. What remains to be done is to develop an 
evaluative approach to the persona. That is, to establish 
wha t cons ti tutes a good or a bad persona, and wha tit 
enables the author to achieve which other types of 
narrative do not. 
Although the truth conditional approach adopted in 
this - --paper works well in the consideration of prose 
narratives, the same cannot be said of its application to 
poetry. A long narrative poem can be deal t wi th in this 
way, but the limited amount of information which the reader 
receives about the speaker in a short poem gives the reader 
room for only a highly subjective assessment of the 
narra tor and his rela tionship to the author. Given that 
this is so, the application of the term "persona" to such 
poems seems unproductive and other strategies for assessing 
the position of the speaker must be used. These strategies 
could well be grounded in what this thesis has called the 
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Persona of Decorum, since style and its appropriateness 
seem better criteria for the consideration of such works. 
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